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Preface
In all things in nature, there is something of the marvelous.
-Aristotle

How beauteous mankind is! O brave new world,
That has such people in’t!
-William Shakespeare, The Tempest (V,i)
Six years after stepping ashore at Falmouth fresh from circumnavigating the world aboard
H.M.S. Beagle, Charles Darwin moved his young family to Down House, a Georgian manor
some fourteen miles southeast of London. In 1846 he leased a 1.5 acre strip of land from a
neighbor along the northwest border of his estate and had a sand-surfaced pathway built
around the perimeter of the parcel. This Sandwalk became Darwin’s “thinking path,” upon
which he strolled several times a day while his children played among the dogwood, privet,
birch and hazel he had planted along its course. It was here through innumerable repetitive
circuits that Darwin wove into whole cloth the threads of his contemplations and experiences
in South America and the Galapagos Islands into what Daniel Dennet has called “the single
best idea anyone has ever had...the idea of evolution by natural selection,” an idea which “in a
single stroke...unifies the realm of life, meaning, and purpose with the realm of space and time,
cause and effect, mechanism and physical law.” It is also along such a path that Elizabeth
Brunk, a young woman of adamantine strength and resolve and Darwin’s intellectual daughter,
wends her way. Darwin’s Sandwalk looped through the Kent countryside, but Elizabeth’s
resides at the level of the atomic and the molecular, looping through intersticial space along
alpha-helices and beta-pleated sheets as she weaves her threads into the growing tapestry of
our understanding of Nature.
I was gifted to know Elizabeth as her Advanced Placement Biology teacher in high school and
vividly remember her, even then, as possessing the rare ability of knowing how to ask deep,
insightful questions, questions that not only illuminated the topic at hand but elevated the
discussion to an entirely new level, and most decidedly kept her instructor on his toes. Many
an evening before a new topic I would try to prep myself for what I inwardly came to call the
“Liz Quiz,” a barrage of questions that invariably included forays into art, music, literature and
poetry. The nascent biomimeticist and polymath was preparing for her interrogation of the
universe and I was thrilled to be her whetstone.
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Darwin finished Origin of Species under extreme duress (with a young A.R. Wallace breathing
down his neck from the south Pacific), but on its final page he seems to have granted himself
the liberty to pen what amounts to a prose poem which has become perhaps the most quoted
passage of his works. “There is grandeur in this view of life,” he wrote, “with its several powers,
having been breathed into a few forms or into one; and that, whilst this planet has gone
cycling on according to the fixed law of gravity, from so simple a beginning endless forms most
beautiful and most wonderful have been, and are being, evolved.” It is this view of life that
Elizabeth embraces so passionately and which will carry her to discover unimagined brave
new worlds.

—Thomas Czarny

Traverse City, 1 April 2013
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Abstract

Using biomimicry for the production of desired chemicals takes inspiration from nature’s
unique ability to create exceptional catalysts. Exploring the natural machinery of enzymes
lends insight into understanding how novel biocatalysts can be engineered to operate under
mild conditions and, at the same time, be environmentally benign, highly selective and efficient. By understanding strategies of biological processes, which have been optimized over
millions of years of evolution, many of their sustainable qualities can exploited for practical
outcomes desired by humankind. In this dissertation, I review my work on exploiting the
evolutionary strategies of enzymes for biomimetic purposes using two different routes: in-cell
versus out-of-cell.
Regarding the in-cell route, I propose a biosynthetic pathway that constitutes a green route for
the production of commodity chemicals, such as Hydroxy-Propionate (3HP), from pyruvate.
Using microorganisms to produce desired compounds entails the discovery and minimal
(re)engineering of biocatalysts and their respective biochemical pathways. To be competitive
to traditional chemistry, one requirement is to utilize the full capacity of the microorganism to
produce target compounds with high yields and turnover rates. However, to understand the
capacity of the organism demands methods capable of handling complexity on many levels,
such as managing the complexity of large-scale biochemical networks while respecting the
critical chemical phenomena at the atomic scale. At the network scale, optimal pathways must
be selected from thousands of possible interacting networks. At the atomistic scale, finding
optimal enzymatic catalysts may require ‘fine-tuning’ the reaction mechanism for the desired
chemical task, such as increasing the binding affinity of the catalytic active site of an enzyme
to a target molecule.
To pursue this multi-layer challenge, this thesis merges knowledge-based metabolic engineering methods with computational chemistry methods, such as molecular dynamics simulations,
and a heuristic-based optimization algorithm. Knowledge-based metabolic engineering methods are used to identify the microbe-based production platform for synthesis. Classical and
Quantum Mechanical/Molecular Mechanical (QM/MM) molecular dynamics simulations are
used to study and (re)engineer the catalytic mechanisms of several different enzymes. The
heuristic-based optimization algorithm is used for the rational design of new catalysts. By
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bridging multiple disciplines, we provide an integral computational framework that could
accelerate the discovery and implementation of novel biosynthetic production routes.
As a natural extension to the in-cell studies, I have also explored the use of out-of-cell routes for
desired chemical transformations. In some cases, in-cell production of desired products may
be economically infeasible due to high concentrations of the target compound, which could
either be toxic to cells or cannot be produced by single cells with acceptable yields. Therefore,
the yield of synthetic steps via biologically-derived catalysts can be effectively improved by
catalyzing the chemical reactions outside the cellular environment. The type of biomimic that
is used in this thesis is a protein-like scaffold with both steric and electronic features that reinforce the proper orientation of catalytic residues. This fully synthetic structure can be directly
synthesized to properly bind substrates and, in principle, catalyze the desired reaction with
optimal turnover rates and efficiencies similar to the native system. As a proof-of-principle
study, I evaluate the ability of a three helical peptide bundle to mimic human carbonic anhydrase II (HCA) using classical and QM/MM molecular dynamics methods. Information
from simulation is used to guide the rational redesign of the mimic to optimize structural and
electronic properties to enhance catalysis.

Key words: Enzyme Design, Enzyme Catalysis, Biosynthesis, Pathway Design, Biomimetics,
Molecular Dynamics, Heuristic-based optimization, Metabolic Engineering, Density Functional Theory
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Résumé
L’utilisation du bio-mimétisme pour la synthèse de composés chimiques s’inspire de l’unique
capacité qu’á la nature de créer des catalyseurs exceptionnels. L’exploration de mécanismes
naturel des enzymes apporte de nouvelles perspectives á la compréhension de la manière dont
certains biocatalyseurs peuvent être synthétisés afin d’opérer dans des conditions douces, et
en même temps être écologique, hautement sélectif et efficace. En comprenant les stratégies
des processus biologiques qui ont bénéficié d’une optimisation au cours de millions d’années
d’évolution naturelle, il est possible de tirer partie de leurs qualités pour des applications pratiques au service de l’humanité. Dans cette dissertation, je décris mon étude sur l’utilisation
des stratégies évolutionnistes des enzymes pour des raisons biomimétiques en utilisations
deux différentes approches : intra et extra cellulaire.
Concernant l’approche intra cellulaire, je propose une voie biosynthétique constituant un
nouveau chemin écologique pour la production de produits chimiques de base tels que
l’Hydroxy-Propionate (3HP), á partir du pyruvate. L’utilisation de micro-organismes pour
produire les composés implique la découverte et la re-conception minimale de biocatalyseurs
et leurs chemins biosynthétiques respectives. Afin d’être compétitif par rapport á la chimie traditionnelle, il est indispensable d’utiliser la pleine capacité du micro-organisme pour produire
les composés désirés avec de hauts rendements et un fort taux de renouvellement. Cependant,
afin de comprendre la capacité de l’organisme demande des méthodes capables de gérer une
complexité sur de nombreux niveaux, tels que la complexité de réseaux bio-chimiques de
grande échelle tout en respectant les phénomènes chimiques critiques á l’échelle atomique. A
l’échelle atomique, le fait de trouver des catalyseurs enzymatiques optimaux peut nécessiter
un ajustement du mécanisme de réaction pour une tache chimique donnée, tel que l’augmentation de l’affinité de liaison du site de catalyse actif d’un enzyme vers une molécule cible.
Afin de poursuivre ce défi multicouche, cette thèse fusionne les méthodes d’ingénierie métaboliques basées sur la connaissance avec les méthodes de chimie computationnelle, tels
que les simulations moléculaires dynamiques, et les algorithmes d’optimisation heuristiques.
Les méthodes d’ingénierie métaboliques de la connaissance sont utilisées pour identifier les
plateformes de production pour la synthèse basés sur des microbes. Les simulations classiques
et de Mécanique Quantique/Mécanique Moléculaire (QM/MM) sont utilisées pour étudier et
reconstruire le mécanisme catalytique de différents catalyseurs enzymatiques. L’algorithme
d’optimisation heuristique est utilisé pour la conception rationnelle de nouveaux catalyseurs.
En reliant différentes disciplines, nous pouvons fournir en cadre computationnel permettant
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d’accélérer la découverte de nouveaux chemins de production biosynthétiques.
En tant qu’extension naturelle des études intracellulaires, j’ai aussi exploré l’utilisation de
voies extracellulaires pour des transformations chimiques données. Dans certains cas, la production intracellulaires de produits voulus peut entre économiquement impossible á cause
de la concentration élevée de composés cibles, qui pourrait soit être toxique pour les cellules
ou bien, qui ne pourrait être produit par une cellule unique avec un rendement acceptable.
En conséquence, le rendement d’étapes synthétiques via des catalyseurs biologiquement
obtenus peut être efficacement amélioré en catalysant les réactions chimiques en dehors
de l’environnement cellulaire. Le type de biomimétisme utilisé dans cette thèse est un échafaudage de type protéine avec les fonctions stériques et électroniques renforçant la bonne
orientation des résidus catalytiques. Cette structure entièrement synthétique peut être directement synthétisée afin de se lier correctement aux substrats et en principle, catalyser
la réaction désirée avec des taux de renouvellement optimaux et une efficacité similaire au
système original. En tant que démonstration du principe, j’évalue la capacité d’un three helical
peptide bundle d’imiter l’anhydrase carbonique humain II (HCA) en utilisait les méthodes
classiques et moléculaires dynamiques (QM/MM). L’information des simulations est utilisée
pour guider la conception rationnelle de l’imitation pour optimiser les propriétés structurelles
et électroniques améliorant la catalyse.

Mots clés : Conception d’enzyme, Catalyse d’enzyme, Biosynthèse, Conception de voie, Biomimétique, Dynamique Moléculaire, Optimisation heuristique, Ingénierie Métabolique, Théorie
fonctionnelle de densité
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1 Introduction

Despite the incredible feats of human engineering, architecture and technology, most manmade processes can not compete with the prowess of natural processes. The main difference
between the two approaches lies in the management of materials and energy. While many
industrial processes use resources as if the supply were infinite, Nature places emphasis on
the design of the system, gives special attention to detail, and treats materials as if they were
scarce and precious. This results in a course of action that generates robust materials that are
cheap to make and easy to recycle under ambient conditions. To be fair, Nature did have a
head start over human beings. Through the process of evolution, organisms have explored
various forms and have selected the most superior functions over the course of 3 billion years.
Yet, when humans are posed with an engineering problem, we often fail to look for guidance
and inspiration from the natural world. This is unfortunate because we fail to benefit from
the available solutions and practices that have already been discovered and implemented for
quite some time.
Exploring the natural machinery of enzymes for the in vivo production of desired compounds
is a highly profitable investment [1–5]. For this reason, biomimicry is the main focus of this
dissertation, which poses the question, “How can we understand evolutionary strategies of
enzymes and exploit them for biomimetic purposes?” The following chapters are devoted
to both the understanding of Nature’s strategies for various problems and the transfer of
this knowledge to synthetic approaches. The main objective behind the work reviewed in
this thesis is to find solutions on the molecular level for the production of chemicals using
biomimetic catalysts that are elegantly safer, more economical and highly efficacious when
compared to conventional methods.
Learning how to model processes after Nature could achieve a substantial reduction in resource and energy usage. However, unlike other areas of engineering, biological systems are
extremely non-linear and using biomimicry as a design strategy can cause unforeseen challenges. Complications arise from the fact that biology is astoundingly complex at many graded
levels of chemical detail. On one level, systems are complex due to the myriad of possible
interaction patterns that take place within a biochemical network. The lack of characterization
1
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of how systems work together makes predicting how they (and their components) function a
challenge. On another level, complexity is a result of the diverse array of molecular interactions
that are shaped by atomistic and electronic forces. As biological systems have evolved to be
functional and not necessarily comprehensible to humans, understanding the simplifying
motifs in the various layers of even a well-ordered biochemical network is a considerable
challenge. Consequently, putting these principles into practice seems nearly impossible.
One way around this dilemma is to break up the composite into smaller subparts that are
somewhat easier to handle. The so-called reductionist perspective uses a bottoms-up approach to describe a complex system by reducing it to its most basic components, starting
from the behavior of the microscopic constituents. Understanding the behavior of a single
enzyme or a single complex has its advantages, which include being able to focus uniquely on
the mechanistic details of the system of interest without being distracted by the many insults
and perturbations coming from the cellular environment. Collating data for various reactions
can begin to illustrate how the subcomponents might act in a unified way to give rise to the
function and behavior of the organism.
A great deal of progress in understanding how enzymes function and what molecular strategies
they use during catalysis is due, in part, to the ever increasing number of high-resolution
structures through X-ray crystallography as well as from detailed mechanistic information
from kinetics, modeling and theoretical investigations. Although valuable in its own right,
an additional advantage of knowing the structure and function of enzymes is transfer of this
knowledge to the design of synthetic catalysts that are capable of performing novel chemical tasks. Understanding the unique attributes of native enzymes reveals the key chemical
principles that underlie their efficacy as catalysts. These ‘bioinspired’ catalysts have many
advantages, which include the ability to be tuned in terms of selectivity or specificity to act on
an expanded (or reduced) scope of possible substrates.
However, understanding how and why biochemical networks are structured in the way that
they are, how various subtasks are configured, and how networks can be rewired to meet a new
goal requires more than a reductionist perspective. At the network scale, there are thousands
of possible interaction patterns. With this higher level of organization comes a higher amount
of complexity, which introduces a limit in the application of reductionism. Instead, a more
holistic perspective is needed, which recognizes that systems function as wholes and their
functioning cannot be fully understood solely in terms of their basic components. In order to
model the inherent nature of such processes, its important to understand how or why those
processes might have evolved in the first place.
From the assemblies of large numbers of interacting reactions emerge organized, functional
networks as a result of evolution, since maintaining modular structure is one force that helps
systems adapt to new environmental conditions [6]. Networks were initially assembled in
“patches,” through the recruitment of primordial, non-specific enzymes that reacted with a
wide range of chemically similar compounds [7]. The patchwork assembly of generalized
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reactions enabled early cells to overcome the limiting coding capabilities of small genomes
[8, 9]. The versatility of these primitive elements has since evolved into specialization of
orthologous enzymes. Given the myriad of potential partner metabolites available in reaction
space, most enzymes can be described as specialists, catalyzing specific reactions with high
efficacies. This means that most biochemical reactions fill an essential role in the functional
landscape within an organism and have been exquisitely crafted to catalyze one (or a few)
specific reactant into a specific product molecule. For this reason, understanding only a subset
of the reactions in reaction space is not sufficient for understanding the total capacity of an
organism.
The above points can be summarized by the fact that the problem of understanding and modeling biological systems is multi-faceted— requiring either a combination of the reductionist
and holistic approaches or the discovery of a middle ground lying somewhere in between the
two perspectives. Current efforts for designing biomimetic catalysts embrace both sides of
this problem in different ways. When conceiving the design of a ‘bioinspired’ catalyst, several
aspects must be initially considered (see Figure 1.1 for a conceptual workflow): (i) What is
the environment that the catalyst is operating in (in-cell or out-of-cell)? (ii) Does the catalyst
belong to a reaction pathway or can it be used as an “isolated” reaction (for example in an
out-of-cell route, a reaction that is not dependent on the products of preceding reactions)? (iii)
Is the structure of the catalyst based on a naturally-occuring enzyme or an artificial construct?
desired reaction
or compound
in cell

out-of-cell

reaction pathway

isolated reaction

select the
catalyst
enzyme catalyst

de novo design

synthetic catalyst

biomimetics &
re-engineering

directed evolution

optimization
of product yield
experiment

computer-aided design

Figure 1.1: The state of the art techniques for engineering systems to perform novel chemical
tasks.

The main difference between the in-cell and out-of-cell routes is whether other possible
interacting components are considered to be a part of the optimized biomimetic framework.
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For the out-of-cell route, the catalyst is optimized out of the cellular framework, as an “isolated”
system in aqueous solution or a buffer system. In contrast, for the in-cell route, the catalyst
must perform within the cellular framework, which means that the enzyme, the biosynthetic
pathway, and the host organism must be selected from an abundance of possibilities to give
the optimal solution. The in-cell route, thus, requires network-scale modeling and metabolic
engineering methods to engineer successful processes [1–5].
Whether in-cell or out-of-cell routes are used, a catalyst must be constructed and optimized
for the task at hand. However, understanding where to start this design process is not always
trivial and is the central focus of several state-of-the-art techniques, including de novo design,
biomimetic engineering and directed evolution. Such studies have produced successful
candidates that model enzyme function by using inorganic and organometallic/polymer
chemistry methods [10], molecular recognition agents using bioinorganic chemistry [11,
12], and the design of new protein functions via artificial constructs [13, 14] and structures
generated from directed evolution [15].
These methods differ mainly in the way they approach the design of the catalyst: the framework
of the catalyst either originates from a naturally-occurring structure or from a synthetic source.
In the cases where the catalyst is protein-based (as opposed to an inorganic or polymer-based
catalysts), directed evolution methods apply mutagenesis to naturally-occuring enzymes to
alter their function. In contrast, de novo enzyme design rationally engineers the active site
of an enzyme from first principles and then applies a protein scaffold to fold into a structure
containing the disembodied active site. The discipline referred to as ‘biomimetics and reengineering’ in Figure 1.1 approaches this task from a different perspective by taking maximum
advantage of an existing enzyme’s native capacity for catalysis. Minimal changes are made to
the naturally-occuring enzyme to expand the scope of the possible substrates and the ability
of the enzyme to catalyze its respective reaction on a novel ligand.
The work involved in engineering and optimizing biomimetic systems is considerable, and
even the most methodical experiments are sometimes reduced to trial and error. While computational methods allow for the rational design of constructs that lead to a better-informed
and more rapid means for implementation, there remains a gap between optimization efforts
at the molecular level and those at the systems level. Choosing one discipline over the other
leads to significant complications, such as managing the intricacy of large-scale biochemical
networks while still respecting the critical chemical phenomena at the atomic scale. One
example of a possible complication has to do with different definitions of the term ‘feasibility.’
While molecular-scale analyses assess feasibility in terms of the ability of the enzyme to catalyze a desired reaction at the atomistic and electronic scale, systems-level analyses assess
feasibility on an entirely different level— with respect to the range of intracellular metabolites
and enzyme concentrations within the cell.
Therefore, this raises the question, are there methods available that can incorporate both
sides to this story? Can we bridge the gap between systems biology and molecular-scale
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analyses? One of the overarching aims of this thesis is to address the importance of merging
and integrating a diverse spectrum of data from methods that touch on various levels of
chemistry and biochemistry. To bridge the gap between the molecular-scale and the systemslevel aspects of the above question, both systems biology methods and atomistic simulations
have been incorporated into this thesis to address the complexity of biological systems and
how their structure, function, and organization present novel design opportunities.
From the systems biology side, recent advances in the genomic era has led to the development
of metabolic engineering, which has a great potential to become an enabling strategy for understanding whole cell metabolism [16–19]. Being able to model, understand and predict complex
interaction networks has been made possible by recent developments of high-throughput
techniques for deciphering genomes, transcriptomes, proteomes, metabolomes and fluxomes.
Assimilation of this data is integral for the construction of structured knowledge bases [20–24]
that represent the known metabolic reactions in an organism and the genes that encode each
enzyme. Genome-scale metabolic networks have been reconstructed for over 60 organisms, including E. coli, where the standard model, iJR904 [23], contains nearly 1000 reactions and over
600 metabolites. These reconstructions can be converted into constraint-based models [25]
allowing useful calculations like flux balance analysis [20] to be performed. In silico pathway
predictions can be made by using either chemical-structure based methods, which identify
changes in chemical structures from the substrate to the product [18], or knowledge-based
methods [26–28], which work on the basis of experimentally identified information about
reactions and pathways deposited in several different databases [29–33] .
On the other hand, developments in computational chemistry coupled to the massive development in computer technology introduce the possibility of studying a diverse range of
biologically relevant problems in chemistry and physics. Over the last thirty years, a marked
progress in theory and computer hardware has enabled the widespread development of
practical algorithms to solve electronic structure problems. These advances coupled to the
ever-increasing number of available crystallographic structures has led to the possibility of
studying biomolecules with computer simulations. In particular, classical Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations, which make use of empirical force fields have the capacity to follow the
evolution of hundreds of thousands of atoms up to the microsecond time scale. Moreover, ab
initio, or first principles, MD [34–37] together with mixed Quantum Mechanical/ Molecular
Mechanical (QM/MM) MD methods[38, 39] have become very successful and widespread
methods for the study of chemical and biochemical reactions in complex environments [40].
These methods provide a means to study chemical reactions in light of the protein environment with high accuracy, involving hundreds of atoms and picosecond time scales. While
considering the entire protein in an ab initio MD framework requires an exorbitant amount of
computational resources, a mixed QM/MM framework overcomes this limitation by describing only the subset of catalytically active atoms by quantum mechanics and the rest of the
systems at the more expedient level of a classical force field. With tools that reach time scales
such as these, a large array of biologically relevant mechanisms can be studied, ranging from
protein folding to protein-ligand binding and catalysis.
5
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Incorporating both of these disciplines, this thesis is composed of two interrelated parts: 1)
understanding the intelligent and elegant tactics of enzymes to catalyze biochemical reactions
and 2) exploiting these features for practical, biomimetic purposes. To study evolutionary
strategies of different enzymes, four main systems were studied: (i) MutY, a DNA repair protein;
(ii) human O6-alkylguanine DNA alkyltransferase (hAGT); (iii) Human Carbonic Anhydrase
(HCA); and (iv) AdenosylCobalamin-dependent methyl malonyl-CoA mutase (MCM). Exploiting these enzymatic strategies was then carried out for the following purposes: (i) the
production of a target compound in a microbial production platform; (ii) the sequestration
and hydration of CO2 in a three-helix peptide bundle; and (iii) understanding the ‘redesign’ of
a DNA-binding protein into previously reported fluorescent-labeling device.
The structure of the thesis is the following: in Chapter 2, an introduction to biomimetic design
strategies is given; in Chapter 3, an overview of all the computational methods that were used
in this thesis is provided; Chapters 4-7 are dedicated to discussing enzymatic strategies for the
four main systems stated above, more specifically Chapter 4 focuses on how the involvement
of water molecules is secured in the MutY water-assisted catalytic mechanism; Chapter 5
describes how a protein must balance stability with degradability especially for single-turnover
reactions such as in the case of hAGT; Chapter 6 highlights several characteristics that may be
important in helping HCA speed up proton transfer reactions; and Chapter 7 centers on how
enzymes, such as MCM, deal with highly reactive intermediates during catalysis; Chapters
8-10 are dedicated to addressing how several strategies taken from the above group of proteins
can be exploited for the different biomimetic purposes stated above.
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2 Biomimetic strategies for the
production of chemical compounds
Let us consider what bionics has come to mean ...
Presumably our common interest is in examining
biological phenomenology in the hope of gaining
insight and inspiration for developing physical or
composite biophysical systems in the image of life.
— Otto Herbert Schmitt, 1963 [41]

Biomimicry is a strategy that makes practical use of the 3.8-billion-year “research and development” period known as evolution to find more efficient and sustainable ways to produce
chemical compounds or engineer products desired by humankind. There are many examples of very efficient structures and materials in Nature that offer possible alternatives to
the often limited and less efficient human-made plastics, polymers and glass materials. In
the pioneering work of Angela Bircher, inspiration found in abalone shells has motivated the
innovative discovery of new nano-materials, beginning with a rechargeable, biologically-based
battery [42, 43]. Applying biomimicry in architectural design has also achieved restorative,
sustainable structures, such as the Eden Project [44], biomes inspired by soap bubbles and
cellular structures. Benefits of using a special lightweight polymer in this project include selfheating capabilities through the use of passive solar design principles. Thus, using strategies
from Nature as design tools can offer the possibility of delivering products that have similar
functions but with a fraction of the resource input.
Another example of an efficient process is Nature’s way of producing chemicals, which is
remarkably elegant, compared to that of industrialized chemical synthesis. Nature’s unique
ability to create exceptional catalysts remains unsurpassed, given that enzymes operate under mild conditions and, at the same time, are environmentally benign, highly selective
and efficient. One example is the use of microbe-mediated processes to develop a sustainable biotechnological process for the production of high-value organic compounds, such
as specialty and commodity chemicals, from renewable resources. While current industrial
processes require massive amounts of heat and energy, certain microbial organisms are able
7
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to package a set of necessary enzymes into “molecular factories,” for the efficient and optimal
break down of complex polymers, such as cellulose, to make sugar. Making use of these
molecular factories is becoming an increasingly attractive alternative to organic syntheses
that utilize petrochemical feedstocks or other finite, non-sustainable resources.
However, metabolic systems of microbial organisms have not evolved to meet the demands of
chemical production at the industrial scale and efforts to upscale microbe-based platforms
often lead to low efficiencies and minimal product yields. Transforming these specialized
systems into flexible frameworks that can be adapted to suit human needs is made possible
by metabolic engineering. The central focus of systems-level metabolic engineering is to
create new metabolic enzymes and pathways or modify existing pathways in order to optimize
production of desired products (see ref [45] for a review on this subject). This is currently
being tackled by incorporating three biotechnology approaches: (i) systems biology, which
integrates the high-throughput ‘omics’ (genomics, proteomics, and metabolomics) data and
computational techniques for analysis (ii) synthetic biology, which offers the capacity for
redesign at the molecular level, and (iii) rational and systematic mutagenesis methods of directed evolution experiments. By combining these approaches, a variety of microbe-mediated
processes have been studied and developed to produce both naturally-occuring and nonnaturally occurring chemicals, compounds that exist or have not yet been found to exist in
nature, respectively [46].
What does the engineering of biochemical pathways entail? Using microorganisms to produce
desired compounds requires discovering and often engineering novel biosynthetic routes,
since the biosynthesis of many compounds has not been reported. Some production routes
may call for known metabolic reactions, in which an existing enzyme catalyzes its respective
reaction to transform a natural substrate into a desired product or intermediate, or they
may require novel reactions, in which an existing enzyme catalyzes the transformation of a
non-natural substrate into a desired product or intermediate. For either case, knowledge and
discovery of biochemical pathways in addition to the elasticity (or flexibility) of the entire
metabolic network is the main tool for applying productive changes to the system. To train
organisms to produce high yields of desirable chemicals, modifications can be made at the
level of the gene to knock out any reactions that compete with a desired reaction pathway and
do not interfere with the short-term survival of the organism. Furthermore, novel reactions
can be introduced to enhance yield and increase turn-over (reaction rates). In essence, the
complete knowledge of the inner-workings of microbial organisms can be exploited to carefully
fine-tune the reaction mechanics to obtain maximum yield of a desired product.
The emergence of increasingly extensive genome, transcriptome, proteome, metabolome and
fluxome annotations together with computational tools capable of analyzing complex networks introduces new potential to what can be achieved in this field by providing a framework
for the understanding and prediction of whole cell metabolism [16–18]. Furthermore, integrating different computational approaches makes it possible to probe the feasibility of a novel
reaction pathway at graded levels of biological detail. Metabolic engineering methods provide
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a network-level analysis to deliver pathways that respect the feasible range of intracellular
metabolite and enzyme concentrations while molecular simulations assess the ability of an
enzyme or a (re)engineered biocatalyst to catalyze a desired reaction at the atomistic scale.
Ultimately, exploring reaction pathways at these different levels predicts the various factors
that influence a successful implementation of a novel route.
A computational approach is therefore an ideal complement for the engineering of microorganisms as renewable, efficient systems that produce commodity and specialty chemicals.
One main advantage of using computers to advance biotechnology is that optimization of
the performance of the catalysts can be done using rationally-driven, minimal enzyme reengineering methods. Recent developments in metabolic engineering, computer-aided design
of enzymes and synthetic biology bring promise of engineering complex reaction pathways
within a single microorganism[47–49]. We can begin to imagine designing a biocatalyst that
can efficiently produce high yields of desired commodity chemicals, such as butanol or other
compounds as alternatives to ethanol, for biofuels.
The work reviewed in this thesis uses a combination of genome-scale modeling of the metabolic
network and molecular modeling and simulations, by which novel reaction pathways can be
assembled, modeled and optimized in a timely manner. Complementary experiments have
been carried out to test and validate theoretical predictions. The benefits of using a biomimetic
approach, such as the one undertaken in this work, are many, including a radical resource
efficiency, as microorganisms are naturally resource-efficient machines that work under mild
conditions using readily available materials (such as solar energy and water). Furthermore,
knowledge of these systems can later be extended to other environmental and economic
sectors, including biodegradation, bioremediation, and rational design of drug targets to
address the increasing problem of anti-microbial resistance. Closed loop systems can also be
integrated into this technology, by engineering organisms to consume waste byproducts as
nutrients, which would be a positive alternative to industrialized waste-producing processes.
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3 Methods

This chapter provides an overview of the main theoretical concepts and computational methods that have been employed for the understanding and modeling of the various chemical
processes presented in the following chapters. The chapter is divided into three main parts: (i)
computational chemistry methods; (ii) systems biology and cheminformatics methods; and
(iii) heuristic-based methods for chemical discovery. In the first part, after the introduction
of the molecular Hamiltonian, I will give a brief introduction to the Born Oppenheimer approximation, Density Functional Theory and the Car-Parrinello method, which are all starting
points for understanding how electronic structure methods can be linked to Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations. I will discuss the tendency of ab initio MD to experience problems
due to limited sampling and how they can be partially overcome by using empirical force
fields in classical MD. This description is followed by a short introduction to classical MD and
free energy calculations, which constitute some of the most important methods that provide
insights into how chemical species recognize each other, associate, or react. In this thesis,
free energy calculations are used mainly to understand thermodynamic properties related to
conformational equilibria, molecular association, receptor-ligand interactions and protein
stability. Finally, the last subsection of the computational chemistry part merges the two
molecular modeling techniques to describe Quantum Mechanical/ Molecular Mechanical
(QM/MM) simulations. In the second part of this chapter, I will switch to methods that describe chemical processes at a completely different scale: networks of chemical reactions in
biological systems. I will start by addressing how metabolic network models can be reconstructed from genomic, proteomic and metabolomic annotations to provide constraint-based
methods for predicting the response of the cell to changes in metabolic activity. The main
concepts of Flux Balance Analysis, Thermodynamic Metabolic Flux Analysis, Group Contribution Theory, and Enzyme Commission (EC) Classification will be briefly reviewed in order to
discuss the use of pathway search algorithms, such as the Biochemical Network Integrated
Computational Explorer (BNICE) framework. In the final section, I provide a short overview
of a heuristic-based optimization algorithm, which is inspired by nature in the sense that it
employs an evolutionary genetic algorithm. I discuss briefly how this method can be exploited
for novel chemical discoveries at various levels of chemical detail.
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3.1 Computational Chemistry
Over a one-hundred years ago, Gibbs and Boltzmann contributed the theory of statistical
mechanics, which enabled scientists to understand the thermodynamic properties of a system
starting from the interactions of its individual microscopic components. All observables of
this system can be determined by averaging over all the possible states in phase space with a
probability density specified by the ensemble. Assuming that the system satisfies the ergodic
hypothesis, the ensemble average in phase space is the same as the time average, provided
that the timescales over which a system can truly explore the entirety of its own phase space
is sufficiently large. Therefore, two key factors must be satisfied in order to fully describe
the thermodynamic properties of a system: (i) a description of the interactions between the
microscopic constituents of a many-body system and (ii) the ability to sample a significant
part of phase space for the system of interest. The first sections of this chapter deal with the
first factor (sections 3.1.1 to 3.1.5) where as the last sections of the computational chemistry
part (sections 3.1.6 to 3.1.10) cover the second factor and describe several methods that can
be used to obtain thermodynamic properties of a system.

3.1.1 Basic equations for interacting electrons and nuclei
Devising a theory that properly describes electrons in matter has developed into one of the
most challenging feats of theoretical chemistry and physics. This very important problem is
well worth the effort and time put into solving it, since the basis for understanding materials
and chemical processes is entirely based on understanding electronic structure. The equations
of quantum mechanics provide the fundamental framework to describe the microscopic
properties of a system composed of many atoms. Using the non-relativistic formulation of the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation[50], a wavefunction Ψ describes a system composed
of M atoms with N electrons as a function of the 3(N + M ) geometric coordinates, nuclear and
electron states, and time, given by
i~

∂
~I }; t ) = Ĥ Ψ({~
~I }; t )
Ψ({~
r i }, {R
r i }, {R
∂t

(3.1)

for a quantum system with both electronic {r i } and nuclear {R I } degrees of freedom that
evolves over time t .
The many-body wavefunction is Ψ({r i }, {R I }; t ) ≡ Ψ({r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , · · · , r N }, {R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , · · · , R M }; t ) is
asymmetric with respect to an exchange of electronic coordinates r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , · · · , r N .
The combined electronic-nuclear Hamiltonian is represented by
Ĥ = −
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(3.2)
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which takes into consideration the kinetic energy of nuclei and electrons, electron-electron,
electron-nuclear, and nuclear-nuclear Coulomb interactions, where M I and Z I are the mass
and atomic number of the I t h nucleus, whereas m e , −e, and ε0 represent the electronic mass,
charge and the vacuum permittivity, respectively. For the remaining parts of this section, I use
spin-independent formulations, though it is not explicitly stated. I also adopt atomic units
where ~ = m e = e = 4πε0 = 1 for simplicity.

3.1.2 Born Oppenheimer Approximation
The computation of the energy and wave function is an extremely formidable task due to the
complexities that arise from dealing with the many-body (N +M ) interacting particles. For this
reason, approximations to the original formalism must be introduced. Born and Oppenheimer
suggested that, as the nuclear masses are more than 2000 times that of the electronic masses,
the nuclear and electronic motions can be decoupled [51, 52]. In Equation 3.2, we can set M I
to infinity and ignore the kinetic energy of the nuclei. By doing so, this reduces the problem of
describing a many-body interacting system to the motion of electrons in a field of fixed nuclei.
Thus, the many-body wavefunction can be constructed as a product of a nuclear wavefunction and an electronic wavefunction (Equation 3.3). Additionally, as the electrons respond
instantaneously to the changes in nuclear configuration, the electronic wavefunction can
be expressed as a time-independent Schrödinger equation, using the following adiabatic
Born-Oppenheimer ansatz
Ψ({r i }, {R I }) ≈ Φ({r i }; {R I })χ({R I })

(3.3)

Where χ is the nuclear wavefunction, and Φ is the electronic wavefunction, which depends
only parametrically on the nuclear coordinates. The electronic wavefunction can be solved
for fixed, or ‘clamped,’ nuclei, giving rise to the time-independent electronic Schrödinger
equation
Ĥe ({r i }, {R I })Φk ({r i }, {R I }) = E k ({R I })Φk ({r i }, {R I })

(3.4)

for the kth electronic state with clamped nuclei at coordinates {R I } and He can be written as
Ĥe = T̂ + V̂ext + V̂i nt + E I I

(3.5)

where T̂ is the kinetic energy operator of the electrons, V̂ext is the potential acting on the
electrons due to the (fixed) nuclei, V̂i nt is the electron-electron interaction, and the final term,
E I I , is the classical interaction of the nuclei with one another.
Using the Born-Oppenheimer approximation thus reduces the problem of the (N + M ) manybody interactions to a solution of an N electron problem at fixed nuclear positions and to
a solution of M nuclei problem in which the electrons contribute to an external field. Now,
the main complication of the electronic formulation lies in the electron-electron Coulomb
13
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interactions. Starting from Equation 3.5, a vast array of methods have been developed to treat
electron interactions with sufficient accuracy (see refs [53–55]).

3.1.3 Density Functional Theory
Density Functional Theory (DFT) has become an enabling strategy for the development of
practical and useful effective particle methods that can be applied directly to study electronic
structure in condensed matter systems. The fundamental and guiding principle of DFT is
that any property of a system of interacting electrons can be considered as a functional of
the ground state electron density, ρ(r ) [56]. This means that one scalar function of position
determines all of the information contained in the many-body wavefunction for the ground
state of a system (see Equation 3.6).
ρ(~
r) =

Z

|ψ(~
r ,~
r 2 , · · · ,~
r N )|2 d~
r 2 d~
r 3 , · · · , d~
rN

Z

where

ρ(~
r )d~
r =N

(3.6)

The fundamental basis of DFT is based on two theorems which can be summarized by the
following: (i) for a system of N interacting electrons in an external potential, V̂ext , the potential
V̂ext is determined uniquely, except for a constant, by the ground state electron density, ρ 0 (r );
and (ii) the ground state energy can be obtained variationally: the density that minimizes the
total energy is the exact ground state density.
An equation to determine the ground state energy can be formulated by rewriting Equation
3.5
Z
E H K [ρ] = T [ρ] + Vi nt [ρ] = F H K + d 3~
r Vext (~
r )ρ(~
r ) + EI I
(3.7)
where EI I is the interaction energy of the nuclei, FH K =〈Φ[ρ]|He |Φ[ρ]〉 is the Hohenberg-Kohn
functional and He includes all of the internal energies, kinetic and potential, of the interacting
electron system. FH K is considered to be a universal functional (i.e. it is the same for all
electron systems as it is independent of the external potential) of the electron density because
both the kinetic energy and electron-electron interaction energy are functions of the density
only. If the function FH K were known, the total energy of the system could be minimized to
find the exact ground state electron density and energy. While DFT is an exact theory, the
original formulation of Hohenberg and Kohn lacks an exact expression for the FH K functional,
and approximations must be made in order to make this approach useful in practice.

The Kohn-Sham ansatz
While the original works of Hohenberg and Kohn are elegant and simple, they did not contain
information for how to actually construct the universal density functional. The Kohn-Sham
approach uses a fictitious system of non-interacting electrons that generate the same density
as a given system of interacting particles [53]. This provides an attractive alternative to post14
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Hartree Fock methods, since DFT is more versatile and provides a way to systematically map
the many-body problem onto a single-body problem. Reformulating the problem in this way
led to a computationally accessible approach which has proven to be a remarkable success
and is the most widely used method today for electronic structure calculations. The main
strategy of creating an easily solvable auxiliary system is to incorporate all of the difficult
many-body terms into an exchange-correlation functional of the density, E XC [ρ] (see Equation
3.8).
The original Hohenberg-Kohn approach to the full interacting many-body problem can be
rewritten for the ground state energy functional in the form
Z

E K S = T s [ρ] +

d~
r Vext (~
r )ρ(~
r ) + E Hartree [ρ] + E I I + E XC [ρ]
where EHartree [ρ] is represented by
Z
1
ρ(~
r )ρ(~
r 0)
E Hartree [ρ] =
d 3~
r d 3~
r0
2
|~
r −~
r0 |

(3.8)

and the independent-particle kinetic energy Ts is given by
N Z
X
1 2 ks
T s [ρ] =
〈ψks
i | − ∇ |ψi 〉,
2
i =1
Using orbitals in place of the density for the kinetic energy led to the success of the Kohn-Sham
ansatz, as it builds in quantum properties that would otherwise have no known functional
dependence on the electron density. For example, one can evaluate the kinetic energy exactly
using a set of N wavefunctions.
The brilliance of the Kohn-Sham approach (which is, in part, the reason Kohn received the
1998 Noble prize in chemistry) is that it explicitly separates out the exact independent-particle
kinetic energy and incorporates the many-body effects of the kinetic energy into the exchangecorrelation functional Exc to be determined by reasonable approximations using local or
nearly local functionals of the density. The energy Exc is expressed in the following form
Z

E xc [ρ] =

d~
r ρ(~
r )²xc ([ρ],~
r)

(3.9)

where ²xc ([ρ],~
r ) is the exchange-correlation energy per electron at point ~
r that only depends
on the density, ρ(~
r ) at r .
Now that the kinetic energy can be described, the remaining task consists in finding a good
approximation for the exchange-correlation term. Currently, a large variety of xc-functionals
have been developed based on different assumptions. The first and simplest approximation,
described below has been computed exactly by Quantum Monte-Carlo methods.
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Local density approximation
As Kohn and Sham pointed out in their seminal paper [56], the exchange-correlation energy is
an integral over all space with the exchange-correlation energy density at each point assumed
to be the same as in a homogenous electron gas with that density, known as the local density
approximation (LDA)
LD A
E xc
[ρ]

Z

=

d 3~
r ρ(~
r )²hom
xc (ρ)

(3.10)

where ²xc (ρ) can be separated into exchange (analytic) and correlation (numeric) terms.
While LDA has shown to be successful for certain systems, like solids, it suffers large deficiencies for highly non-uniform systems, such as in the description of biologically relevant systems
(hydrogen bonding interactions).

Generalized-gradient approximations
The development of Generalized-Gradient approximations (GGAs) led to a vast improvement
in accuracy over LDA, which is one of the main reasons DFT became so widely accepted by
the computational chemistry community. This approach takes one step further from the local
approximation to include the magnitude of the gradient of the density |∇ρ| as well as the value
ρ at each point.
GG A
E xc
[ρ] =

Z

d 3~
r ρ(~
r )²xc (ρ, |∇ρ|, · · · ) =

Z

d 3~
r ρ(~
r )²hom
F xc (ρ, |∇ρ|, · · · )
x

(3.11)

where ²hom
is the exchange energy of the homogeneous electron gas and Fxc a dimensionless
x
functional for which numerous analytic forms have been proposed[54, 55, 57].

Hybrid Functionals
The class of functionals called “hybrid functionals” refer to a cross between an orbitaldependent exact exchange formalism and density functional theory. They remain among the
most accurate functionals available to computational chemists, providing accurate results for
energetics and chemical bonding characteristics for organic and biological systems. Here the
strategy is to mix a GGA functional to some extent c x with exact (“Hartree-Fock”) exchange E Xx
h ybr i d

E xc

= c x E Xx + (1 − c x )E xGG A + E cGG A

(3.12)

One of the advantages of mixing exact exchange into an exchange-correlation functional
is that it has the effect of relieving part of the spurious self-interaction term introduced in
purely local approximations. Further information on hybrid-functionals can be found in Refs.
[54, 55].
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3.1.4 From static calculations to dynamics
One of the main objectives in the application of MD simulations encompasses the better
understanding of the interatomic interactions that take place within a many-body condensed
matter system. When considering the dynamics of physical and biological systems, it is crucial
that gradual changes allow the system to adapt to new configurations and the electronic
system to undergo change. Classical molecular dynamics can be derived starting from the
time-dependent Schrödinger’s equation (Eq. 3.1) as shown by Ref. [37], to give
M I R̈ I (t ) = −∇I VkBO ({R I (t )})

(3.13)

separately for each decoupled electronic state.
In observation of the above representation, the nuclei move according to classical mechanics
in a potential, VBO
, which is given by the Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surface Ek ,
k
which can be determined by solving the time-independent electronic Schrödinger equation
for the kth electronic state at the given nuclear configuration {R I (t )}. This framework holds
true as long as there is a sufficient gap between different electronic states (e.g. between the
ground state and the first excited state). In practice, the process described in this subsection can be summarized in three steps: (i) start from a nuclear configuration; (ii) solve the
time-independent Schrödinger equation for the electrons; and (iii) move the nuclei within
the effective potential of the electrons and repeat the process. The advantage of this approach is that the time step for the numerical integration of the equation of motion can be
chosen according to the nuclear degrees of freedom, since the nuclei move on a ‘frozen’ timeindependent Born-Oppenheimer electronic energy surface. This is called ‘Born-Oppenheimer’
(BO) dynamics.

3.1.5 Car Parinello Method
In 1985, Car and Parrinello developed an approach in which Newtonian equations of motion
can be integrated for both wavefunctions and atomic coordinates [35]. Their clever approach
exploits the time-scale separation of fast electronic and slow nuclear motion by reducing the
two-component quantum/classical problem to a purely classical problem with two separate
energy scales. Using this framework, the dynamical behavior of various systems can be
illuminated by computing the quantum mechanically-derived forces acting on the nuclei.
Similar to classical mechanics where the force on the nuclei is determined via the derivative of
a Lagrangian with respect to the nuclear positions, a functional derivative with respect to the
orbitals (i.e. the classical fields) yields the force on the orbitals, where 〈φ|He |φ〉 is considered
to be a functional of the wavefunction.
The fundamental equation of motion in the Car-Parrinello (CP) method [35] is derived from
an extended Lagrangian L as a functional of the wavefunctions (Kohn-Sham orbitals) φk and
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the atomic position R I .
L ex =

XµZ
i

2

d 3 r |ψ̇k |2 +

1X
M I |Ṙ I |2 − ²[{ψk }, {R I }] + constraints
2 I

(3.14)

where µ represents the fictitious electronic mass associated with the electronic orbitals, M I
are the nuclear masses, ²[{ψk }, {R I }] is the potential energy including the electronic potential
and the classical interaction between the nuclei and the constraints refer to imposition of
orthonormality of the electronic orbitals.
The equation of motions for the wavefunctions are then given by
µ

X
d2
ψk = −H ψk +
Λl ν ψν
2
dt
ν

(3.15)

where Λl ν are Lagrange multipliers to ensure orthogonality of the wavefunctions ψk .
If the starting electronic configuration is optimized to the Born-Oppenheimer surface, the
electrons will remain close to the electronic ground state during the time evolution of the
system as long as adiabatic conditions are maintained. To ensure that adiabatic conditions
n
are met, the lowest possible electronic frequency, wmi
, which is roughly given by
e
s

wmin
∝
e

E gap

(3.16)

µ

where E gap is the energy gap between the HOMO and LUMO, which must be much higher
than the nuclear frequencies. Therefore, the fictitious electronic mass, µ, can be set to control
the difference in frequency regimes in such a q
way to allow adiabatic separation without
µ

compromising the time step too much: ∆tmax ∝ E cut where E cut is the largest kinetic energy
in an expansion of the wavefunction in terms of a plane wave basis set.

Problems due to sampling of phase space
While using the CP approach steers clear of dealing with huge eigenvalue problems and both
the computational memory and the computational time are significantly reduced, it is still limited by time scale (tens of picoseconds) and the size of the system (a few hundred to a thousand
atoms) due to the computational cost of performing a first principles calculation. Therefore,
applying this framework to study biological systems (on the order of 104 to 105 atoms) is not
feasible for any time scale (nano to miliseconds) and, thus, further approximations must be
considered.
One way around this problem is to approximate the global potential energy surface in terms of
a truncated expansion of many-body contributions, which is known as an empirical force field.
Using force field models, as discussed in more detail below, the electronic degrees of freedom
are now replaced by a set of interaction potentials and are no longer explicit degrees of freedom
18
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when the nuclei are propagated. In this new representation, the mixed quantum/classical
problem is even further reduced to a purely classical framework. This allows for the successful
modeling of large biological systems by using pre-determined and ‘fixed’ empirically-based
interaction potentials.
M I R̈ I (t ) = −∇I VeF F ({R I (t )})

(3.17)

in which VFe F is the interaction potential from an empirically-based force field.

3.1.6 Using Empirical Force Fields in Molecular Dynamics
The use of classical force fields in the framework of molecular dynamics allows for sampling of
much longer time scales (microseconds) by speeding up the process of evaluating the forces
on the nuclei. Using pre-determined potentials, the potential energy surface (PES) is no longer
determined ‘on the fly’ from first principles but, rather by using empirical potentials that were
fitted with experimental and high-level quantum chemical data into simple functional forms.
In this work, the AMBER force field [58] was used for the description of proteins in solution.
Once a force field is specified, an iterative process consisting of five main steps takes place: (i)
choose the atomic (nuclear) positions, r0 , at time t =0 and select a time step ∆t ; (ii) obtain the
forces on all nuclei; (iii) move the atoms with respect to the forces obtained in the previous
step; (iv) move time t forward according to ∆t ; and (v) repeat. The amount of time steps
needed to sample the statistically relevant number of configurations in the energy landscape
is system dependent. Under the ergodic hypothesis, averages in the phase space can be
replaced by time averages, if the time is sufficiently long such that all the relevant phase space
is sampled appropriately.
The empirical potential energy function for biological systems is made up of both ‘bonded’
and ‘non-bonded’ terms and is differentiable with respect to the atomic coordinates, the
bonded terms are described by:
E bond =

X
bonds

k ibond (r i − r 0 )2 +

X
angle

ang l e

ki

(θi − θ0 )2 +

X

k idih [1 + cos(n i φi + δi ] (3.18)

dihedral

The bonded energy is a summation of terms that describe fluctuations in the bonds, angles
and dihedrals about the respective equilibrium lengths or angles, which have been fitted to
reproduce structural parameters and normal mode frequencies. These terms act as penalty
functions and describe the deviation from an ideal geometry. The force constant, ki , determines the strength of the bond. Both ideal bond lengths r0 and force constants ki are specific
for each pair of bound atoms, i.e. depend on chemical type of atoms-constituents. The same
applies for the angles and dihedrals.
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The non-bonded energy is made up of two terms, Van der Waals and Coulomb interactions
E

nonb

= 4²i

µ
X X σi j 12
i j 6=i

ri j

−

σi j 6
ri j

¶

+

X X qi q j
i j 6=i

ri j

(3.19)

The van der Waals interactions are most often modelled using the Lennard-Jones ‘12-6’ potential and the electrostatic energy, represented by the Coulomb interaction of effective point
charges; ² is the effective dielectric function for the medium and ri j is the distance between
two atoms having charges qi and q j . The dielectric constant is set equal to 1, and partial
atomic charges are derived via the Restrained Electrostatic Potential (RESP) procedure [59].
Van der Waals interactions between a pair of atoms are described as a balance between
repulsive and attractive forces that are negligible at infinite atomic separation ri j . The repulsive
force, the r−12 term, describes Pauli repulsion at short range due to overlapping electron clouds
whereas the attractive part, the r−6 term or the dispersion energy, arises from fluctuations in the
charge distribution. This fluctuation gives rise to instantaneous dipoles which, in turn, induce
dipoles in other atoms or molecules giving rise to an attractive interaction. While the attractive
term is longer in range than the repulsion term, it becomes dominant at shorter distances.
In most MD simulations with periodic boundary conditions, van der Waals interactions are
evaluated up to a given cutoff and the electrostatic interactions are computed with the Ewald
summation method [60, 61]. To simplify this summation, the energy function is split into two
parts: a short-range term (with charges within a sphere with r < r c < L/2, where L is the length
of the periodic box) and a long-range term (for atoms at a distance further than r c , typically
r c ∼10 Å).
Upon calculation of all forces between the particles, the next step is to integrate Newton’s
equations of motion. Many algorithms have been devised to carry out this process in an
approximate way, as computing the classical trajectory exactly would require solving 3N
second order differential equations, where N refers to the number of particles in the system.
One of the simplest and most elegant algorithms is the Verlet algorithm, in which the derivation
begins with a Taylor expansion of the coordinate of a particle around time t
f (t ) 2 ∆t 3 ...
r + O (∆t 4 ) · · ·
∆t +
2m
3!
f (t ) 2 ∆t 3 ...
r + O (∆t 4 ) · · ·
r (t − ∆t ) = r (t ) − v(t )∆t +
∆t −
2m
3!
r (t + ∆t ) = r (t ) + v(t )∆t +

(3.20)

and by summing these two equations, we arrive at
r (t + ∆t ) ≈ 2r (t ) − r (t + ∆t ) +

f (t ) 2
∆t + O (∆t 4 )
m

(3.21)

The velocity can then be derived by
v(t ) =

20

r (t + ∆t ) − r (t + ∆t )
+ O (∆t 2 )
2∆t

(3.22)
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3.1.7 Quantum Mechanical / Molecular Mechanical (QM/MM) Simulations
Employing classical molecular dynamics methods allows for the characterization of the interatomic interactions by considering empirical force fields. While such simulations permit
large scale calculations, reaching micro-seconds in duration, certain problems can not be
studied by using effective potentials, such as the breaking or formation of a chemical bond.
For this reason, the motivation arises to employ a mixed Quantum Mechanical / Molecular
Mechanical (QM/MM) MD, to study catalytic processes in biological systems [39, 62–65].
This thesis utilizes a QM/MM method that has been implemented in the Car-Parrinello
framework by Röthlisberger et al.[66]. Here the system is partitioned into two parts: an ‘inner’
shell, containing the subset of atoms described quantum mechanically (QM) and an ‘outer’
shell described by molecular mechanical calculations (MM).
H = HQM + H M M + HQM −M M

(3.23)

HQM represents the Hamiltonian describing the quantum subset, H M M describes the classical
part and HQM −M M is the interaction Hamiltonian between QM and MM parts [67]. Partitioning
the system in such a way places computational emphasis on the part of the molecule that
should be considered in extensive detail, without losing the ability to include the effect of an
extended environment.
One of the complications that arise in this framework is determining how to characterize
the interface between the QM and MM atoms and the coupling between the QM and MM
subsystems (HQM −M M ). In the Car-Parrinello scheme, covalent bonds between the QM and
the MM atoms are treated with specific monovalent pseudopotentials. The bending, torsions,
and Van der Waals interactions between QM and MM parts are characterized by the classical
force field. When describing the electrostatic effect of the MM atoms on the QM part, these
interactions are considered as additional contributions to the external field of the quantum
system, such that
el e
HQM
−M M =

X

Z

qi

d~
r ρ(~
r )v i (|~
r −~
r i |)

(3.24)

i ∈M M

where q i represents the classical point charge at r i , and v i (|~
r −~
r i |) represents a screened
Coulombic potential of the form given in Equation 3.25. Such a scheme ensures that interactions between the QM atoms and distant MM atoms are included explicitly in the Hamiltonian
[67].
Since there are no electrons in the MM part that would lead to positive classical point charges
“spilling out”, a Pauli repulsion of the QM electron density can be overpolarized. Employing
a plane wave basis set approach can enhance this effect, as electrons can freely delocalize.
To diminish this effect, a potential, v i (r ), is implemented, such that it replaces the Coulomb
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potential, r1 , with
v i (r ) =

n
−rn
r ci

(3.25)

n+1
r ci
− r n+1

where n = 4 and r ci represents the covalent radius of atom i. Using such a model allows the
potential to smoothly converge to a constant at small r [39]. In the boundary region between
QM and MM subsystems, the form of the interaction potential has been formulated in such a
way as to diminish the electron density ‘spill-out’ effect [39].

3.1.8 Thermodynamic Integration
In characterizing chemical reactions and reactive species, computing the free energy profile
allows for the description of the thermodynamics along the reaction path as well as details
pertaining to the activation energies and associated rate constants for an enzymatic reaction.
Using statistical mechanics, the free energy can be determined from ensemble averages,
defined by
1
F (q 0 ) = − l nP (q 0 )
β

(3.26)

where β−1 = k B T,
and
P (q 0 ) = 〈δ(q(r 1 , ..., r N ) − q 0 )〉 is the probabilty density for the reaction coordinate at the value q 0 , which can be computed directly during the QM/MM molecular
dynamics simulation [68].
In this thesis, thermodynamic integration [69] was used in parallel with the ‘blue moon ensemble’ method [70] to characterize enzymatic reaction mechanisms. Having some knowledge
about the putative step-wise catalytic mechanism, constraints can be used to bias the phase
space to explore configurations along a specified reaction coordinate. For example, simple
geometric constraints are applied so that the interaction distance between two atoms is held
fixed during the simulation. As a result of this constrained distance, the average constraint
force can be obtained to compute the potential of mean force. [70].

Z

F (ζ2 ) − F (ζ1 ) =

ζ2
ζ1

d ζ0 〈

∂H cond .
〉
∂ζ ζ0

(3.27)

where F is the free energy, ζ(r ) portrays the reaction coordinate, H , the Hamiltonian and
.
〈...〉cond
represents the conditional average in the constraint ensemble. With molecular
ζ0
dynamics, we replace the statistical average with a time average over the constrained trajectory.
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After applying the blue moon ensemble to unbias the system, the mean force can be evaluated

d F 〈−Z −1/2 ∗ λ〉ζ0
=
d ζ0
〈Z −1/2 〉ζ0

(3.28)

where the reaction coordinate is constrained at specific values, ζ(R) = ζ0 , Z is a constant (in
the case of a simple distance constraint), and λ represents the Lagrange multiplier of the
constraint.
And, the free energy difference can then be evaluated by
Z

F (ζ2 ) − F (ζ1 ) =

ζ2
ζ1

d ζ0

dF
d ζ0

(3.29)

For the case of a simple distance constraint, ζ(R) = |R I − R J |, we obtain
Z

F (ζ2 ) − F (ζ1 ) =

ζ2
ζ1

d ζ0 〈λ〉ζ0

(3.30)

3.1.9 Alchemical Transformations
Another type of free energy calculation is known as alchemical transformation [71], which
refers to the influential philosophical tradition of ‘alchemy’ whose practitioners’ claim to
profound powers were known from antiquity. One of the main defining goals of alchemy was
the transmutation of common metals, such as lead, into gold. The modern day alchemist,
the computational chemist, performs a more accessible form of alchemy in the molecular
dynamics framework, where chemical systems can be transformed or gently ‘perturbed’ into
one another. Such calculations have many practical applications in chemical or biological
systems, such as the comparison of ethanol (CH3 CH2 OH) and ethane thiol (CH3 CH2 SH) as a
solvent environment, site-directed mutagenesis in a protein environment, or the binding of
a ligand in a protein active site [72–74]. For applications such as these, we are interested in
calculating the free energy difference between one system, H 0 , and a target system, H 1
H 1 (x, p x ) = H 0 (x, p x ) + ∆H (x, p x )

(3.31)

where ∆H (x, p x ) consists of all terms in H 1 (x, p x ) that describes the ‘unique’ subsystem and
its interacting environment (e.g. the OH moiety in ethanol).
The Helmholtz free energy between the target and reference systems ∆A is evaluated by
R
exp(−H 1 (x, p x )/k B T )d xd p x
Q1
∆A = −k B T l n
= −k B T l n R
Q0
exp(−H 0 (x, p x )/k B T )d xd p x

(3.32)
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where Q0 and Q1 refer to the partition functions of states 0 and 1, which are defined by
positions x and momenta p x .
The free energy difference can be computed using the thermodynamic integration approach,
in which a parameterized Hamiltonian, H λ (x, p x ), is defined using an order parameter, λ,
such that when λ = 0, H λ = H 0 and when λ = 1, H λ = H 1 . Between 0 and 1, H λ interpolates
smoothly between states 0 and 1. The free energy A is then a function of λ given by
dA
=
dλ

R

∂H λ (x,p x )
exp(−H λ (x, p x )/k B T )d xd p x
∂λ

R

exp(−H λ (x, p x )/k B T )d xd p x

¿

=

∂H λ (x, px)
∂λ

À

(3.33)
λ

which reduces to
dA
= 〈H 1 (x, p x ) − H 0 (x, p x )〉λ
dλ

(3.34)

if H λ interpolates linearly between state 0 and 1.
Parameterization of H λ
In certain cases, states 0 and 1 differ in the number of unique atoms that are being transmuted
into one another (e.g. alanine scanning when the mutated amino acid in state 0 is glycine).
The problem with this situation is that calculation of dd λA will suffer from poor convergence
at the end points, λ = 0 or 1. For example, transforming glycine into alanine at the λ value
of 0 means that H λ is fully state 0, or glycine. This means that the methyl moiety of alanine
does not interact with any other atoms in the protein or solvent environment, since it is not
included in the Hamiltonian. However, each time a water molecule moves into a position that
overlaps with the CH3 moiety, ∂H λ /d λ will be extremely large due to unfavorable van der
Waals interactions.
The way that this problem is overcome is by implementing a technique known as soft-core
potentials [75], which replaces the Lennard-Jones potential with
4(1 − λ)²

·µ

¶ µ ¶¸
·
¸
σ6
σ12
σ6
σ 12
−
−→ 4(1 − λ)²
−
r
r
[αλ2 σ6 ]2 + r 6 αλ2 σ6 + r 6

(3.35)

where the parameter α can be chosen to increase the smoothness of the free energy (small
versus large α results in near singularity around λ=1 versus λ=0, respectively). Using this
technique, the methyl moiety will be annihilated smoothly at λ = 1 and the singularity progressively disappears. See article by Beutler et al. [75] for an algorithm to calculate an appropriate
value of α.
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Thermodynamic Cycle

aq
L1

∆A 1
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

∆A3 ↓
aq

L2

L1 + R
↓ ∆A4

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
∆A 2

L2 + R

One of the most convenient applications of alchemical transformations is to compare the
binding affinity of two ligands, L 1 and L 2 , in a receptor site of a protein R. If ∆A 1 and ∆A 2
describe the binding free energy of L 1 and L 2 with respect to water, respectively, then we can
define the relative difference binding affinity as ∆∆A = ∆A 2 − ∆A 1 .
The strategy of using a thermodynamic cycle greatly simplifies the problem of calculating
binding energy differences because a direct calculation of the binding energy (e.g. modeling
the association of each ligand in the receptor site) may require large rearrangements in the
receptor, and thus, extensive sampling in a molecular dynamics framework. Calculating ∆∆A
directly by means of a thermodynamic cycle simply means subtracting ∆A 3 from ∆A 4 , since,
by definition, ∆A 1 + ∆A 4 = ∆A 2 + ∆A 3 , and thus ∆A 2 - ∆A 1 = ∆A 4 - ∆A 3 .
Obtaining ∆A 3 requires transforming the atoms that are unique to L 1 into the atoms unique
to L 1 in an aqueous (aq) environment, such as a box of explicit water molecules. The parameterized Hamiltonian H λ will interpolate between these systems over the course of different
classically-equilibrated windows. The same process takes place for ∆A 4 except in the protein
environment. The limitation of using this approach is that ligand binding free energies are
only expressed in terms of a ∆∆A difference, whereas experiments usually provide absolute
binding affinities, ∆A 1 and ∆A 2 .

3.1.10 Metadynamics
The types of free energy calculations mentioned above are useful for chemical processes
that (i) can be described with a single one-dimensional reaction coordinate and (ii) can be
transformed into the target state via a small perturbation (H λ ). However, for other chemical
processes, the free energy surface (FES) might be made of up several minima that are separated
by large barriers, making it difficult to efficiently sample phase space. For example, if the
binding of a ligand to a protein’s receptor site requires a high dimensional reaction coordinate,
a different free energy method must be sought out. Metadynamics [76, 77] is a technique that
was introduced by Laio and Parrinello in 2002 and is used to overcome barriers on free energy
landscapes that would otherwise result in non-ergodic sampling. This method has recently
been successfully applied to a variety of problems in biophysics, chemistry, and material
science [78–82].
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The main idea of metadynamics is that the free energy surface is reconstructed in a recursive
manner: from the bottom of the lowest minima to the top via a history-dependent random
walker. The way the walker effectively explores configuration space is by placing small ‘hills,’
or repulsive Gaussian potentials, to the regions that have already been visited. This not only
prevents the walker from exploring the same region again, but also allows it to overcome
significant barriers in the free energy surface. Informally, this process has been described as
“filling the free energy wells with computational sand.”
Using this approach, a system evolves under the action of molecular dynamics under constant
temperature T , volume and number of particles. The system is described by a set of coordinates x and a potential Vx and its properties can be explored as a function of a finite number
of collective variables (CVs), S α (x), α = 1, d . The equilibrium behavior of these variables is
defined by the probability distribution
P (s) = R

exp(−(1/k B T )F (s))
d s exp(−(1/k B T )F (s))

(3.36)

where s refers to the d -dimensional vector (s 1 , ..., s d ) and the free energy is given by
Z

F (s) = k B T l n(

d x exp(−

1
Vx ) δ(s − S x ))
kB T

(3.37)

where S is a the function of the coordinates S x and s refers to the value of the CVs.
The choice of the CVs strongly influences the convergence of the metadynamics approach,
and should generally satisfy three main criteria: (i) they should clearly distinguish between
the initial, intermediate(s), and final states; (ii) they should be able to describe all of the slow
events that are relevant to the chemical process; and (iii) the number of CVs should not be too
large, due to the difficulty to efficiently fill the free energy surface. If the free energy is filled up
‘smoothly’ it is probable that the set of variables chosen were complete [83].
The basic assumption of metadynamics is that after a sufficient sampling, an estimate of the
reconstructed free energy limt →∞ VG (s, t ) − F (s) is obtained. The Gaussian potential is added
every τG MD steps and the external potential VG acting on the system at time t is given by
VG (S x , t ) = ω

X
t 0 = τG , 2τG ,...
t 0 <t

exp(−

(S x − s(t 0 ))2
)
2δs 2

(3.38)

where s(t ) = S(x(t )) is the value of CV at time t . The three parameters that are involved in
the definition of VG are the Gaussian height ω, the Gaussian width δs and the frequency τG
at which the Gaussians are added. It must be noted that the height of the Gaussian is a very
important variable, as it determines the speed and the accuracy of the reconstruction.
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3.2 Systems Biology and Metabolic Engineering
The study of metabolic networks is an emerging discipline that lies at the intersection of
graph theory and linear optimization. From the graph theory perspective, compounds or
metabolites within a network are nodes and the chemical reactions represent the edges of a
graph. Optimization of the reaction space involves representing it in a concise and efficient
manner using a matrix format. An example of a chemical graph is the bond electron matrix
(BEM). Using a BEM, each atom in the molecule corresponds to a row and a column, (i , i )
in the matrix. The off-diagonal elements, (i , j ), denote the bond order between atoms i and
j of the molecule whereas the diagonal elements, (i , i ) represent the non-bonded valence
electrons of the corresponding atom. Enzyme reactions are represented by a separate matrix
that describes the bonds that are broken (indicated by a negative value) or formed (indicated
by a positive value) during the catalytic reaction.
The main aim of this section is to briefly introduce several systems biology methods in order to
understand how biochemical pathways can be discovered and assembled using the Biochemical Network Integrated Computational Explorer (BNICE) algorithm. The BNICE algorithm is
one of several computational methods which has been integrated into this thesis for the exploration of chemical processes on the network scale. The key methods which will be discussed
include Flux Balance Analysis, Group Contribution method, and Thermodynamics-based
Metabolic Flux Analysis. In the last part of this section (3.2.5), I will provide a brief description
for how all of these methods are brought together to perform pathway assembly and analysis.

3.2.1 Flux Balance Analysis
While many network reconstructions have been generated [84] and the procedure is well
established [85, 86], the functionality, or the physiological states that these networks can
achieve, is more difficult to determine. Even describing homeostasis requires understanding
a large number of metabolite concentrations and the exchange fluxes assigned to those
metabolites that enter or leave the particular network. One constraint-based method, Flux
Balance Analysis (FBA), based on mass balance principles, has been developed to estimate the
intracellular flux distributions to describe the main pathways of central carbon metabolism,
which include glycolysis, pentose monophosphate pathway, tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle
and glyoxylate bypass, in various organisms [87–90].
Most of the time, due to the underdetermined nature of the problem, (i.e. there exists multiple optimal solutions to problem), constraint-based methods can include various types of
constraints to further reduce the solution space, such as fluxes, concentrations, and kinetic parameters, that are constrained by physiological constraints and experimental measurements.
In general, the aim of these methods is not to predict the true biological state but to characterize the solution space, which, as a whole, contains the properties of the true solution. Applying
this framework can then be used to probe behavior and functionality through the response
of the network to genomic alterations, such as gene/reaction knock-outs, gene insertions,
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down-regulations and over expression.
Optimization of the metabolic network involves representing it in a concise and effective
manner in a matrix format. The stoichiometric matrix, S, describes the entire network, where
each row signifies a specific metabolite, and each column, a reaction. When an entry, Si , j , is
non-zero, a metabolite i is known to participate in the reaction j. The rates of every reaction
(i.e. the flux) are vectors, v, that make up the fundamental mass balance equation, where
systems are studied under steady state conditions. Integrating this equation over time yields
the time course of concentrations (x(t)).
dx
= S · vx = 0
dt

(3.39)

3.2.2 Group Contribution Methods
The biotransformations of small molecules have been analyzed by considering the Gibbs
energy change ∆G’◦ , which is related to the equilibrium constant, K 0 , but independent of the
enzyme or enzymes catalyzing the reaction.
∆G 0◦ = −RT l nK 0 =

X
i

νi ∆G i0◦

(3.40)

where ∆G 0◦ represents the the Gibbs energy of formation of a net reactant, S i , and νi denotes
the stoichiometric coefficient of S i .
Therefore, we can determine the standard Gibbs energy change and equilibrium constant by
knowing the standard Gibbs energy of formation of various small molecules. This motivated
the work of Mavrovouniotis [91, 92] to determine how a substrate can be decomposed into a
subset of atom-based groups to estimate the Gibbs energy of the biotransformation by means
of a linear combination of these groups
∆G i0◦ =

X

mi j g j

(3.41)

j

where mi j is the number of occurrences of group j in Si , and g , is the contribution of group j .
P
The two equations can be combined to give n j = i νi m i j , in which the coefficient n j is considered to be the net participation of group j in the biotransformation. The net participation
is evaluated by subtracting the number of total occurrences of a group in the reactants from
the number of occurrences in the products, while taking into consideration the stoichiometry of the net reaction. One of the general advantages of this method is that the estimation
of the Gibbs energy of a transformation can be calculated without needing to consider the
participation of intermediate compounds.
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3.2.3 Thermodynamics-based Metabolic Flux Analysis
By introducing thermodynamic-based constraints in MFA, fluxes that are thermodynamically
infeasible can be excluded from the flux distribution solutions. This not only provides accuracy
to the set of solutions by providing data on the thermodynamically feasible metabolite activity
ranges, but also allows for a more efficient sampling of the relevant solution space.
In the work of Henry et. al [93, 94], the standard Gibbs free energy change for reactant/product transformations was incorporated as an added constraint in a genome-scale model of
Escherichia coli (iJR904 [23]), by using group contribution methods. These added constraints
were used to effectively evaluate the thermodynamic feasibility of the reactions in the model
[94]. The new model, iHJ873 contains 873 of the 931 reactions of the previous model and
the standard Gibbs free energy change was estimated for every reaction in the model. Furthermore, an expansion of the group contribution method was performed by refitting the
group contribution values using the thermodynamic data from the NIST Standard Reference
Database [95] and other literature values [96, 97]. This expansion led to an estimation of the
standard Gibbs free energy change of formation for 576 (92%) of the compounds and standard
Gibbs free energy change for 891 (96%) of the reactions in the iJR904 model.

3.2.4 Knowledge-based Databases
Molecular databases and bioinformatics tools open new avenues in approaching the problem
of classifying enzymes based on similarity in catalytic function. Three of the main knowledgebased data bases that are used in this thesis are (i) the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and
Genomes (KEGG); (ii) the Enzyme Commission (EC) Classification; and (iii) the BRaunschweig
ENzyme DAtabase (BRENDA).
KEGG [29–31] is a resource that integrates genomic, chemical and systemic functional information. Major efforts have been made to link gene catalogs from completely sequenced
genomes to higher-level systemic functions of the cell, the organism and the ecosystem. The
main goal of this undertaking was to create a knowledge base for systemic functions by organizing experimental data in a form that could be used for computational purposes. As a
result, KEGG is one of the tools used to integrate and interpret large sets of data generated by
genome sequencing and other high-throughput experimental technologies.
The EC classification scheme numbers structure all of the known enzyme reactions into six
main hierarchical divisions: oxidoreductases, transferases, hydrolases, lyases, isomerases
and ligases [98]. These divisions are subdivided into an additional three successive levels
that describe the enzyme reaction at increasingly fine levels of detail. At the base of this
classification scheme (e.g. EC 5 for isomerases), the six different divisions describe a wide
variation in reaction types. The second and third levels of classification describe the specific
bonds or functional groups involved in the reaction (e.g. EC 5.4 for intermolecular transferases
and EC 5.4.99 describe the groups that are being transferred). Finally the fourth level (e.g. EC
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5.4.99.2) describes the substrate that is being catalyzed. The benefits of using a classification
scheme based on catalytically relevant measures include the ability to reconstruct complex
interaction networks involving proteins and metabolites, to identify common and coherent
patterns across families of enzymes, and to characterize the mechanisms that underlie the
differences between biological systems. Understanding emergent properties such as these
provides further insight into evolutionary diversity, development and differentiation of the
complex phenotypes in the world of enzymes. Another utility of the EC classification system is
the ability to merge this data with systems biology methods to enable the management of and
fast screening through large sets of data.
BRENDA [33] is one of the main resources for obtaining data on the biochemical and molecular
function of enzymes, as it contains 2.7 million manually annotated data on enzyme occurrence,
function, kinetics and molecular properties. This kind of data is a challenge to collect, interpret
and standardize due to the fact that research on enzymes is distributed across various types
of journals from different fields and results often depend on the experimental conditions.
Regardless of this fact, classification of this type of information is of great interest for both
molecular-level and genome-level analysis. BRENDA is easy to use and highly adaptable to
user-defined problems, as enzyme ligands are stored with their structures and can be accessed
using their names, synonyms or structure.

3.2.5 BNICE: the assembly and discovery of biochemical pathways
BNICE is formulated via manual curation of information found in biochemical databases,
such as KEGG [29–31] and BRENDA [33], and uses reaction rules based on the EC (Enzyme
Commission) classification system [98]. However, BNICE is not restricted to entries from a
specific database, thus, it can also predict ‘unknown’ pathways, or pathways that are not found
in nature, that are potentially chemically feasible alternatives to known routes. Using a set
of generalized reaction rules, BNICE generates all possible biochemical reactions by taking
into account the starting compound and/or product, the requested length of the pathway and
the range of reactions searched over. This allows the algorithm to search for a pathway using
enzyme reactions from a single known pathway, several pathways or the entire metabolic
network. This flexibility allows for a more targeted search that is likely to generate shorter,
more efficient pathways.
BNICE is capable of predicting a myriad of different pathways for the biosynthesis or degradation of a certain compound. Therefore, it is necessary to rank the predicted pathways on
the basis of discriminative measures. While pathway prediction involves determining the
expected range of intracellular and extracellular metabolite activities under stoichiometric
(mass balance) constraints, a more descriptive prioritization approach has been implemented
in the framework of BNICE that ranks the predicted pathways by thermodynamic feasibility,
pathway length, maximum achievable yield and maximum achievable activity. Group contribution methods and thermodynamic metabolic flux analysis[93, 94] have been implemented
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to insure chemically feasible transformations. Using this approach, BNICE explores all of
reaction space with respect to standard steady-state conditions by considering the general
thermodynamic properties pertaining to each metabolite transformation and obtains an
discriminative ranking of the nondescript list of thousands of predicted pathways.
BNICE is considered to be a good first step in the discovery of possible known and of novel
pathways. One of the main advantages of using the BNICE framework is that it can be applied
to various different kinds of investigations, including the engineering of novel pathways in
addition to the analysis and retrosynthesis of metabolic pathways. For a review on the computational tools that have been developed for the synthetic design of biochemical pathways see
Ref. [99].

3.3 Heuristic-based optimization algorithms
The final section of this chapter provides a basic introduction to evolutionary algorithms, in
particular genetic algorithms. Using a genetic algorithm enables the efficient exploration
of chemical and biologically relevant problems and can be adapted to various user-defined
searches. These algorithms also provide a unique toolset for the rational design of proteins
and small molecules based on a defined objective.

3.3.1 Evolutionary Genetic Algorithm
The robust complexity that the processes of natural evolution and natural genetics have
achieved in the three billion years of operation offers an appealing strategy for problemsolving systems. Genetic algorithms belong to the larger class of evolutionary algorithms (EAs)
that provide a search heuristic that is inspired by natural evolution, using techniques such as
inheritance, mutation, selection, and crossover. Genetic algorithms (GA) provide powerful
and stochastic search and optimization tools that work for a wide array of problems that are
difficult to solve by conventional approaches. The main steps involved in a search heuristic
consist of:

1. Define fitness function and generate initial population
2. Select the best-fit individuals for reproduction - parents
3. Breed new individuals through crossover and mutation operations to give birth to
offspring
4. Evaluate the individual fitness of new individuals
5. Select best fit individuals to be parents for the next generation
6. Repeat on this generation until termination (time limit, sufficient fitness achieved, etc.)
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Typically, the evolution of the individuals begins with a random population and the fittest
individuals in the populations are selected as parents for the next generation with a probability
based on their fitness. During the breeding of new individuals, the genomes are modified
(recombined and possibly mutated) to form a new population. In general, the average fitness
will have increased compared to the previous population, since the fittest organisms from
the previous generation are selected, along with a small proportion of less fit solutions, with
a higher probability for breeding. The new population is then used in the next iteration of
the algorithm and this process is repeated until either a maximum number of generations
has been generated, or a satisfactory fitness level has been reached for the population. Thus,
natural selection signifies the link between chromosomes and the performance of the decoded
solutions.
Therefore, the GA requires two elements: (i) the genetic representation of the solution domain
and (ii) the fitness function to evaluate the solution domain. For example, genetic algorithms
are commonly designed to work on large spaces involving states that can be represented by
strings, or an array of bits. The main property that makes these genetic representations easy
to work with is that the fixed-size nature of their components makes it easy to assemble and
align to facilitate simple crossover operations. For the second criterion, the fitness function
is an objective function used to quantify how close a given design solution is to reaching the
target solution. Genetic algorithms are an innovative way of performing rational design mainly
due to the effort involved in designing a workable fitness function. If poorly designed, the
algorithm will either suffer from converging to an inappropriate or non-meaningful solution,
or may simply not converge at all. Furthermore, the fitness function must be computed quickly,
as the GA must be iterated many times in order to produce a practical result. Balancing the
speed of execution with the correlation to the designer’s goals can be a non-trivial challenge.
With a properly defined task, the mechanisms of genetics and genetic algorithms provide
relative efficiency across a broad range of problems. In this thesis, a GA is applied to study the
effect of optimizing amino acid sequences in proteins for specific purposes. The GA provides
a tool for rational enzyme design that provides a high speed-to-complexity ratio. Applying
the GA to the problems which are discussed in the following chapters, the individuals are
represented by amino acids in a protein that will be modified to form a new protein with a
higher fitness level than the wild type protein.
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4.1 Introduction
Cells have developed elaborate repair systems to defend themselves against unwarranted
and detrimental mutations in DNA. One of the central machineries that is able to uphold
the integrity of cellular DNA, despite constant threats of stress from the environment, is
that of Base Excision Repair (BER) proteins. The most common form of oxidative damage
repaired by BER proteins is the 8-oxo-Guanine (OG) lesion, resulting from the attack of highly
reactive hydroxyl radicals on the C8 atom. Consequently, OG preferentially binds to adenine
(OG:A)[100, 101], leading to a high rate of G-C to T-A transversion mutations during DNA
replication[102]. The OG lesion and its resulting mispairs are effectively handled by a suite
of interacting proteins, named the ‘GO’ system, which involve the MutM, MutT, and MutY
enzymes[101, 103]. Among these, MutY plays a key role in the recognition of OG:A, the excision
of the mispaired adenine base, and the protection of the ‘empty’ apurinic site after excision
has taken place[104].
Crystallographic structures and transition state (TS) analysis using kinetic isotope effects
(KIEs) have provided key insights into the mechanism adopted by MutY to excise the mispaired adenine base. The Bacillus stearothermophilus MutY (bMutY) crystal structure[105]
demonstrates that residues intercalate the double helix, resulting in the expulsion of adenine
into an extrahelical cavity of the protein. Once inside the cavity, the glycosidic bond of adenine
is cleaved as a result of key interactions with the residues lining the pocket, illustrated in
Figure 4.1 (a). Cleavage of the adenine and ribose moieties results in the formation of an
oxacarbenium ion intermediate which can then be hydrolyzed to generate the empty apurinic
site[105]. From these structural insights, an SN 1 mechanism, described in Figure 4.1 (b), has
been proposed in which a nearby glutamate residue (E43 in bMutY) initiates cleavage by
transferring its proton to the adenine base at N7 .
Consistent with this scheme is a mutation (E43S) in Escherichia coli MutY (eMutY) that produces a mutant that lacks glycosylase and lyase activity[106], and a substrate analogue (replacing adenine N7 with C7-H) that binds to MutY but cannot be cleaved[107]. Further support of
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Figure 4.1: In (a), the mispaired adenine is extruded into a extrahelical cavity, shown on the
left. The catalytic site (magnified panel on the right), displays five water molecules (wat1,
wat2, wat3, wat4, and wat5), present during the cleavage reaction. As shown in cartoon representation, a concerted proton transfer occurs from E43 to N7 , mediated by a water molecule
in the vicinity of the catalytic pocket, during cleavage. The proton is transferred through a
bridging water molecule, wat1, supported by neighboring structured water molecules from
above, wat2 and wat3. Displayed in (b) is the previously proposed reaction mechanism of
MutY, inferred from key insights from crystallographic structures and kinetic isotope studies.
The putative mechanism is an SN 1 reaction in which the cleavage of the glycosidic bond takes
place after a proton (green) is transferred from E43 through a nearby water molecule (orange)
to N7 of adenine. The capture step, catalyzed by a second water molecule (in blue), takes
place after the formation of the oxacarbenium ion intermediate. Both steps involve the direct
participation of a catalytic water molecule. Arrows refer to proton movement.
an SN 1 reaction comes from KIEs, indicating that eMutY adopts a DN A ‡N mechanism for the
excision of adenine[108]. Such a mechanism involves a scheme in which the glycosidic bond
breaks and forms repeatedly before the irreversible nucleophilic addition reaction takes place.
Consistent with the evidence that suggests N7 to be protonated, KIEs suggest that protonation
occurs in a pre-equilibrium step before cleavage[108, 109]. By preceding the cleavage of the
glycosidic bond, protonating N7 may be a critical event to enable departure of adenine, as
suggested by experiments with substrate analogues[110] and KIE measurements[108, 111].
Interactions involving other nitrogen atoms of adenine may also be important during the
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cleavage reaction. Evidence from KIEs suggests that N6 undergoes a loss of hydrogen bonding
and/or solvation at the transition state[108]. Enzyme interactions with N1 and N3 may also
facilitate the departure of the adenine leaving group[111, 112]. During acid catalyzed dAMP
hydrolysis, adenine is reported to be diprotonated (N1 and N7 ) at the transition state[113]. The
catalytic effect of double protonation on glycosidic bond cleavage was revealed in N-riboside
hydrolysis[114] and the conditions for which adenine and other base pairs are protonated and
diprotonated have been studied extensively[115–119]. However, whether adenine protonation
or diprotonation occurs in MutY and its impact on cleavage remains unclear.
Direct involvement of solvent interactions with adenine can be deduced from crystal structures
[105, 120, 121]. Both bMutY and eMutY crystal structures reveal five to six structured water
molecules in the vicinity of E43 and N7 , illustrated in Figure 4.2. One proposed role for water
molecules in this region is to form a ‘water bridge,’ connecting the E43 and adenine moieties
[105]. Since adenine is too far from E43 (4-5 Å) to accept a proton via direct transfer, at
least one water molecule is needed to ‘relay’ the proton in the initial protonation event at
N7 [105, 108, 111]. Another proposed role for a nearby water molecule is to hydrolyze the
oxacarbenium ion intermediate. Therefore, at least one water molecule is directly involved in
both cleavage and hydrolysis steps.
Missing from this description are the inner workings of the enzyme reaction mechanism and,
in particular, the respective role of different water molecules for catalysis. Comparing the three
crystal structures in Figure 4.2 suggests that the ordering of water molecules in the vicinity of
E43 and N7 may be an important factor, since similar numbers and arrangements of water
molecules are conserved despite different crystallization conditions and procedures. However,
whether all five structured water molecules are truly conserved and involved in catalysis is
a question that requires analysis extending beyond a comparison of crystal structures. The
present contribution aims to establish the characteristic functions of the catalytically active
water molecules in addition to other environmental factors which may influence catalysis and
to probe nature’s strategy for securing the involvement of solvent molecules in water-assisted
chemical reactions.

4.2 Materials and Methods
Classical molecular dynamics simulations were performed starting from the bMutY crystal
structure[105]. The mutation D144N induced during crystallization was manually reverted
back to the native sequence. Parameters for the OG moiety were based on the parameterization of Miller et al.[122] and the [FeS]4 cluster were based on experimental and computational
studies of redox potentials for iron-sulfur clusters[123–126]. Using PROPKA[127–129], we
estimated that all of the residues adopt the default protonation states with the possible exception of E43 (pKa of 6.7), which is surrounded by a 5 Å sphere of hydrophobic residues (I191,
V39, L134, V44, Y126, L46, V144 and W30 for bMutY). Simulations were performed for both
protonated and unprotonated states of E43 and D144. Each structure was solvated with TIP3P
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water and, depending on the total charge of the system, either 28, 29 or 30 K+ ions, to achieve
system neutrality, in an orthothrombic periodic box (90 x 98 x 120 Å). The Particle Mesh Ewald
(PME) method, with a nonbonded cutoff of 12 Å, was used with periodic boundary conditions
and the Langevin piston Nosé-Hoover method[130–132] to ensure constant pressure and
temperature conditions. For each system, NAMD molecular dynamics[133] was performed,
using the AMBER[134] 99sb force field[135, 136] for 17 to 25 ns. For the QM/MM simulations, we use an extension of CPMD[66, 137] and describe the QM atoms by the DFT/BLYP
functional[138, 139], which has been applied to many hydrogen-bonded systems[140–145],
and norm-conserving Martins-Trouiller pseudopotentials[146] with dispersion-corrected
atom-centered potentials[147–150]. The QM atoms include the adenine base, the ribose
and phosphate moieties, capped at the O-C50 bond of the neighboring base with a monovalent pseudopotential[151], E43 and D144, capped at the amide backbone of the neighboring
residues and four catalytic water molecules. The wave functions are expanded in a plane wave
basis set with a 70 Ry cutoff inside a orthorhombic quantum box with dimensions 39 x 42 x
34 Å. Long-range interactions were decoupled using the Martyna-Tuckerman scheme[152].
The MM subset is described by a classical AMBER 99sb force field and contains the rest of
the protein and DNA and explicit solvent water molecules and 30 counterions. The QM/MM
simulations were performed at constant pressure and temperature, using the Nosé Hoover
thermostat. The system was equilibrated for 10 ps before performing constrained molecular
dynamics simulations for thermodynamic integration[153, 154]. Constraints were employed
to fix the reaction coordinate at various distances (in increments of 0.1 Å). Each constrained
distance was sampled for 2.5 ps and 3.5 ps near and at the barrier, respectively.

4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Structured water molecules in the active site
Do the structured water molecules in the active site persist in solution? If so, in what characteristic positions and orientation? Starting from the bMutY crystal structure, we performed
classical molecular dynamics simulations to study the DNA-bound MutY protein in an explicit
solvent environment. Evaluating the distribution of water molecules during 25 nanoseconds,
we find that specific regions surrounding adenine have increased occupancies compared
to others, illustrated by the contour plot in Figure 4.3 (a). The region surrounding N1 and
N3 accommodates the highest number of water molecules, yet minimal hydrogen bonding
occurs (during 1% of the trajectory with lifetimes of 7.5 ps) with adenine at these positions.
Another highly occupied region is in the vicinity of the C10 atom of the glycosyl ring, which is
the location of a structured water molecule, proposed to act as nucleophile during capture (see
wat5 in Figure 4.2 (a)). In contrast, a lower density of water molecules populates the vicinity of
E43 and N7 , yet a significant amount hydrogen bonding occurs, with notably longer lifetimes,
with adenine at this location (Table 4.1 and Figure A.1). These findings are consistent with
base-opening studies, which similarly show long-lived water binding sites in the vicinity of
the N7 atom of the open adenine base [155].
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Figure 4.2: Displayed in (a) is the Bacillus stearothermophilus MutY crystal structure (pdb
entry 1RRQ), with 5 structured waters in the 5 Å vicinity of N7 and E43. The residues are
colored by B-factor, indicating which belong to a part of the structure that is well-ordered.
The lowest B-factors correspond to higher order, shown in red, whereas the higher B-factors
correspond to less order, shown in grey. In (b) and (c), water molecules in the 5 Å vicinity of
E37 show a similar patter in Escherichia coli MutY (pdb entries 1MUD and 1WEI, respectively).
In both of these cases, the adenine substrate is in complex with MutY crystal structure, which
may explain the slight variation in order and lack of a bridging water molecule. Additionally,
variations in the point mutation D144/D138 in bMutY and eMuty, respectively, might also
affect the structure of water molecules in the vicinity of the C10 on the glycosyl ring. Yet, despite
these differences in crystallization protocols and procedures, the B-factors for these water
molecules are still lower compared to those of most of the semi-structured solvent molecules.
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Table 4.1: Radial pair distributions for N1 , N3 , N7 and N9 of adenine and solvent molecules.
The number of water molecules in the first and second solvation shell is given for each atom.
The average residence time of water molecules within these shells has been computed and is
given by the percent of time the water molecule occupies the first and second solvation shells.
Atom

Solvation shell
(Å)

Number of water molecules

Average residence time
(% of total trajectory)

N7
N7
N3
N3
N9
N9
N1
N1

2.5
3.7
2.3
5.9
3.6
4.3
2.6
4.9

1.0
4.6
0.8
17.1
1.5
3.7
0.1
9.0

45
100
13
40
1.1
4.4
0.1
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While the 5 Å vicinity of E43 and N7 accommodates five solvent molecules throughout the
simulation (Figure 4.2 (a)), only three water molecules remain in the catalytic site during
the entire simulation. The long residence times for these solvent molecules are found in the
most persistent configuration, in which water molecules occupy predominantly three distinct
positions (Figure 4.3 (b)). This configuration is consistent with data that suggests a proton
is transferred to N7 via a nearby water molecule[105], as position ‘one’ coordinates a water
molecule into the prime location to bridge E43 and N7 . Indeed, a bridging water molecule is
consistently found at position ‘one’ 72% of the time, and one to two other water molecules are
found either within hydrogen bonding distance or within 3 Å of the bridging water molecule in
53% and 93% of the cases, respectively (see wat1, wat2 and wat3 in Figure 4.2 (a) and Table 4.2).
While occasional exchanges with bulk solvent occur in the active site, the same three water
molecules consistently populate this configuration, and one out of the three is found in the
bridging position 67% of the time. Thus, three out of the five structured water molecules have
long residence times, which can be attributed to the most persistent, or optimal, arrangement
of solvent molecules in the reactant state.
What factors are responsible in securing a bridging water molecule? The probability of finding
a water molecule in this position is influenced by a protonated E43, which donates a hydrogen
bond to the bridging water molecule 70% of the time. We studied the sensitivity of the system
to changes in pH by varying the protonation states of E43 and D144, which results in overall
different solvent distributions (Figure A.2). Despite these differences, persistence of the same
subset of crystal water molecules in the active site remains consistent. Yet, while residence
time appears to be independent of changes in protonation state, the probability to find a
bridging water molecule is highest for a system with E43 protonated and D144 unprotonated
(Table A.1 and Figure A.3).
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Figure 4.3: In (a), the solvent distribution within 10 Å of adenine in the active site is represented
by a contour plot, depicting the probability to find water molecules at a given position during
the classical molecular dynamics simulations. The positions of the water molecules were
binned using a distance of 0.5 Å between grid points. The number of water molecules that
passed through each grid element was computed and this density was represented using a
Gaussian broadened distribution with width equal to one. The lighter and darker blue regions
correspond to frequently occupied locations of solvent molecules throughout the trajectory
(contour levels of 0.5 and 0.8, respectively). One of the locations most frequently occupied is
consistent with the position of the nucleophilic water molecule, positioned 3-4 Å from the
C10 in the crystal structures. Displayed in (b) are the maximally occupied positions of water
molecules in the 5 Å vicinity of N7 and E43 when a water molecule is bridging the catalytic
residues (70% of the time). These three maxima, illustrated in dark blue (contour level of 0.5),
correspond to positions of three out of five structured water molecules in the bMutY crystal
structure. This configuration is the most persistent arrangement of water molecules in the
vicinity of N7 and E43 throughout the entire classical molecular dynamics simulation.
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Table 4.2: Solvent occupancies for catalytic water molecules in the vicinity of E43 and N7 .
Computed are the percentages of the trajectory in which specific characteristic ordering of
water molecules are found. A water molecule is considered to be in a bridging position when
it is within hydrogen bonding distances to both E43 and N7 (within 1.8 Å). Water molecules
considered to ‘support’ the bridging water molecule were within 2 and 3 Å of the bridging
water molecule. Evaluated at each bridging event is whether E43 acts as a hydrogen bond
donor or acceptor.
Percent of total 25 ns trajectory (%)
Water molecule bridging E43/N7
Water molecule ≤ 2 Å from bridge
Water molecule ≤ 3 Å from bridge
Protonated E43 donates H-bond

72
53
93
70

How are residence times upheld to maintain a unique configuration? The nature of the
microenvironment surrounding the catalytic site may contribute to the long residence times
of the water molecules. Alternating shells of hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues surround
the active site in various crystal structures. This pattern suggests that the structure-function
relationship of residues in this region of the MutY protein, and perhaps in other glycosylases
where solvent plays an integral role in catalysis, has evolved into a ‘water trap,’ increasing the
likelihood that water molecules contribute to the water-assisted chemical reaction.

4.3.2 Water-mediated cleavage reaction
Do these structured water molecules contribute to catalysis? Starting from the classically
equilibrated structure, we studied the catalytic cycle of MutY using Quantum Mechanical/
Molecular Mechanical (QM/MM) Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD) simulations[66,
67, 137]. Testing the putative step-wise SN 1 mechanism described in Figure 4.1 (b), the overall
reaction was examined in two steps: (i) cleavage of the glycosidic bond and (ii) capture of
the oxacarbenium intermediate. We have chosen to describe cleavage with a single reaction
coordinate, the N9 · · · C10 bond length. Starting from the equilibrium value of 1.48 ± 0.2 Å, the
reaction coordinate was systematically increased to 2.8 Å. This approach utilizes a minimal
reaction coordinate to study the step-wise reaction of MutY while allowing all other degrees of
freedom to relax. Using thermodynamic integration (TI)[153, 154], the barrier for cleavage is
found to be 18 ± 1.56 kcal mol−1 (Figures 4.4 (a) and A.9).
Cleavage of the glycosidic bond induces several significant molecular events, assisted by
water molecules. Lengthening the N9 · · · C10 bond induces a spontaneous proton transfer from
E43 to N7 , mediated by the water molecule (wat1) that bridges these residues. Our findings
are consistent with previous data which suggests that a proton transfer to N7 pre-empts the
glycosidic bond cleavage[105, 108].
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Figure 4.4: Free energy profiles for the first and second catalytic steps in (a) and (b), respectively.
The first step is represented by the elongation of the N9 · · · C10 bond length. The bond length is
constrained at various distances and the averaged force on the constraint is integrated over
the change in reaction coordinate to obtain the free energy. At a glycosidic bond length of 1.9
Å, a spontaneous, concerted proton transfer occurs from E43 to N7 , mediated by a bridging
water molecule. The proton exchanges reversibly between N7 , wat1 and E43 within a range
of glycosidic bond distances (1.9 to 2.3 Å). In (b), a water molecule (wat5) in the 4 Å vicinity
of the glycosyl moiety hydrolyzes the positive C10 carbon center. At a C10 · · · wat5:O bonding
distance of 1.4 Å, a concerted proton transfer occurs from the water molecule to N9 of adenine,
represented by the slight 1-2 kcal mol−1 barrier. The proton exchanges reversibly, before
becoming fully attached to N9 .

During this pre-equilibrium period (N9 · · · C10 bond length of 1.9-2.3 Å), proton exchanges
among E43, wat1 and N7 are concerted and reversible. While the proton is ‘in transit’ between
E43 and N7 , wat1 is supported by hydrogen bond donors, N6 of adenine and a nearby water
molecule (wat2). At the transition state, these interactions diminish, in agreement with 15 N6
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KIEs[108].
How do changes in the reaction coordinate influence the behavior of nearby water molecules?
Examining the molecular events surrounding the proton transfer to N7 , three of the five
structured water molecules in the 5 Å vicinity of N7 are catalytically active, adopting either
direct or indirect roles to assist catalysis. Molecular interactions among these water molecules
and catalytic residues are identified by changes in bonding distributions, cooperative with the
reaction coordinate (Figure 4.5).
The largest spread in distribution occurs just before the proton transfers from E43 to wat1
(orange curves), in which wat2 assists wat1, adopting hydrogen bond distances as small as 1.3
Å (blue curve). While wat1 directly assists cleavage, relaying a proton from E43 to N7 , wat2
and wat3 assist wat1 and E43, respectively. These events suggest that while certain structured
water molecules are not directly involved in catalysis, they are more than mere bystanders and
they may enable MutY to overcome energetic barriers of a water-mediated proton transfer
during cleavage.
Similar to these water molecules that are indirectly involved in catalysis, active site residues
may also play secondary roles to assist the cleavage reaction. A Pearson-like correlation
coefficient was used to measure the strength of relationships between reaction coordinate and
intermolecular distances of residues and the respective water molecules in the 5 Å vicinity of
N7 (see Equation A.2 of Appendix A.1). The contour plot, shown in Figure 4.6, was generated
to visualize the residues most affected by the change in reaction coordinate by representing
the correlation coefficients with spherical Gaussians centered on their respective interacting
atoms. The results reveal that interactions involving wat1, wat2 and wat3 are more cooperative
with cleavage than those involving wat4 and wat5. As expected, hydrophilic residues (R31
and R34) strongly interact with wat2 and wat3 via hydrogen bonds, which may be one factor
preserving their unique configuration.
More surprising are the interactions that correlate most strongly, which involve two hydrophobic residues (I191 and L46 in bMutY) sitting opposite to one another at the site of N7 protonation. Residues strategically placed at this site appear to aid the proton transfer by constraining
the orientation of wat1. Furthermore, cooperative interactions involving W30 and wat2 may
similarly manipulate the orientation of wat2 to assist wat1 during proton transfer. A similar
motif is found in eMutY, in which hydrophobic residues, M185 and L40, guard the site of N7
protonation. Our findings suggest that the enzyme utilizes both hydrophilic and hydrophobic
interactions to order and orient three catalytic water molecules during the proton transfer to
N7 .
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Figure 4.5: Using a histogram analysis, the magnitude of the fluctuation in the distance varies
at different points along the reaction coordinate. To better visualize these fluctuations, a
normal (Gaussian) distribution was used to describe the changes in intermolecular distances
between N7 · · · wat1:H (top) and wat1:O· · · wat2:H (bottom) along the reaction coordinate
(see Figure A.10 in Appendix A.1). The height of the Gaussians represent the probability
of finding the atoms at a given separation distance, whereas the spread of the Gaussians
represents the magnitude in fluctuation of the bonding distance at a given point in the reaction
coordinate. The bond distributions are averaged over the thermodynamically equilibrated
windows and colored according to N9 -C10 bond distance (green, orange, and violet represent
N9 -C10 distances ranging from 1.48-2.0, 2.1-2.3, and 2.4-3 Å, respectively). Elongation of
the glycosidic bond induces changes in bonding distributions around the transition state.
The largest spread in distribution of N7 · · · wat1:H bonding distances occurs just before the
transition state (a N9 -C10 distance of 1.9 to 2.2 Å), in which the atoms adopt distances as
small as 1.07 and as large as 1.9 Å from one another (orange curve). Similarly, the broadest
distribution in bonding distance between wat1:H· · · wat2:O occurs at this same point in the
trajectory, when the proton is ‘in transit’ from E43 to N7 . Assisting wat1 during the proton
transfer, wat2 interacts strongly via hydrogen bonds, adopting distances as small as 1.3 Å.
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Figure 4.6: A Pearson-like correlation coefficient was used to measure of the strength of the
coupling between the change in reaction coordinate (N9 · · · C10 bond length) and the interaction
distances of the five different water molecules with various residues lining the active site. A
contour plot was generated to visualize the strongest correlating residues by placing spherical
Gaussians, representing the correlation coefficient, on the respective interacting atom center.
Stronger correlation is represented by larger densities in the contour plot, depicting the
interactions which are the most cooperative to the increase in reaction coordinate. The
most cooperative interactions involve wat1, wat2 and wat3. Surprisingly, the residue-solvent
interactions that correlate most strongly to reaction coordinate correspond to hydrophobic
residues, positioned at the site of N7 protonation to interact with wat1 during proton transfer.

4.3.3 Nucleophilic water attack
Does a similar pattern in solvent organization persist during hydrolysis? The QM/MM simulations indicate that the cleavage reaction generates a stable oxacarbenium ion intermediate
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(N9 · · · C10 bond length of 2.8 Å), and prepares and activates a water molecule (wat5) for the
subsequent capture reaction. During cleavage, wat5 is held within 4-5 Å of the C10 atom by
hydrogen bonding interactions with E43 (Figure 4.1 (a)) and becomes slightly polarized and
properly oriented for an attack on the C10 as the oxacarbenium ion forms (Figures A.5 and
A.6). Formation of the oxacarbenium ion intermediate was confirmed by evaluating point
charges, using a dynamic electro-static potential (ESP) fitting procedure[156], and electron
density, using a Voronoi analysis (see Supplementary Information). Following a previous
proposition[105], we have chosen wat5, initially at a distance of 4.3 Å from the C10 atom, to
catalyze the reaction. Diminishing the distance between the C10 atom and wat5 corresponds to
a free energy profile that indicates that the capture reaction is strongly exothermic with a slight
barrier of 3.2 ± 0.41 kcal mol−1 for breaking the hydrogen bond between the deprotonated
E43 and wat5 (Figures 4.4 (b) and A.9). The hydrolyzed product is favored by 15.4 ± 1.45 kcal
mol−1 , making the entire reaction (step 1 + step 2) almost energetically neutral. These findings
indicate that cleavage is the rate-determining step and support a DN A‡N mechanism[108].
Molecular interactions between wat5 and residues lining the route to the C10 atom, (E43,
D144 and Y126), act as ‘water shuttle’ to guide the water molecule to the site of hydrolysis.
It has been suggested that E43 or D144 act as bases for the nucleophilic attack [105, 108,
111]. However, neither of these residues assume this role during the simulation. Instead,
monoprotonated adenine itself acts as the base to activate the nucleophilic water attack on C10 .
During the capture step, a spontaneous proton transfer occurs from wat5 to N9 on adenine.
Displayed in Figure 4.7, as the wat5 approaches the C10 , the distribution of N9 · · · wat5 bond
distances broaden to include distances as small as 1.4 and as large as 3.6 Å. The broadest
distribution occurs when the proton hops back and forth between N9 and wat5, (the yellow
curve), represented by the slight 1-2 kcal mol−1 barrier in the free energy profile. Adenine
is most likely to act as base, because wat5 is 4 Å away from E43 before it interacts with the
positive C10 center, making a proton abstraction unlikely. While a hydrogen abstraction from
wat5 is more likely to arise from D144, hydrogen bonding interactions with Y126 prevent it
from acting as more than simply a hydrogen bond acceptor for wat5.
Configuration and residence time does not seem play a role in hydrolysis, as it does during
cleavage. In contrast, we do not observe strong correlations for water molecules, aside from
wat5, or residues in the active site with the reaction coordinate during capture. Furthermore,
classical molecular dynamics simulations indicate that the residence time of wat5 is not
upheld in the reactant state, as water molecules at this position are frequently exchanged with
bulk solvent. Despite these conditions, hydrolysis is still likely to occur as long as the vicinity
of the glycosyl moiety is solvated, as indicated by the free energy profile (Figure 4.4 (b)). Hence,
conformation may be a factor only influencing catalytic efficacy in the first catalytic step, as
water molecules must be effectively coordinated in a unique configuration to mediate the
proton transfer to N7 from E43.
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Figure 4.7: A normal (Gaussian) distribution was used to describe the changes in intermolecular interaction distances between monoprotonated adenine and proton of wat5, N9 · · · wat5,
cooperative with the decrease in C10 · · · wat5 bond distance (see Figure A.10 in Appendix A.1).
The height of the Gaussians represent the probability of finding the atoms at a given separation
distance, whereas the spread of the Gaussians represents the magnitude in fluctuation of the
bonding distance at a given point in the reaction coordinate. The color shift from dark green to
light green to blue indicates the decrease in the C10 · · · wat5 distance from 2.6 to 2.2, 2.1 to 1.7,
and 1.6 to 1.3 Å, respectively. The normal distributions of N9 · · · wat5 reveal that the bonding
distances are the most broad at a C10 · · · wat5 bond distance of 1.8 Å, fluctuating by nearly 2
Å. At these C10 · · · wat5 distances, the proton hops back and forth between the water molecule
and N9 , as shown by the light green curve.

4.4 Conclusions
Although water molecules are directly involved in both the cleavage and hydrolysis steps,
the first catalytic step, which is rate-determining and requires protonation of N7 , entails an
entirely different level of solvent organization compared to the second. The involvement of
water molecules during cleavage potentially enables MutY to lower the energetic barrier of a
proton transfer, which contributes a catalytic rate enhancement equivalent to nearly half of
the required activation energy barrier[108]. In contrast, the capture step is strongly exothermic
and requires minimal solvent organization, apart from orienting the nucleophilic water for its
attack on the oxacarbenium ion intermediate. Our findings reveal that enzymatic efforts to
convene solvent in an optimal configuration occur in the reactant state.
To secure protonation at N7 , a long term solvation pattern is established, which facilitates
the involvement of three out of the five structured water molecules in the vicinity of E43 and
N7 . This persistent arrangement coordinates the catalytically significant water molecules
into three prime positions for a proton transfer: (i) a position bridging the catalytic residues,
E43 and N7 , (ii) a position that assists the bridging water molecule and (iii) one that assists
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E43 during the proton transfer event. Thus, preserving an ideal arrangement of three water
molecules may direct the course of catalysis for the cleavage reaction and enable the control
of the water-assisted reaction.
How does an enzyme secure a unique configuration of solvent molecules? As expected,
hydrophilic residues form strong hydrogen bonding interactions with the structured water
molecules, which may be one factor preserving their unique configuration and prolonging
their residence times. More surprising are the interactions with hydrophobic residues, which
constrain the positioning of the catalytic water molecules that assist the proton transfer
event during cleavage. In this way, enzymatic control uses both entropic and enthalpic
considerations to guide the reaction.
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5 How does a protein balance stability
with degradability?
5.1 Introduction
A unique feature of O6 -alkylguanine-DNA alkyltransferase (AGT) is that this protein adopts
a non-enzymatic approach to repair alkylated guanine lesions by degrading itself once the
catalytic task is accomplished [157]. It has been suggested that transferring the alkyl adduct to
an active site cysteine residue triggers a conformational change, leading to fast ubiquitination
and degradation of the alkylated protein [158]. Further evidence that alkylation induces largescale structural changes comes from in vitro studies, which demonstrate that methylated and
benzylated human AGT (hAGT) is more sensitive towards proteolysis [159]. These findings
demonstrate that AGTs find a subtle balance between stability and degradability; the native
structures have to be stable enough to accommodate and repair alkylated guanine bases, yet
they have to be degraded quickly upon detecting an alkyl adduct bound to the active site.
It has been suggested that alkylation triggers a movement of the C-terminal domain away from
the N-terminal domain, particularly for residues in an active site alpha helix (residues 125-136),
which is termed the ‘recognition helix’ due to its interaction with DNA via its ‘arginine finger,’
[160], as well as for the guanine-binding loop residues (residues 153-160) [161]. Opening of
the tertiary structure was previously suggested to be caused by the alkyl-binding orientation,
and the result of the dissociation was proposed to accommodate alkyl adducts and distort the
DNA-binding surface [161]. Displacement of the recognition helix (α1 ) apparently relieves
strain from a close contact between the methyl or benzyl adduct and the carbonyl of Met134
(3.0 and 3.2 Å, respectively). However, comparing crystal structures of native and alkylated
hAGT indicates that alkylation leads to only a slight increase in the distance between the sulfur
atom of Cys145 and the carbonyl of M134 (by 0.35 and 0.38 Å, for methyl and benzyl adducts,
respectively). The minimal changes may be the maximum movement allowed before the
structure becomes too labile for crystallization [161].
Certain characteristic residues in α1 are conserved among organisms in three different domains of life, archaea, bacteria and eukaryota [162, 163]. Particularly, Gly131 and Gly132 are
two residues that are highly conserved among AGTs and reside at the centre of α1 opposite
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the site of alkylation. Due to their small size, a previously proposed role of the amino acids at
these positions is to help accommodate the natural substrate, an alkylated guanine, extruded
out from the double-stranded DNA. However, it has been demonstrated that mutating Gly131
and Gly132 to bulkier amino acids, such as lysine and threonine, respectively, does not impede
substrate reactivity [164]. In fact, these mutations result in a stabilized protein, and may
effectively relieve some of the unfavourable interactions that occur in the structure of the
protein upon alkyl transfer [165].
Our findings suggest an alternative role of Gly131 and Gly132 in AGTs: crafting the alpha
helix to be especially susceptible to perturbation. In this contribution, we propose that a
pre-programmed instability in α1 plays a critical role during the early onset of the unfolding
process. Using classical molecular dynamics simulations in combination with in vitro thermal
denaturation experiments, we have identified an in-built trigger mechanism which functions
as a switch to turn protein stability ‘on’ or ‘off’, depending on whether an alkyl adduct is
present. Using this mechanism, the subtle balance between stability and degradability is
achieved, triggering the rapid unfolding of hAGT upon alkyl transfer only.

5.2 Materials and Methods
For the protein expression and purification, hAGT and mutants were expressed as his-tagged
fusion proteins in E.coli BL21 DE3 following a standard protocol with 0.5 mM IPTG induction.
After 16h at 18◦ C the cultures were harvested, the pellets were taken up in PBS supplemented
with protease inhibitor cocktail and lysed by sonication. The soluble fraction of the lysate was
used for Ni-NTA purification. Protein was eluted in 50 mM K2HPO4, 150 mM imidazol, 10%
glycerol, pH 8.0. The eluted protein was incubated over night with PreScission Protease and 10
mM DTT at 4◦ C. Subsequently, it was subjected to a ResQ 6 mL column (GE Healthcare) using
buffer A (20 mM TRIS, 4 mM DTT, pH 8.0) and buffer B (20 mM TRIS, 4 mM DTT, 1 M NaCl,
pH 8.0). The corresponding elution fractions were pooled and concentrated. Homogenous
protein was obtained by size exclusion chromatography (Superdex 200 column, GE Healthcare)
using a buffer containing 20 mM TRIS, 4 mM DTT, 200 mM NaCl, pH 8.0. For the thermal
denaturation assay, protein was diluted to a 25 µM solution in reaction buffer (20 mM TRIS,
4 mM DTT, 200 mM NaCl, pH 8.0). 10 µL of the solution were mixed with 10 µL of a 30x
SyproOrange (Invitrogen) stock solution. The experiment was performed in a 96-well plate
using MicroAmp Fast 96-Well Reaction Plates (Applied Biosystems) on a 7900 HT Real Time
PCR System (Applied Biosystems). Heating ranged from 20-95◦ C at a ramping of 1%. The
melting temperatures (TM) were determined by using a fluorogenic molecule (SYPRO Orange)
that shows a strong increase in fluorescence upon binding to hydrophobic regions of a protein.
Fluorescence changes were monitored simultaneously with a charge-coupled device (CDD)
camera. Dissociation curves were analyzed by plotting the first derivative of the fluorescent
curve (slope) against temperature (dF/dT◦ ) averaged over 4◦ C increments. The maximal value
corresponds to the melting temperature (TM) of the individual proteins. All experiments were
carried out by Dr. Birgit Mollwitz in the lab of Professor Kai Johnsson.
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Computational models of wild-type hAGT were constructed, starting from crystallographic
non-benzylated (pdb entry 1EH6) and benzylated structures (pdb entry 1EH8) [161] in which
the unresolved loop region (residues 36 to 44) was added manually with the xleap program
in AMBER 10 [134] and the AMBER parm99SB force field [135, 136]. Methylated hAGT was
constructed from the equilibrated native protein and was compared to the crystal structure
(pdb entry 1EH7) after equilibration. Each structure was solvated with TIP3P water molecules
in an orthorhombic periodic box with dimensions 81 x 80 x 70 Å. For each system, molecular
dynamics was performed for 50 ns (a total of 150 ns) using the PMEMD module in AMBER
10. Restraints were used for the coordination of the zinc ion to the cysteine residues in the
N-terminal domain. During the simulations, the PME method was used for the electrostatic
interactions with a nonbonded cutoff of 8.0 Å and periodic boundaries conditions, using a
pressure barostat with relaxation time of 2 ps. The SHAKE algorithm was used to constrain
all bonds that involve hydrogen atoms. The temperature was held constant at 310K using
Langevin dynamics with a collision frequency of 1 ps−1 .

5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Decreased helical propensity in the recognition helix
Is the fate of the recognition helix as a site targeted for the initial unfolding already encoded in
its amino acid sequence? To answer this question, we compared the sequences and the helical
propensities among all alpha helices in hAGT. The overall structure of hAGT is composed of six
alpha helices, four anti-parallel stranded and two parallel stranded beta sheets, and a 310 helix
[161]. Five of the six helices constitute the C-terminal domain and frame the conserved active
site cysteine motif (IPCHRV), the O6 -alkylguanine binding channel and the helix-turn-helix
(HTH) motif, the DNA-binding site. The recognition helix is the second helix in the HTH motif,
intimate to both the bound DNA molecule and the alkylated guanine substrate and unique
from the other alpha helices in hAGT because it is the only helix that contains glycine residues.
Experiment-based [166], structure-based thermodynamic [167] helical propensity scales and
molecular dynamics simulations [168] can be used to estimate the intrinsic tendency of an
amino acid to form alpha helical secondary structure. In general, the formation of a helix
works against a loss in backbone and side chain conformational entropy, which is different
for every amino acid. It is well known that, aside from proline, glycine has the lowest helix
propensity compared to alanine, as a result of a loss in conformational entropy of the backbone
and side chain [169]. For certain amino acids, this loss is partially compensated for via the
sequestration of side chains from the solvent. The magnitude of entropy loss for each amino
acid is reflected in the order of the helix propensity scale.
Using these scales, we have estimated the helical propensities for the alpha helices in hAGT
by averaging the individual (unfavourable) energy contributions from each amino acid (see
Figure 5.1 (a)). We find that the alpha helix with the highest energy per amino acid, and hence,
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the lowest overall helical propensity is, indeed, α1 , which is consistent with the previous
suggestion that it is one of the first protein sites targeted for unfolding [161]. The low intrinsic
helical propensity is mainly due to the two glycine residues (G131 and G132), found at the
centre of the helix, and a third at the C terminal end (G136).

Figure 5.1: In (a), all of the five alpha helices (with at least 5 members) in hAGT are shown in
purple and their sequences, helical propensities and averaged helical content for native and
alkylated protein are given in the table to the right. In (b), a sequence comparison of various
homologues of hAGT shows which residues are conserved within the family of enzymes,
highlighted in red. Highlighted in blue are residues, which we find participate in a ‘double
clip’ mechanism, which effectively orients the loop approximate to the base of the recognition
helix to trigger unfolding
The lower helical propensity in α1 is consistently observed in classical molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations (see Figure A.11). We evaluated the helical content for the five different alpha
helices in both free and alkylated (methylated and benzylated) hAGT in aqueous solution.
During 50 nano-second trajectories, the helical content of the five alpha helices was evaluated
on the basis of both hydrogen bonding patterns and backbone geometry using the secondary
structural assignment program, STRIDE [170]. The extent of alpha helical content drastically
decreases in α1 in the alkylated hAGT versus substrate-free hAGT compared to the other
alpha helices (Figure 5.1 (a)). In the alkylated state, the average helical content of α1 is 84%
(compared to 91% in free hAGT), whereas the other alpha helices have average helical contents
of 99%, 98%, 98% and 99%. The competing structure elements mostly include turn (53%
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of the time), 310 helix (12 % of the time), and coil structures (11% of the time). Since the
largest drop in helical propensity of α1 is due to the glycine residues, their specific placement
may ‘pre-program’ structural instability in the recognition helix, which is critical for the fast
degradation of alkylated protein.

5.3.2 Changes in protein structure upon alkylation
While the helical propensity scale is a useful tool to estimate intrinsic stability of helices,
environmental factors, such as salt bridges and hydrogen bonding networks, also influence the
formation stability of a helix [171]. Analyzing the differences in protein structure for substratefree versus alkylated hAGT, we find that certain residues undergo a large structural change in
the benzylated and methylated structures. Shown in Figure 5.2 (a) are the differences in native
contacts for free versus alkylated hAGT, measured via the Cα distance for every residue in the
protein, indicating a loss (red) or a gain (blue— dark versus light blue signifying benzylated
and methylated hAGT, respectively) of an intermolecular interaction upon alkylation. Overall
our structural comparisons between methylated, benzylated and free hAGT are consistent
with similar data obtained from crystal structures, in which AGT structures in complex with
BG and methylguanine substrates demonstrate a movement of the recognition helix away
from the N-terminal domain [161].
However, comparing structures that have been averaged over molecular dynamics simulations
of the protein in aqueous solution reveals a larger degree of structural change relative to
the crystal structures. As expected, the region that undergoes the largest structural change
upon alkylation is in the C-terminal domain, the region where DNA binds to hAGT and O6methylguanine is flipped into the binding channel, consisting mainly of the recognition helix,
α1 , the conserved active site cysteine motif (IPCHRV), a second helix, α2 , and the connecting
flexible loop region (V149 to G160). This is in agreement to the previous suggestion that
conformational changes at this site promote the release of repaired DNA [161].
We find that certain interactions are lost upon alkylation in both the benzylated (see Figure 5.2
(b)) and methylated structures , which involve predominantly residues at the base of α1 (M134
and R135) and in the loop region (N157, Y158, S159, and G160). The contact map differences
indicate that residues in the loop region strongly interact with the base of α1 in the free state
and are lost in the alkylated state. There are two possible explanations for the loss of contacts at
this site: (i) accommodation of the alkyl adduct in the active site results in the loss of stabilizing
intermolecular interactions, which destabilizes the recognition helix and triggers the initial
unfolding of hAGT or (ii) the intermolecular interactions that stabilize the recognition helix in
the free state are upheld in the alkylated state, but lead to a destabilized helix, as a result of
steric repulsion of the alkyl adduct which forces the unfolding of the recognition helix.
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Figure 5.2: A contacts-difference map displays changes in the protein structure in native
versus alkylated hAGT. Shown in red are the contacts, which are only present in the native
protein, which are lost upon alkylation. In blue are new contacts gained in the alkylated
structure. Shown in the panel on the left is a zoom of the alkyl-binding site region, including
the recognition helix, the loop residues, and the C-terminal alpha helix (residues 125-167).
Both methyl (bottom) and BG (top) adducts were considered. The contacts difference maps
indicate that predominantly the region at the base of the helix (residues 134 and 135) and
the loop (residues 157-160) undergoes the largest amount of change during the molecular
dynamics simulation.

5.3.3 Double-clip mechanism
We were interested to further investigate the interactions between residues at the base of the
recognition helix and the loop region to understand the underlying nature of their function in
stabilizing and/or destabilizing hAGT in the free versus alkylated state. During the classical
molecular dynamics simulations, key interactions between α1 and the loop region bring the
alkyl adduct bound to the active site cysteine residue in close contact to M134 in α1 , effectively
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Figure 5.3: Highlighted are the structural changes that occur in the recognition helix when the
‘double clip’ mechanism is in tact. The helix undergoes perturbation from the close contacts
between S159, M134 and alkylated C145. Shown in yellow is the recognition helix which
transitions from 310 secondary structural element to coil.

triggering changes in the secondary structure of the recognition helix (helix to turn, coil and
310 helix transitions). The base of the recognition helix interacts strongly with the loop region
where R135 hydrogen bonds to either N157 or one of the backbone atoms of Y158, S159 and
G160. These interactions draw the helical base and the loop region together, allowing S159 to
hydrogen bond to M134, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. We find that this ‘double clip’ mechanism,
in which two hydrogen bond contacts are made between the loop and the base of α1 , forces
the alkylated adduct to approach M134 and is consistent with the previous proposal that
suggests the carbonyl oxygen atom of M134 lies in close van der Waals distance with the alkyl
adduct [161].
How do these interactions contribute to the changes in structure in substrate-free versus
alkylated hAGT? As M134 is situated just below the two conserved glycine residues (G132 and
G133), the interaction with S159 forces the alkyl adduct to come into contact with the region
of α1 that has the lowest helical propensity. This has the adverse effect of creating enough
tension at the base of the recognition helix to drastically reduce its alpha helical content. At
M134:O-S159:H distances less than 2 Å, severe distortions occur in α1 , reducing the helical
content to 50% or lower in some cases. This interaction in combination with the interaction
between R135 and the loop drastically changes the 1-4 hydrogen-bonding pattern in the helix
(see Figures 5.3 and A.14). In many cases when the ‘double clip’ is in place, G131 completely
loses its hydrogen bond partner, R135, and the alpha helix transforms to turn, coil or 310 helix.
Using an autocorrelation plot, a cross-correlogram, we find that certain important molecular
events are cooperative with the loss of helical content in α1 . As shown in Table 5.1, the
interaction between R135 and the loop residues (157-160) is correlated with a 15 ps time lag (τ)
with the loss of hydrogen bonding interactions between the backbone atoms of R135 and G131
and a 25% loss in helical content of α1 . When the ‘double clip’ is in place (i.e. S159 hydrogen
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bonds with M134 and R135 hydrogen bonds with N157), helical content is completely lost
in the recognition helix (τ=X ps, the distance between the methyl adduct and M134 is found
to be less than 3 Å(τ=25 ps) and the hydrogen bond between V138 and N137 is lost (τ=5 ps,
disrupting the ‘Asn-hinge’ region. The disruption in the ‘Asn-hinge’ was previously reported
to lead to opening of the tertiary structure, since this region is characterized by hydrophobic
packing which accounts for greater than 40% of the domain interface [161]. Taken together,
these observations lead us to believe that the ‘double clip’ destabilizes hAGT in the alkylated
state, and initiates unfolding of the recognition helix.
Table 5.1: Displayed are correlation coefficients with their respective time lags (in picoseconds)
for the coupling of different events observed during the molecular dynamics simulation.
Events that are strongly correlated are the formation of ‘one clip’ (R135 interacting with the
loop residues 153-160) with breaking the hydrogen bond between V139-I141 (in the Asn hinge
region) and breaking the 1-4 hydrogen bond between G131-R135 in α1 . Forming the ‘double
clip’ (R135 interacting with the loop residues and S159 with M134) is cooperative with the
loss of the hydrogen bonding interaction between G131-R135, in addition to a 25% loss of
helical content in α1 , the close contact between the methyl adduct and Met134:O (a distance
of less than 3 Å) and the loss of the hydrogen bonding interaction between N137-V139 (the
Asn hinge).
X1

X2

Correlation Coefficient

Time lag (τ)
of X 2 (ps)

V139:O· · · I141:H
G131:H· · · R135:N
25% loss SS (α1 )
‘double clip’
S159:H· · · M134:O
‘double clip’
‘double clip’
‘double clip’
C145:C· · · M134:O

R135· · · loop
R135· · · loop
R135· · · loop
G131:H· · · R135:N
R135· · · loop
25% loss SS (α1 )
V139:H· · · N137:O
C145:C· · · M134:O
V139:H· · · N137:O

0.88
0.69
0.83
0.71
0.45
0.70
0.1
0.68
0.59

-25
-15
-15
-7
0
15
0.1
25
203

While the same interactions occur in free hAGT, we do not observe the same degree of distortion in α1 . Instead, the interactions between the loop and α1 effectively constrain the
loop region. Certain residues at the N-terminal end of α2 (L162 and A163) transform into a
predominantly 310 helix structure as a result of the interactions with α1 that rigidly constrain
the loop (S159-M134 and N157-R135). This observation explains why the helical content
of α2 is less than α1 in the substrate-free state (see Figure 5.1 (a)). A secondary effect that
constraining the loop region has on hAGT is that K165 in α2 maintains hydrogen-bonding
interactions with V148 and N157, which is consistent with available structures [161]. Our
findings suggest that the most stable hydrogen bonding partners include the back bone atoms
of an essential catalytic residue, Y114, and V149, framing the active site cysteine motif with
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α3 , K165 and V148/N157, framing active site and the loop region with α2 , and R135 and N157,
bringing the base of the recognition helix in close contact to the active site. Indeed, in the
absence of substrate, the combination of these key interactions cements together three ‘walls’
of the binding channel. We believe that this intricate network of interactions not only upholds
the binding site for the incoming O6 -methylguanine, but also stabilizes the recognition helix,
as demonstrated by the significantly higher amount of helical content of α1 in the free state
(Figure 5.1 (a)). Therefore, we suggest that key interactions between the base of the helix and
the loop have a dual purpose: to stabilize hAGT in the absence of substrate and to destabilize
substrate-bound hAGT, enforcing steric repulsion to promote the fast degradation of alkylated
product.

5.3.4 Influencing the impact of alkylation
In order to test our hypothesis and the predictions obtained with molecular dynamics simulations, we created different point mutants of hAGT to quantify the changes in stability and
sensitivity towards alkylation, relative to the wild-type protein. The main aim of creating the
mutant proteins was to evaluate which interactions contribute the most to the stability of
the protein in the free state versus the alkylated (benzylated) state. The mutant hAGTs probe
interactions between the base of the helix and the loop region (N157G, G132K/C150Q, and
G132K/C150K/ N157G). By mutating these residues, we have effectively created a (i) destabilized mutant of hAGT in the substrate-free state and (ii) a stabilized mutant of hAGT in the
benzylated (BG) state (Figure 5.4 (a)). The stability of hAGT and mutants was measured by
thermal denaturation [172]. We determined the melting point temperatures of all proteins in
the presence and absence of BG to assess the impact of benzylation on protein stability (Figure
5.4 (b) and (c)). These findings confirm our theoretical predictions of the key interactions
that stabilize hAGT, mainly the recognition helix, in the substrate-free state and, equally as
necessary, detect the alkyl adduct and, subsequently, destabilize hAGT enough to ensure fast
degradation of the alkyl product.
Thermal denaturation experiments demonstrate that stabilization of the recognition helix
is provided, in part, by interactions with the loop residues, N157 and S159. Mutating these
residues to glycine and glutamate, respectively, leads to a radical decrease in stability of the
native protein (by 8.5 ◦ C) and an even larger decrease in stability of alkylated product (by 18.5
◦
C) [165]. While mutating N157 to glycine alone leads to only a slight decrease in stability of the
protein in the substrate-free state (by 0.6 ◦ C), it greatly increases the sensitivity to benzylation
(by 10.2 ◦ C). Thus, removing interactions that reinforce the recognition helix make the protein
more susceptible to perturbation (in the form of steric repulsion from the alkyl adduct).
Our findings suggest that removing these key interactions leads to a more destabilized protein,
as a result of a weakened recognition helix (a decrease in ∆TM of 6.4 and 7.4 ◦ C with respect to
wild type hAGT for pure protein and benzylated protein, respectively, and an increase in ∆TM
of 1 ◦ C over wild type hAGT).
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Figure 5.4: Displayed in (a) are the mutations of hAGT leading to increased stability. The
interactions which destabilize hAGT upon alkylation, shown by the residues in red, are removed, and replaced by an interaction that stabilizes hAGT in both the absence and presence
of substrate. The residues highlighted in blue essentially remove the impact of alkylation by
releasing steric tension at the base of the recognition helix and loop region. In (b), thermal
denaturation of hAGT and single, double and triple point mutants indicate increasing stability
(increasing melting temperature) upon reduction of intermolecular interactions centered at
the base of the alpha helix. This is shown in (c), demonstrated by a decrease in the impact of
benzylation for the free versus alkylated AGT (∆TM).

The increase in ∆TM for this mutant signifies an increase in sensitivity to alkylation. Interestingly, mutating Gly131 and Gly132 in the recognition helix in combination with mutations
N157G and S159E, results in a protein with stability equivalent to wild-type hAGT (∆TM of 0.5
◦
C) [165]. This indicates that by removing the source of the problem, the intrinsic instability of
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the recognition helix due to the two glycine residues, the secondary ‘supporting’ interactions,
N157-R135 and S159-M134, no longer influence the stability of the protein. Additionally, it
has been shown that mutating the recognition helix and replacing G131 and G132 with amino
acids that have higher helical propensities demonstrates a substantial increase in protein
half-life time in intracellular half-life determination experiments (11 hours over 2 hours for
native hAGT) [165].
If the recognition helix is made weaker by reducing interactions with the loop, does adding
further interactions increase its stability? One mutant was created in which a third interaction
was added between the loop and the center of the recognition helix (G132K-C150Q). Molecular
dynamics simulations suggest that these residues interact via strong hydrogen bonds. Interestingly, comparing the melting point temperatures with wild-type hAGT reveals that adding
this interaction only slightly increases the stability in both the substrate-free and alkylated
states (1.7 and 1.1 ◦ C, respectively). Although simply adding an additional interaction does
not appear to stabilize the protein, the removal of a key interaction (N157G) in this mutant
does effectively diminish the impact of benzylation on the protein. This triple point mutant
(G132K_C150Q_N157G) reduces the impact of benzylation by replacing the interaction between the base of the helix and the loop (via R135· · · N157, see residues highlighted in red in
Figure 5.4 (a)) with one that instead stabilizes the center of the alpha helix (G132K· · · C150Q,
see residues highlighted in blue in Figure 5.4 (a)). The overall melting point for this mutant
increases relative to wild-type hAGT, and the difference between substrate-free and benzylated melting point decreases by 2.1◦ C. Reducing the difference in melting point temperatures
between the substrate-free and alkylated state suggests that we have reduced the impact of
benzylation on the protein. By removing a key interaction (R135· · · N157), and replacing it with
an interaction that stabilizes the center of the helix, we influence the ability of the protein
to detect the alkyl adduct and trigger unfolding. Using this approach, we confirm that key
interactions between the loop and the recognition helix lead to (i) stabilization of hAGT in the
free state and (ii) destabilization of hAGT upon alkylation.

5.3.5 Conserved structure-function relationships in AGTs
Placing two glycines at the centre of an alpha helix may seem evolutionarily unfavourable since
the result is an intrinsically destabilized secondary structural element. This is evident from
the statistical occurrence of glycine in alpha helices, calculated from 8,115 crystallographic
protein structures with less than 1.8 Å resolution (see Table 5.3). The occurrence of glycine
in an alpha helix was calculated by dividing the number of glycines found in an alpha helix
by the total number of helical residues within the helix. This value was normalized with the
overall natural abundance to give the helical enrichment (or depletion) factor (see Table 5.3).
Aside from proline, the average relative occurrence of glycine in alpha helices is indeed the
lowest of all amino acids. In addition, compared to alanine, which has the highest frequency,
glycine is four times less likely to occur in alpha helices (3% versus 12.5% for glycine and
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alanine, respectively, as shown in Table 5.2). Statistical analyses indicate that decreased
occurrences of glycine residues in helices is indeed statistically significant. The corresponding
z score of glycine (-2.11) is below the threshold of the rejection region (-1.96 for 0.02), indicating
that there are fewer occurrences of glycine in alpha helices than expected. In contrast, the
value for alanine is within the threshold value (1.26), signifying that the occurrence of alanine
in helices is to be expected (see Tables 5.2 and 5.3 and Appendix A.2 for more details). This
suggests that the placement of two glycine residues at the centre of the recognition helix might
be an example of evolutionary programming of degradability and that its functional purpose
is the detection of alkyl adducts to trigger onset of unfolding.
The overall abundance of each amino acid was calculated using the following formulation,
PP DB

P g l y = PP DB

Ng l y
N t ot

(5.1)

where N g l y represents the number of glycine residues (or any amino acid) in each crystal structure and N t ot represents the total number of amino acids in the respective crystal structure.
The summation is over 8,115 pdb structures.
The probability of the occurrence of glycines in helices was calculated using the following
formulation,
PP DB

P gHl y

= PP DB

N gHl y
N tHot ·

(5.2)

where N gHl y represents the number of glycines found in an alpha helix in the respective PDB
structure and N tHot represents the total number of helical residues.
The z score analysis was computed by using the following:
z=

x̄ − x
σ p1

(5.3)

N

where we have taken x̄ to be the number of helical glycine residues N gHl y divided by the
total number of helical residues, NrHes , and x denotes the natural abundance of glycine, P g l y ,
σ represents the standard deviation in the distribution of N gHl y and N represents the total
number of helical residues, NrHes .
At 0.05, the rejection range in the z score distribution is < -1.6 and > 1.6 and at 0.02, it is <
-1.96 and > 1.96. Therefore, we can reject the null hypothesis for the glycine case. The number
of glycines in helix is far below this threshold value, indicating that there are fewer glycines
than what would be expected in helices.
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Other conserved residues among AGTs, S159 and R135 (or equivalently, lysine) are found at
similar sites in many different organisms (see Figure 5.1(b)). We suggest that the functional
role of S159 may be critical in both stabilizing and degrading the recognition helix in free and
alkylated states, respectively. Furthermore, interactions involving the helical base and the loop
may also be crucial in to securing the S159· · · M134 interaction, creating tension at the active
site to detect alkylation. While the amino acid at position 157 is not conserved, it has been
previously demonstrated that site-directed mutants exhibit increased sensitivity to BG [173].
Comparing crystal structures of the homologues of hAGT, we find that similar motifs may exist
among this family of enzymes to stabilize alpha helices with lower helical propensities (such
as α2 in some cases), similar to that of hAGT (See Figures A.12 and A.13 in Appendix A.2).
Table 5.2: Displayed are statistical calculations that indicate the likelihood of finding glycine
versus alanine in an alpha helix. Data was taken from 8,115 crystal structures with less than 1.8
Å resolution. Probability of occurrence in the helix was calculated and compared to the overall
natural abundance. The total occurrence of glycine and alanine in this data set is referred to
as natural abundance. The z scores were calculated to assess the statistical relevance of the
data. At 0.05, the rejection range in the z score distribution is < -1.6 and > 1.6 and at 0.02, it is <
-1.96 and > 1.96. We find the number of glycines in helix is depleted compared to the natural
abundance, being far below this threshold value. This indicates that there are fewer glycines
than what would be expected in helices. In contrast, the number for alanine is enriched, but
not over the threshold value. The probability of occurrence in the helix was calculated by
taking the total number of glycine residues found in a helix divided by the total number of
helical residues in 8,115 PDB structures. The natural abundance was calculated by taking
the total number of glycine residues divided by the total number of residues in 8,115 PDB
structures.
Amino Acid
Glycine
Alanine

Probability of Occurrence in Helix
0.034
0.125

Natural Abundance
0.079
0.079

Z score
-2.11
1.26

5.4 Conclusions
The molecular mechanism to initiate unfolding of alkylated protein couples the in-built
instability of the recognition helix with interactions with the protein environment. Glycine, the
amino acid with the lowest helix propensity aside from proline, is found at the same location
in the recognition helix in many AGTs. Gly131 and Gly132 are two highly conserved residues
among AGTs that reside in the center of the recognition helix, which has been suggested
to play an important role in substrate binding. Our findings suggest that evolution has
selected for the increased likelihood for a helix-to-coil transition by using glycine residues
to intrinsically destabilize the alpha helix that is the known target site for degradation [161].
As evolution selects for stability and functionality, the hAGT protein is special because its
functional efficiency relies on a decreased stability upon alkyl transfer. In this case, nature has
found a unique solution to direct the course of this suicide protein by balancing stability with
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the ability to quickly degrade upon alkylation.
Understanding how hAGT balances stability and degradation sheds light on many factors that
may influence resistance to alkylating agents in medicinal therapies, such as chemotherapy.
Previous studies [173–175] have shown that mutating residues in the guanine-binding loop
region (G156R, N157G, S159I/V and G160R) renders the protein more resistant to alkylation.
Our findings suggest that mutations at this site of the protein would have an impact on the
key interactions that play a role in both stabilizing hAGT, in the absence of substrate, and,
more importantly, destabilizing the recognition helix in alkylated hAGT. Residues in the loop
region (S159 and N157) hydrogen bond with residues at the base of α1 (M134 and R135),
forming a ‘double clip’ that upholds the secondary structure of the recognition helix. Upon
alkylation, the ‘double clip’ mechanism has the adverse effect- the interaction between S159
and M134 brings the alkyl adduct into close proximity of M134 and triggers the unfolding
of the ‘weak’ point at the centre of the recognition helix, the site where G131 and G132 are
situated. By mutating residues involved in the ‘double clip’ (N157), we find that the loop region
no longer interacts in the same way with α1 . A large increase in stability is observed for one
mutant (G132K_C150Q_N157G), in which the ‘double clip’ has been shifted to alleviate the
close contact with the adduct and stabilize the ‘weak’ point in the helix. By reducing the ability
of the protein to detect alkyl adducts, the impact of alkylation is significantly diminished,
leading to a stabilized mutant hAGT protein.
These findings suggest how the enzyme environment functions as a switch to turn ‘on’ or
‘off’ the stability of a protein. Like a mechanical switch, the ‘double clip’ mechanism tunes
degradability on the basis of whether an alkyl adduct is present or not. When the protein
is in the native state, the ‘double clip’ stabilizes the recognition helix, preventing unfolding,
whereas, when an alkyl adduct is bound to the active site, the ‘double clip’ forces close contacts
between the base of the recognition helix and the bound alkyl adduct, causing instabilities in
the recognition helix and the ‘Asn-hinge’ region. Therefore, our findings provide evidence for
the evolutionary programming of degradability versus stability in the secondary structure of
proteins and that the balance between these forces can be tuned via interactions within the
protein environment.
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Table 5.3: Computing Natural Abundance and the occurrences of amino acids in helices from
the PDB database. a: Taken from 8,115 PDB structures with resolution less than 1.8 Å; b:
percentage of resi out of the total number helical residues; c: propensity of resi to be helical
(column b/a); d: Difference in NA when taking half of the data structures (absolute value of
the difference)
Amino

Naturala

P
r es Hel
PP DB Hel
P DB N t ot

helical enrichment b

Differencec

acid
Ala
Leu
Glu
Lys
Val
Arg
Ile
Ser
Gln
Asp
Thr
Phe
Asn
Gly
Tyr
Met
His
Trp
Pro
Cys

Abundance (%)
7.9
8.4
6.3
6.0
6.9
4.7
5.5
6.3
3.8
5.8
5.7
3.8
4.5
7.9
3.5
1.9
2.3
1.5
4.6
1.8

(%)
12.5
11.3
8.6
6.6
6.4
6.0
5.5
5.0
5.0
4.9
4.3
4.0
3.4
3.4
3.3
2.6
2.2
1.5
1.9
1.2

factor
1.6
1.3
1.4
1.1
0.9
1.3
1.0
0.8
1.3
0.8
0.8
1.1
0.8
0.4
0.9
1.4
0.9
1.0
0.4
0.7

in NA
0.0002
0.0004
0.0009
0.0007
0.0013
0.0023
0.0001
0
0.0011
0.0001
0.0007
0.0003
0.0009
0.0011
0.0001
0.0008
0.0004
0.0002
0.0011
0.0009
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6 How does a protein increase turnover?
6.1 Introduction
Human Carbonic Anhydrases (CA, EC 4.2.1.1) are a family of enzymes that catalyze the rapid
interconversion of CO2 and bicarbonate (see Eq. 6.2). This enzymatic hydration reaction is
reversible and known to be one of the fastest enzymatic reactions, with kinetic rates approaching the diffusion-controlled limit for the dehydration reaction (∼1010 s−1 ) [176], and rates for
the hydration reaction ranging between 104 and 106 s−1 [177–179]. The rapid interconversion
of CO2 and bicarbonate is required by most biological systems, in plants for photosynthesis
and in mammals for the selective transport of H+ /HCO−
3 across lipid membranes to maintain
acid-base balance in blood. CA is a necessary component in these processes because, without
it, the uncatalyzed rates of hydration/dehydration are too low (0.18 s−1 and 79 s−1 , respectively) and would severely inhibit transport [180]. In the presence of CA, these rate constants
become increased in the same proportion, for example, by a factor of 1.7x104 in human blood
cells [181].
We focus on CAII, which is one of fourteen isoforms of the α-CA family, the most commonly
studied family of CAs in humans[182]. Most of the isoenzymes that span the five different
families of CA are metalloenzymes with a zinc ion liganding to three active-site histidine
residues. A putative water molecule acts as the fourth coordinating ligand to Zn, completing
the tetrahedral coordination geometry (see Figure 6.1). Despite large differences in amino
acid sequences across various families, alignment of the metal centers shows substantial
similarities in geometry, coordination, and active site residues, illustrating that convergent
evolution of catalytic function selected for similar metal-binding sites [178].
The putative catalytic mechanism of CA-catalyzed CO2 hydration involves a rate-limiting
transfer of a proton from a zinc-bound water molecule through a chain of water molecules,
eventually passing the proton off to H64, which acts as a shuttle to bulk solvent. The zincbound OH− moiety subsequently performs a nucleophilic attack on the CO2 molecule, ultimately forming Zn-bound HCO−
3 ion. The zinc-bound bicarbonate moiety is then displaced
by a water molecule, regenerating the Zn-bound water molecule (see Figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.1: Human Carbonic Anhydrase and the zinc-binding site.

Since its initial discovery, this proton-transfer system has been extensively studied and is now
one of the best understood mechanisms for the transfer of protons in a protein environment.
One of the main questions is how the required proton transfers in CA can be made rapid
enough to give the experimentally observed rate constants. It has been demonstrated that the
maximal rate for a proton transferring from an acidic group with pKa 7 to water is on the order
of 103 to 104 at neutral pH, given that H2 O or OH− are the proton acceptors of the hydration
reaction or H2 O or H3 O+ are the proton donors in the reverse reaction[183, 184]. Therefore,
CA must use a special strategy to speed up proton transfer to a rate on the order of 106 . In a
previous study, a series of kinetic measurements indicated that a very small intrinsic barrier
(1-2 kcal mol−1 ) is associated to the proton transfer step in CA, whereas a larger reorganization
term (≈10 kcal mol−1 ) is related to orienting the solvent and protein side chains into the right
conformation for proton transfer [185].
It has been postulated that a more rapid proton exchange can take place at neutral pH by using
a better donor-acceptor system than water [184]. This idea is compatible with the catalytic
strategy that CA uses to speed up proton transfer, which involves the interplay between two
protonizable groups: a zinc-bound hydroxyl moiety and an imidazole moiety (His64) located
at the interface between the active site and the bulk solvent. The proton transfer step involves
both groups and takes place in two steps: (i) the intramolecular proton transfer from the
zinc-bound water molecule to a nearby water molecule and (ii) the protonated water molecule
to bulk solvent via His64. In the first step of the proton transfer, the presence of the zinc ion is a
major stabilizing factor for intramolecular proton transfer that removes the energy barrier for
proton transfer in a water dimer [186]. This is an important component to the overall reaction
because the deprotonation of the Zn-bound H2 O moiety is involved in the interconversion
of CO2 ↔ HCO−
3 [187–189]. The second step of the proton transfer is achieved by the other
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protonizable group, the proton acceptor, His64 [187, 190], located 7.5 Å away from the metal
site. Upon mutation to alanine, the hydration activity of the H64A mutant is reduced to 1% of
the activity of the wildtype enzyme [191]. Therefore the intricate interplay between these two
groups may be one of the principle factors leading to the substantial increase in reaction rate.
Results from kinetic measurements [192] demonstrate that interconversion and proton transfer are two separate half reactions, shown by Eq. 6.1 and Eq. 6.2.

B

E − H2O + A ↔ E − OH − + H A ←−→
E − OH − + A
+
BH

H2 O

E − OH − +CO 2 ↔ E − OH − · · ·CO 2 ↔ E − H2O· · ·HCO 3− ↔ E − H2O + HCO 3−

(6.1)

(6.2)

where E-H2 O is the protonated catalytic group (Zn-OH− ), AH is the protonated proton shuttle
group (His64), and B/BH+ is the buffer/solvent system. The intramolecular proton transfer to
the buffer/solvent, the first step in Eq. 6.1, is rate limiting at high buffer concentrations and a
buffer-dependent step at low buffer concentrations, as demonstrated in the seminal work of
Sven Lindskog [187].

Figure 6.2: Displayed is the putative network of water molecules that connects the Zn-bound
water molecule to His64, which is situated at the solvent accessible mouth of the active site
cavity (pdb 2CBA). The water molecule network and residues, T200 and E106, are colored
according to their B-factor. The atoms with the lowest B-factors are shown in red, which
correspond to a part of the protein structure that is more ordered. The higher B-factors are
shown in rose. Residues that are colored in cyan have been mutated to His during a series of
mutations, generating mutant CAs that are still capable of catalysis (see Table 6.1).
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The role of His64 as proton shuttle
Considerable attention has been focused on elucidating the roles of the various amino acids in
the catalytic mechanism of CAII using both experimental and computational studies [193–199].
These studies have led to several main conclusions about the role of His64 as proton shuttle.
The conformational flexibility of His64 allows for two different states: when protonated, the
imidazole group is shifted ‘out’ toward the reaction medium and it is shifted ‘in’ toward the
active site, when it is ‘ready’ to accept a proton (see Figure 6.2). While the replacement of
His64 with other amino acids drastically reduces enzymatic efficiency, catalysis proceeds,
albeit slower, when this catalytically significant residue is relocated to another position in the
protein within 5-10 Å of the metal site [200, 201]. However, comparing the rate constants of
proton transfer from these various sites demonstrates that the placement of the proton shuttle
at 7.5 Å from the Zn ion in wildtype protein may be, in part, one way to achieve maximal
efficiency (see Table 6.1).
Table 6.1: A series of double mutants in which His64 has been mutated to alanine and a second
active-site residue to His. The displacement of His64 causes minimal structural changes but
does however alter the position of the ordered solvent in the active-site cavity compared to
the wild-type. b 4-Methylimidazole bound at W64, c 4-Methylimidazole bound at W5. Taken
from ref [202].
Enzyme

Donor

Distance to Zn
(Å)

Response
(ms −1 )

Ref.

Wildtype
H64A-T200H
H64A-N67H
H64W
H64A-N62H
H64A
H64A

H64
H200
H67
4-MIb
H62
4-MIc
4-MI

7.5
5.2
6.6
8.0
8.2
12
4.8

800
300
200
130
30
0
inhibitory

[203]
[204]
[203]
[205]
[203]
[206]
[207]

Examination of these variants indicates that mutagenesis causes minimal changes in protein
structure but does, however, alter the positioning of the ordered solvent molecules in the
active site cavity. X-ray crystallographic studies indicate that the water network is conserved
over a range of pH values ranging from 5 to 10, and consists of six water molecules connected
via hydrogen bonding to each other and nearby polar residues [203]. As shown in Figure 6.2,
W0 , the zinc-bound water molecule, is stabilized by W1 , and Thr199. W1 hydrogen bonds to
Thr200 and the next solvent molecule in the chain, W2 . The solvent network then branches as
W2 is stabilized by both W3a and W3b , where W3a is stabilized by Asn67 and W3b coordinates
to the hydroxyl group of Tyr7 [193, 202]. One factor leading to a lower catalytic activity is
that some of the mutations displacing the proton acceptor group change the water network
structure by requiring the proton to be transferred via three intervening water molecules,
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instead of two. Cui and Karplus showed that two intervening waters between a proton donor
and acceptor is the most efficient way to transfer a proton, which indicates that the placement
of His64 in CA may be a strategy that uses the optimal length of a proton wire [208].

Binding of CO2 and conversion to HCO−
3
Another key factor leading to the efficient catalysis of CO2 hydration in CAII is the rapid release
−
of the product, HCO−
3 , from the active site. Both HCO3 and CO2 are weakly bound in the active
site and have not yet been detected in wildtype CAII by x-ray crystallography. Measurements
from infrared spectra suggest that CO2 has a dissociation constant of about 100 mM (∼ 0.6 kcal
mol−1 ) and interacts with several hydrophobic residues, Val121, Val143, Leu198, and Trp209,
which are about 3-4 Å from the Zn-OH− moiety [209]. Molecular dynamics simulations agree
with these findings and further suggest that multiple binding sites may play a role in the
storage and sequestration of CO2 [210].
Once the CO2 molecule is bound in the active site pocket, a nucleophilic attack is performed
by the zinc-bound hydroxyl moiety and HCO−
3 is generated. It has been suggested that the
active site residue Thr199 plays the role of ‘door keeper’ during this process to properly orient
the lone pairs of the zinc-bound hydroxyl moiety toward the CO2 . The importance of this
residue is demonstrated by the T199A mutant, which increases the free energy of the transition
−1
state for CO2 /HCO−
[211].
3 by about 3 kcal mol
Considerable attention has been given to elucidate the mechanistic details of a reorientation
of the zinc-bound bicarbonate that directly follows the nucleophilic attack. During this
rearrangement process, the hydroxyl moiety that was previously coordinated to the zinc ion
is displaced by one of the oxygen atoms of the CO2 molecule[202]. To explain this event,
two principle theories have been debated in which (i) there is an intramolecular proton
transfer in bicarbonate from the hydroxyl oxygen to one of the oxygen atoms of CO2 [186],
or (ii) the OH− moiety dissociates and simultaneously rotates away from zinc, leaving one
of the oxygens of the original CO2 molecule as a ligand to zinc [212]. Computational studies
on small mimetic zinc complexes suggest that an equilibrium exists between the so-called
Lipscomb and Lindskog products, suggesting that both structures are relevant [213]. From
calculations on small synthetic complexes, the Lindskog product (Figure 6.3 (b)) exists as a
stable intermediate (-2.3 kcal mol−1 lower in energy than the transition state) in equilibrium
with the Lipscomb product (Figure 6.3 (c)), which is estimated to be 6 kcal mol−1 more
stable than its Lindskog counter part due to a rotation about the CO2 bond axis [213]. In the
alternative Lipscomb mechanism, the intramolecular proton transfer from the original OH−
ion to the oxygen on the original CO2 molecule, is expected to have a high activation barrier of
28 kcal mol−1 [214].
Understanding the reorientation mechanism of the bicarbonate molecule is of great interest
because it likely influences the regeneration of the zinc-bound water molecule as well as the
product release step (step 3 to step 4 of Eq. 6.2). Even though the initial deprotonation of
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the zinc-bound water molecule (step 1) is considered to be rate-limiting, steps 3 and 4 are
also likely to affect the turn-over rate of CA. Despite this fact, the H2 O substitution reaction,
which regenerates the zinc-bound water molecule, and the produce release step have received
less attention. The present contribution aims to establish the characteristic functions of the
regeneration step during the CO2 hydration reaction and identify the environmental factors
which may influence catalysis and describe Nature’s strategy for speeding up turn-over by
optimizing product release.
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Figure 6.3: Structures calculated at the B3LYP/6-311+G*//RHF/6-311+G* level for CO2 fixation
and conversion to bicarbonate, taken from ref [213]. In (a) is the transition structure, 6.2 kcal
mol−1 higher than the reactant state. In (b) is the Lindskog product, which is stabilized 2.3
kcal mol− over the reactant state. In (c) is the thermodynamically favored Lipscomb product,
stabilized by 8.3 kcal mol−1 over the reactant state.

6.2 Methods and Materials
Classical molecular dynamics simulations were performed starting from the CAII crystal
structure (pdb entry 2CBA)[215]. For the QM/MM simulations we use an extension of the
CPMD molecular dynamics package[66, 67, 137] and describe the QM atoms by the DFT/BLYP
functional [138, 139] and norm-conserving Martins-Trouiller pseudopotentials[146] with
dispersion-corrected atom-centered potentials[147–150] (except for the zinc ion). The QM
atoms include the zinc atom, the coordinating histidine residues, cut at Cβ , the hydroxyl
moiety, CO2 , and 4 waters molecules inside the active site. The wave functions are expanded
in a plane wave basis set with a 70 Ry cutoff inside an orthorhombic quantum box with dimensions 29 x 34 x 40 Å3 . Long-range interactions were decoupled using the Martyna-Tuckerman
scheme[152]. The MM subset is described by a classical GROMOS96 force field[216] and
contains the rest of the protein and explicit solvent water molecules. The net charge of the
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system is +1, due to the +2 charge on the zinc ion and the -1 charge on the hydroxyl ion.
The electrostatic interactions in the quantum system are explicitly taken into account for all
classical atoms at a distance less than 4.3 Å. The QM/MM simulations were performed at
constant pressure and temperature, using the Nosé-Hoover thermostat[130]. To study the CO2
conversion step, the system was equilibrated for 1.2 ps before performing constrained molecular dynamics simulations for thermodynamic integration[153, 154]. The reaction coordinate
was chosen to be the distance between the zinc ion and the carbon atom of HCO−
3 (Zn· · · C).
Constraints were employed to fix the reaction coordinate at various distances spanning 3 to
4.19 Å (in increments of 0.1 Å). Each constrained distance was sampled for 5.7 ps. The free
energy profile was computed by integrating the constraint forces over the respective distances.

6.3 Results and Discussion
6.3.1 A Stable Lipscomb Intermediate
Starting from the classically equilibrated structure, we studied both the binding of CO2 and the
interconversion to HCO−
3 . Testing the putative step-wise mechanism described in Eq. 6.2, the
overall reaction was examined in two steps: (i) binding of CO2 and formation of HCO−
3 via the
Zn-OH− catalyst and (ii) substitution reaction to regenerate the zinc-bound water molecule.
For the first step, we start from the putative binding conformation of CO2 as described by
Krebs et. al. [209].
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Figure 6.4: In (a), the stable intermediate, the Lipscomb product, and in (b), the free energy
profile for the displacement of HCO−
3 from the zinc site is shown.

Once bound to zinc, CO2 interconverts to bicarbonate within 1-2 ps of unconstrained dynamics. During the nucleophilic hydroxyl attack, HCO−
3 adopts a conformation in which it
hydrogen bonds to Thr199, the “door keeper,” and to a nearby water molecule, the ‘deep’
water molecule, WDW . As a result of this conformation, the HCO−
3 coordinates to the zinc ion
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with the oxygen atom originally from the CO2 molecule, which corresponds to the Lipscomb
product. These findings suggest that the initial rotation of HCO−
3 during the transition between
the Lindskog and Lipscomb products happens spontaneously. Our findings indicate that this
intermediate structure exists at a Zn· · · C bond distance of 3 Å, in which the oxygen atom from
the original CO2 molecule is 2.1 Å from the zinc ion and the original hydroxyl moiety is 2.9 Å
from this site. Three out of the four original water molecules remain in the active site, W1 , W3a
and W3b , which are disordered and do not form a hydrogen bond network at this intermediate
state, except for the hydrogen bond between W1 and W3b .

6.3.2 H2 O substitution at the metal binding site
The second step of the conversion reaction (step 4 in Eq. 6.2) was examined by increasing the
interatomic distance between the zinc ion and the carbon atom of HCO−
3 . Starting from the
equilibrium value of 3.0 ± 0.2 Å, the reaction coordinate was systematically increased to 4.19
Å. Using thermodynamic integration (TI)[153, 154], the barrier for displacing the bicarbonate
moiety from the zinc ion is found to be 11.2 ± 0.4 kcal mol−1 (see Figure 6.4). These findings
suggest that the barrier for substitution is close to the barrier for the initial intramolecular
proton transfer, the first step of the reaction. This is in agreement with experiments which find
that the interconversion/substitution step becomes rate limiting in the presence of imidazole
buffer solution [187].
This last step of HCO−
3 conversion induces several significant molecular events, which are
assisted by a water molecule network, namely W1 , W3a , and W3b , in addition to residues
H64 and T200. These molecular events can be divided into three distinct ‘phases’ of the MD
along the reaction coordinate (indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 6.6), which we refer
to using the following terms: (i) initialization phase; (ii) solvent reorganization phase; (iii)
departure and repositioning phase. In the first phase, HCO−
3 shifts from being the stable
intermediate, characterized by the Lipscomb product, to being slightly displaced from the zinc
ion (Zn· · · C bond distances 3 Å to 4 Å). At 4 Å, HCO−
3 is loosely bound to the metal center, with
−
a Zn· · · HCO3 :O bonding distance spanning 2.9 to 3.2 Å, and maintains its conformation and
−
hydrogen bonding interactions with T200:O· · · HCO−
3 :H and HCO3 :O· · · WDW :H (see Figure
6.5 (a)). The water molecule network in the vicinity of H64/T200 (W1 , W3a , and W3b ) is not a
well-ordered hydrogen bonding network, because the only hydrogen bonding partners are
W1 · · · T200 and W3b · · · W1 .
In the second phase, the water molecule network in the vicinity of His64 and T200 becomes
more structured. The ordering of the solvent network into a hydrogen bond configuration
begins with the movement of both H64 and W3a into positions capable of forming strong
hydrogen bonds (1.7 to 1.9 Å) with W1 (see Figure 6.5 (b)). At a Zn· · · C bond distance of 4.1 Å,
H64 shifts towards the zinc binding site by about 1 Å, directing the imidazole group toward the
metal binding site and reorienting the W1 :O to be within hydrogen bonding distance of H64:H.
This motion has the effect of directing the hydroxyl moiety of T200 slightly away from HCO−
3
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(1 Å) and toward the new hydrogen-bonded pair, W1 · · · H64. Without its second hydrogen
bond to T200, HCO−
3 shifts in the direction of its other hydrogen bonding partner, WDW , and
is slightly displaced out of its ‘bound’ conformation for about 2 ps (see the peak in the zone 2
in Figure 6.6). During this time, HCO−
3 loses the hydrogen bonding interaction with T200.

Figure 6.5: The role of water molecules in CO2 /HCO−
3 conversion. In (a), the stable intermediate of HCO−
bound
to
Zn
at
2.1Å.
At
this
Zn·
·
·
C
distance
(3 Å), the water molecule network in
3
the vicinity of H64 and T200 is broken and disordered. In (b), HCO−
3 is weakly bound (between
2.9-3.2 Å) at a Zn· · · C distance of 4 Å and the water molecule network becomes distinctly
ordered. At this point, HCO−
3 loses the hydrogen bonding interaction with T200 and is ready to
depart. In (c), W1 is pulled into the plane of the imidazole moiety on H64 and forms hydrogen
bonding interactions with HCO−
3 , causing it to displace further from its bound conformation.
In (d), a bulk water molecule, not previously present in the active site, participates in the
substitution reaction, and regenerates the zinc-bound water molecule moiety.
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Water network bond distances

HCO3- ... T200 distance Zn ... H64 (N) distance

In the third phase before its departure, HCO−
3 adopts a specific conformation that allows a bulk
solvent molecule, WBulk to ligand to the metal site. The main role of ‘facilitator’ for this event is
taken on by W1 , as it places itself in specific positions to hydrogen-bond to both hydroxyl and
−
carboxyl oxygen atoms of HCO−
3 , in order to aid in the further displacement of HCO3 from
the Zn binding site. The facilitator role of W1 is mediated by its interactions with T200 and
H64. These residues serve to manipulate the orientation of W1 during the entire dissociation
process.
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Figure 6.6: Compared in the top two graphs are the interatomic distances between
HCO−
3 :H· · · T200:O and Zn· · · H64:N in Å. In the bottom graph, the interatomic distances are
plotted among W1 , W3a , W3b , WBulk , T200:O, and Zn. Overall, the graph is broken up into three
distinct phases of the MD along the reaction coordinate: (i) initialization phase; (ii) solvent
reorganization phase; (iii) departure and repositioning phase.
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The hydrogen bonding interaction between H64· · · W1 · · · T200 reorients W1 to be ‘in plane’ with
the imadazole group of H64. This repositioning forms a new hydrogen bonding interaction
between W1 and the original hydroxyl moiety (W1 · · · HCO−
3 :Ohydroxyl ), and, subsequently,
with the oxygen atom previously coordinated to Zn, belonging to the original CO2 molecule
(W1 · · · HCO−
3 :Ocarboxyl , see Figure 6.5 (c) and (d), respectively). One factor that allows for the
reorientation of W1 is the loss of W3a from the solvent network in phase 2, which is only weakly
hydrogen bonded to N67. Forming these hydrogen bonding interactions causes HCO−
3 to
−
‘twist’ out of the metal binding site. This twisting motion brings HCO3 further away from T200
(see Figure 6.6) and, evidently, further away from its stable ‘bound’ conformation, allowing a
hand-off of the Zn binding site to occur with the nearby WBulk . At 5.2 Å, the HCO−
3 molecule is
displaced to a stable nearby binding site and WBulk is bonded to zinc. These findings suggest
that T200 and H64 play key roles in stabilizing the interactions between W1 and HCO−
3 by
holding onto W1 like a pair of handles.
The flexibility of the imidazole moiety not only allows H64 to shuttle protons to bulk solvent
but also to ‘stretch’ toward the metal-binding site (by 1.5 Å) to effectively accommodate W1
in its many hydrogen bonding positions with respect to HCO−
3 . The influence of this flexible
side chain on catalysis may also explain why certain H64 mutants retain a degree of catalytic
activity [200, 201]. The mutants that demonstrate catalytic activity, albeit slower reaction
rates, are H64A-T200H, H64A-N67H and H64A-N62H, (0.37, 0.25, and 0.16 percent of wildtype
activity, respectively, see Figure 6.2 and Table 6.1). The respective Cα · · · W1 distances are 4.8, 9,
and 10 Å, respectively, compared to 8 Å for the wildtype system. Comparing the reaction rate
with Cα · · · W1 distances suggests that the flexibility of the imidazole ring allows H64 to act as
one of the two ‘handles’ to orient W1 up to a distance of 10 Å.
This strategy of stabilizing W1 via two ‘handles’ is consistent with crystal structure of CAII in
which the B-factor of W1 indicates that it belongs to a part of the protein structure that is highly
ordered. As shown in Figure 6.2, the residues with the lowest B-factors, such as W0 bound to
Zn, and are shown in red, whereas the ones with higher B-factors, such as W3a , shown in rose.
During the third phase, W3a looses the hydrogen bonding interaction with W1 and exchanges
with bulk solvent. The water molecules with medium-level occupancy are W2 and W3b , which
remain in the vicinity of H64 and T200 and maintain at least one hydrogen bonding partner
throughout the simulation. Another water molecule with a higher B-factor is WDW . This is
surprising given that our simulations suggest that a hydrogen bonding interaction between
WDW and HCO−
3 is maintained throughout the dissociation process, and is then transferred to
the new Zn-bound water molecule (WBulk ).
Does the deep water molecule, WDW , play an important role during the dissociation reaction?
As previously mentioned, WDW remains hydrogen bonded to HCO−
3 during the second phase,
when it loses the hydrogen bond interaction with T200. This interaction is important because
it plays a part in the initial displacement of HCO−
3 from the stable conformation. In the third
phase, the hydrogen bonding interaction WDW :H· · · O:HCO−
3 is lost when W1 hydrogen bonds
−
−
to HCO3 , W1 · · · HCO3 :Ocarboxyl . The hydrogen bonding partner to WDW is replaced with
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WBulk , and this new solvent molecule is ushered into the metal binding site. These findings
suggest that together with T200 and H64, the flexibility and mobility of the WDW may play an
important role to initiate the displacement of HCO−
3 from zinc.

6.4 Conclusions
Fast turnover requires efficient strategies at every point in the reaction, including the product
release step. The involvement of water molecules during the conversion step potentially
enables CA to lower the energetic barrier of the substitution reaction to ensure the rapid release
of product, thus, increasing turn-over. Our findings suggest that CA utilizes the mobility of
water molecules as a means to stabilize various positions of HCO−
3 to aid in its departure
and the regeneration of the Zn-bound water molecule. Using QM/MM molecular dynamics
simulations, we find that the H2 O substitution reaction during the conversion step takes place
in three distinct phases: (i) an initialization phase; (ii) a solvent reorganization phase; and (iii)
a departure and repositioning phase. These phases are mostly characterized by whether or
not the water molecule network in the vicinity of His64 and the HCO−
3 moiety is ordered. The
main factors affecting the ordering of solvent molecules during this process are the ‘handles’
T200/His64 that guide W1 into prime positions to form hydrogen bonding interactions with
HCO3 . Furthermore, the ‘deep’ water molecule, WDW , provides secondary support to HCO3
during its departure from the zinc binding site and the regeneration of the Zn-H2 O moiety.
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7 How does a protein handle highly
reactive intermediates?
7.1 Introduction
Enzyme regulation is not only about facilitating target reactions but also about preventing
those which are undesired. The idea that enzymes lower the activation energy of a chemical
transformation is central to the understanding of how enzymes catalyze reactions at astounding rates, relative to the uncatalyzed process in solution. However, reactions that involve
highly reactive and unstable intermediates, such as a radical species, present an entirely new
set of catalytic challenges. Under these circumstances, the challenge of attaining reaction
selectivity requires stabilizing and prolonging the lifetime of the reactive intermediates to
ensure proper product formation. For this task, it has been suggested that certain enzymes
resort to using ‘negative catalysis’[217], a tactic which prevents reactive intermediates from
undergoing spontaneous and erroneous side reactions in an effort to stabilize themselves.
Thus, rather than aiding a desired reaction, enzymatic efforts focus on hindering reactions
which might be thermodynamically favoured in solution.
To avoid factors that endanger selectivity, the radical intermediate must be protected predominantly from potential threats of the solvent, the protein environment, and itself. Protection
from these agents may take place in the form of (i) sequestration from groups that might
react with it and/or (ii) thermodynamic tuning to avoid conformations from which undesired
reactions are likely to occur. Naturally, the long list of potential complications raises the
question: what is the payoff in dealing with such highly reactive species? In the case of vitamin
B12 , nature has found an elegant way to employ a radical species with exceptional prowess in
order to catalyze some of the most chemically challenging, thermodynamically unfavourable
reactions.
What strategies does nature use to integrate B12 into the enzymatic reaction? For 5’-deoxyAdenosylCobalamin (AdoCbl) dependent isomerases, homolysis of the carbon-cobalt bond, the socalled ‘radical reservoir,’[218] generates a highly reactive, primary carbon radical species,
(designated Ado· in Figure 7.1 (a)), which has the capability of abstracting a hydrogen atom
from a unactivated carbon atom of the substrate.
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Figure 7.1: The AdenosylCobalamin cofactor. In (a), the B12 cofactor, doubly coordinated with
a histidine residue (DMB-off conformation) and the 5’-deoxyadenosyl moiety (Ado). In (b)
and (c), the crystal structures of bound (pdb entry 3REQ) and unbound Ado (pdb entry 4REQ),
respectively, demonstrate the change in conformation of the adenine base relative to the B12
corrinoid ring.

Thus, accomplishing the feat of Co-C bond homolysis provides a very useful tool for enzymes
to meet the demands of particularly challenging chemical tasks, such as, in the case of methyl
malonyl-CoA mutase (MCM) and glutamate mutase (GM), carbon skeleton rearrangements.
However, breaking the Co-C bond requires overcoming an energetic barrier of 31.4 ± 1.5
kcal mol−1 [219] in solution or 15-17 kcal mol−1 in an enzyme environment[220]. It has been
suggested that AdoCbl bond labilization may, in part, be achieved by steric crowding, through
local interactions with the adenosyl moiety, angular distortions in the corrinoid ring, or
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encumbrance by an active site residue[221]. Additionally, large-scale domain motions appear
to be coupled to the activation of the AdoCbl bond in certain AdoCbl-dependent enzymes[222].
Once homolysis has been accomplished, the radical site must be transferred to the substrate
to initiate the rearrangement reaction. To this end, migration of Ado· takes place over several
Ångstroms[223, 224], in certain cases as far as 10 Å[225], from its original position, proximal to
co(II)balamin. During this journey, sustaining the lifetime of Ado· is of the utmost importance
to ensure that the radical reacts with the proper atom on the substrate for the desired transformation. It has been suggested that protection of the radical species from solvent is achieved
through a common architecture, found in numerous AdoCbl-dependent enzymes, that is, the
(β/α)8 -TIM-barrel structural motif[226]. This fold is typically characterized by a central barrel
formed by parallel beta-strands surrounded by seven or eight alpha helices which isolates the
highly reactive radical species in a deep hydrophobic cleft at the centre of the protein, reducing
the occurrence of unwanted side reactions with solvent. However, an equally important task
requires the enzyme to ensure strict control over the radical intermediates themselves, to
suppress side reactions and protect the interior of the protein from damage.
Ultimately, at this stage in the reaction, utilizing the AdoCbl cofactor requires finding a delicate
balance between stabilizing Ado· while still preserving its reactive nature. Many efforts have
been made to better understand the elusive nature of the adenosyl radical (for a review, see
ref[227]). Previous studies report that various conformations of Ado· might be important to
catalysis (e.g. a pseudorotation of the glycosyl moiety in diol dehydratase[223], a puckering of
the ribose moiety in GM[224] and an adenine-ribose rotation about the glycosidic bond in
MCM[226, 228]). Other findings suggest that Ado· adopts a particular conformation similar to
the 8,5’-cyclic structure[229], extrapolated from experiments of tritium labeled H2 O which
exchanges with the 8-H atom of adenosine[230]. Consistent with this suggestion is data from
the crystal structures[231] of MCM which indicate that the conformation of Ado· is syn (in
the Pullman notation[232]), when bound to cobalamin and anti when the AdoCbl bond has
ruptured[226].
Missing from this description are the inner workings of the enzymatic reaction mechanism,
and, in particular the role the enzyme environment plays in asserting strict control over Ado·
during catalysis. Understanding how and, more importantly, why the enzyme manipulates the
conformation of Ado· during the catalytic cycle as a possible mechanism to ensure selectivity
deserves further attention. Studying the catalytic mechanism of MCM, we find that the
enzyme acts as a mechano-chemical switch to manage conformational changes in Ado· by
imposing or releasing strain at distinct stages of the catalytic cycle to effectively channel
the reaction in a desired direction. Interestingly, this switch can be activated or deactivated
through intramolecular interactions between the adenine and ribose moieties, using changes
in geometry as a transformational trigger, which suggests that such a mechanism may be
inherent in other AdoCbl-dependent enzymes.
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7.2 Methods and Materials
Gas phase calculations were performed using G09[233]. Optimizations and relaxed scans
were performed at different levels of theory, including DFT and MP2 and with various basis
sets including 6-31G, 6-31G(d,p), ccPVZ, and Aug-ccPVZ. For the classical MD simulations,
we used the AMBER v10 MD programme[134], starting from two crystal structures of MCM
(pdb entries 1E1c and 3REQ). Modifications, such as the mutation A244H, were made to
recover the wild-type sequence of MCM. Non-standard residues (B12, Ado, H610 and the
substrate, methyl malonyl-CoA and lactoyl-CoA) were parameterized using the AMBER 99sb
force field[135, 136], following the modeling of cobalt corrinoids from previous studies[234].
The Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method, with a nonbonded cutoff of 12 Å, was used with periodic boundary conditions and the Langevin piston Nosé-Hoover method[131, 132] to ensure
constant pressure and temperature conditions. Using these starting structures and parameters, the final representation of AdoCbl exists in a hexa-coordinated, ’bound,’ co(III)balamin
state. Classical MD trajectories were performed for 100 ns before the structures were used
to initialize the QM/MM simulations. For the QM/MM simulations, we use an extension of
CPMD 3.13[66, 137] and describe the QM atoms by the DFT/BLYP functional[138, 139] and
norm-conserving Martins-Trouiller pseudopotentials[146]. We have included 123 atoms in
the QM subset, which consists of the coordinating histidine residue (H610), capped with a
monovalent pseudopotential[151] at the alpha carbon, the entire adenosyl moiety (Ado), the
cobalt corrin ring, in which the COMe and NHMe side chains, and the substrate, in which
the CoA tail has been capped at the second carbon after the sulfur atom. The wave functions
are expanded in a plane wave basis set with a 70 Ry cutoff inside a orthorhombic quantum
box with dimensions 23.2 x 29.5 x 21.6 Å3 . Long-range interactions were decoupled using the
Martyna-Tuckerman scheme[152]. The MM subset is described by a classical AMBER 99sb
force field and contains the rest of the protein and explicit solvent water molecules and 20 Na+
counterions. The QM/MM simulations were performed at constant pressure and temperature,
using the Nosé-Hoover thermostat. The system was equilibrated for 20 ps before performing
thermodynamic integration[154] using constrained Born Oppenheimer MD simulations to fix
the reaction coordinate (in increments of 0.1 Å). Each constrained distance was sampled for
2.5 ps and 3.5 ps near and at the barrier, respectively.

7.3 Results and Discussion
Homolysis demands the scission of the kinetically inert AdoCbl bond to initiate radical chemistry. Despite the many structural and kinetic studies of MCM, it remains unclear how the
enzyme shifts the equilibrium to favour radical propagation over recombination. The main
challenge at this step in the catalytic cycle is to prevent recombination from occurring when
the substrate is bound. To probe the functional relationship between cofactor and enzyme
during the homolytic cleavage reaction, we studied the catalytic cycle of MCM using both classical and Quantum Mechanical/ Molecular Mechanical (QM/MM) Car-Parrinello molecular
dynamics[137] (CPMD) simulations.
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Classical molecular dynamics were performed starting from a combination of two crystallographic structures of MCM[231, 235] (pdb entries 1E1c and 3REQ), which describe MCM in
complex with a desulfonated substrate with B12 present in its reduced form (Co(II)) and in
the substrate-free form where the B12 subunit is bound to 5’-deoxyadenosine, respectively.
Taken together, we describe Ado in a ‘bound’ configuration while MCM is in complex with a
substrate. The characteristics of crystal structures[231, 236] with Ado in the bound state (pdb
entries 3REQ and 2XIJ) include an AdoCbl bond distance of less than 2.5 Å and an adenine
base in a position planar to the corrinoid ring, typically constrained by two side chains of the
B12 pyrrole ring B. In contrast, for the unbound Ado·, the adenine base is perpendicular to the
corrin ring (see Figure 7.1 (b) and (c) for the bound versus unbound Ado·).
Starting the QM/MM simulations from the classically equilibrated structure, we examined
the overall reaction in two steps: (i) homolysis of the AdoCbl bond and (ii) abstraction of a
hydrogen atom from the substrate via the radical intermediate. We have chosen to describe
homolytic cleavage with the simplest reaction coordinate (i.e., the C50 · · · Co distance). Starting
from the equilibrium value of 2.1 ± 0.2 Å, this reaction coordinate was systematically increased
to 3.6 Å. The barrier determined from Thermodynamic Integration (TI)[154] turns out to
be 12.4 ± 1.9 kcal mol−1 , in good agreement with estimates from kinetic experiments and
simulations (13.1-15.3 kcal mol−1 )[222, 237–239].
Cleavage of the glycosidic bond induces a significant molecular event as a result of the formation of the radical intermediate. After removing the constraint on the AdoCbl bond at 3.6 Å,
Ado· diffuses 3 Å out of the cavity approximate to the B12 pyrrole ring B. This relieves the base
from a previous, sterically-confined configuration. In fact, the adenine base rotates nearly
100◦ around the glycosidic bond (φ= C8 -N9 -C10 -O40 , see Figures 7.1 (a) A.16 and A.17), which
orients the base orthogonal to the corrinoid ring (1a versus 1b in Figure 7.2). Our findings
indicate that Ado· adopts the anti conformation, within 5 ps after homolysis and that this state
is stable during 10 ps, consistent with crystal structures of the unbound state[231, 236].
These findings naturally lead to the quesion: does the enzyme guide this conformational
change or simply host it? To answer this question, we carried out gas phase calculations to
discern whether or not the rotation of φ is favoured in the absence of the protein environment. The starting configurations of Ado· were taken from the QM/MM simulations and
from various crystal structures in both the ‘bound’ (φ ∼90◦ ) and ‘unbound’ (φ ∼50◦ ) states.
Geometry optimizations around these angles converge to a single, stationary minimum in
which φ is 48◦ and the base is oriented in the same configuration as the ‘unbound’ Ado radical
intermediate in the protein environment. The rotation of φ from ∼130◦ to ∼50◦ brings the C50
radical centre within 3 Å of the hydrogen on the C8 atom (8-H), which supports the previous
suggestion that an intramolecular stabilization of Ado· yields a configuration similar to the
8,5’-cyclic structure[229]. Our findings suggest that the conformational change from the syn
conformation, (φ of 130◦ ), to the anti conformation, (φ of 48 ◦ ), stabilizes Ado· by nearly 7-10
kcal mol−1 via intramolecular interactions between the adenine and ribose moities (Figures
7.2 and A.18 and Table A.9). These findings are consistent with ribose conformational changes
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in other AdoCbl-dependent isomerases [228], which may accompany and, possibly, facilitate
the scission of the AdoCbl bond.

Figure 7.2: The mechano-chemical switch. Upon homolysis, illustrated by the stages 1a to 1b ,
Ado· diffuses out of its cavity and undergoes a spontaneous conformational change in which
the adenine base rotates by 100◦ to an orientation perpendicular to the corrinoid ring. The
hydrophobic and nonpolar residues lining the cavity around the adenine base allow for this
rotation to be diffusion controlled. In contrast, during the hydrogen abstraction reaction, the
enzyme mediates the conformational change in Ado· from C30 -endo to C20 -endo via nearby
charged and polar residues which exchange hydrogen bonds with axial O30 and equitorial O30 .

To further investigate the effect of the rotation about the glycosidic bond, we explored the
potential energy surface (PES) of φ. Starting from conformations of Ado in the ‘bound’ configuration, φ was incrementally decreased by 0.5◦ over 360◦ . This scan reveals additional minimum
energy conformers, consistent with those found in a previous computational study[228], corresponding to stationary minima with φ angles of 48◦ , 8◦ and -110◦ . For certain minimum
energy configurations, the radical moiety appears to be stabilized in part by hyperconjugation
with the H-C40 atom (φ ≈ 50◦ ) and the H-O30 atom (φ ≈-110◦ ). As previously suggested, the
global minimum structure in the gas phase (φ ≈0◦ ) is stabilized by an intramolecular hydrogen
bond between H-O20 and N3 , which is not observed in the condensed phase.
Therefore, our findings suggest that this conformational change is intrinsic to Ado·, indepen82
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dent of the enzyme environment. Indeed, a chain of hydrophobic residues (L374, P375, Y89,
A90 and G91) surrounds the adenine base at this location and allocates enough space for a
rotation of φ to occur. Hydrogen bonding with the base occurs only with the backbone atoms
of the protein and is readily transferred from G91 in the configuration planar to the corrin ring
to A116 in the perpendicular configuration. Having available space in the active site as well as
nonpolar and uncharged residues lining the cavity may be two important factors enabling this
conformational change. As a result of this rotation, an interaction is created between the O40
atom of Ado· and a nearby residue, Y89. This so-called ‘aromatic wedge’ residue, is ascribed to
accelerate AdoCbl bond homolysis and has been proposed to directly influence the formation
of the radical species[221, 235]. Our simulations reveal that the flexible movement of Y89
accommodates the rotation of φ and then allows for a strong hydrogen bond to form with
Ado· (a distance of 1.6 Å), increasing the barrier for recombination, and thus, enabling radical
propagation. This insight explains why recombination of the AdoCbl bond is favoured in the
Y89F mutant despite minimal differences in structure between mutant and wild-type enzyme.

7.3.1 Conformational changes that control selectivity.
An additional role that the rotation of φ plays is to guide the C50 radical centre to a location
within 4 Å of the substrate, an ideal starting platform to initiate the hydrogen abstraction
reaction. Once Ado· is properly positioned to abstract a hydrogen atom, it must be selective
enough to discern a hydrogen atom bound to the primary carbon from the hydrogen atom
bound to the subsequent, secondary carbon atom. The latter would lead to a more stable
radical intermediate and would not induce the 1,2-rearrangement reaction of the former.
Thus, provoking a hydrogen abstraction reaction from an unactivated primary carbon requires
a high level of specificity, as side reactions with lower energy barriers are highly competitive.
Consistent with crystallographic structures, the proper positioning of Ado· is achieved, in
part, by the placement of several polar and charged residues (Q330, N366 and Y243) that
hydrogen bond to the O20 and O30 atoms of the ribose moiety[231]. Starting from a cleaved
structure, which was equilibrated for 15 ps, we have investigated the hydrogen abstraction
reaction, using the distance of the C50 atom and the nearest hydrogen (Hs ) on the primary
carbon atom of the substrate as reaction coordinate. The barrier for abstraction is 11.3 ± 0.3
kcal mol−1 , in good agreement with other computational studies[239, 240]. However, the rate
of the hydrogen transfer can be expected to increase by at least one or two orders of magnitude
due to quantum tunneling effects[241].
Our findings suggest that an additional conformational change in Ado· preempts the abstraction of the hydrogen from the substrate. At a C50 · · · Hs bond distances of 1.9 Å, we observe a
spontaneous change in the puckering of the ribose moiety from C30 -endo (see 2a in Figure
7.2) to C20 -endo (see 2c in Figure 7.2 and Figure A.20). The enzyme not only accommodates
this change, but is actively involved during the transition to the different conformer by providing the O30 atom with a hydrogen bonding partner capable of accommodating its newly
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equatorial position (Figure A.21). For the initial C20 -endo geometry, Y243 and Q330 hydrogen
bond to the O30 atom of the ribose moiety, whereas the shift to C30 -endo elegantly transfers
this hydrogen bond to E370. These findings are consistent with the experimentally observed
‘ribose pseudorotation’ in the crystallographic structure of glutamate mutase[224].
Previous findings suggest that the C20 -endo conformer rigidly confines the trajectory of the
C50 atom, preventing it from entering into deactivating side reactions[224], and, thus, directs
the radical to Hs . Our findings provide further evidence that enzymatic interventions have
evolved to prevent configurations of Ado· that might lead to deleterious intramolecular side
reactions. One such configuration, which is blocked by the enzyme, is that of the 8,5’-cyclic
structure, whose formation is reported to be strongly exothermic (by 10-20 kcal mol−1 ) with
the lowest transition state lying at about 10 kcal mol−1 [228].
During the hydrogen abstraction reaction, the C50 atom and the 8-H atom approach an interatomic distance of 2.7 Å before the conformational change to C20 -endo occurs. Just before
this transition takes place, the adenine base toggles between Hs and the C50 atom (i.e. φ
rotates from 20◦ to -3◦ , see 2b in 7.2), which brings the C50 radical centre into a position that is
equidistant from both the Hs and the 8-H atoms (Figures 7.3 (b) and A.20). The transition to
the C20 -endo radically manipulates and constrains the geometry of Ado·, forcing the C50 atom
to orient away from the 8-H atom and toward Hs .
In this case, gas phase calculations provide evidence that the transition from C30 -endo to C20 endo is enzyme-mediated. Even though the C20 -endo conformation is a stationary minimum,
we do not observe this state along the scan of φ. Consistent with another computational
study[228], the C20 -endo conformer is only slightly lower in energy than its counterpart C30 endo conformer, perhaps due to a slight increase in stabilization via hyperconjugation of
the radical with the H-O30 atom (at a distance of less than 2.6 Å). However, this change likely
demands an active participation of the enzyme to thermodynamically tune the conformational
change of Ado· using nearby polar and charged residues. Evidently, the enzyme is ‘springloaded’ in a conformation in which functional groups are positioned to accommodate both
conformers.

7.3.2 Activating and deactivating the mechano-chemical switch
Our findings suggest that a mechano-chemical switch is activated or deactivated at distinct
stages of the catalytic cycle to control the highly reactive nature of Ado·. During the first
catalytic step, changes in the conformation of Ado· appear to contribute to the shift in the
equilibrium of the reaction to favour the forward propagation of homolysis over recombination.
We find a rotation of φ by 100◦ occurs spontaneously after homolysis and that the driving
force for this conformational change is an intramolecular stabilization mechanism, inherent
to the adenosyl radical moiety. Thus, at this stage in the catalytic cycle, the enzyme is an
exemplar of a passive control element (i.e. the switch is turned ‘off’), and provides a conducive
environment for the intramolecular stabilization of Ado· to take place. The fact that the
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enzyme uses a ‘pre-programmed’ technique to ‘passively’ control Ado· is evidenced by the
spacious hydrophobic cavity available to Ado· upon diffusion out from its binding site. We
suggest that this conformational change shifts the equilibrium to favour radical propagation
over recombination via (i) the intramolecular stabilization of Ado·, in which the base adopts
an orientation orthogonal to the corrinoid ring and (ii) the formation of a strong hydrogen
bond between O40 of Ado· and Y89 upon rotation of φ.
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Figure 7.3: A transformational trigger. A cartoon representation of changes in the conformation
of Ado·, demonstrating how the manipulation of its geometry occurs via the rotation of the
adenine base and interactions between the adenine-ribose moieties. In (a), Ado· adopts a
stable state via a diffusion controlled rotation of the adenine base about the glycosidic bond
from 130◦ (syn) to 50◦ (anti). In (b), during the hydrogen abstraction reaction, the adenine base
rotates further, towards 0◦ , before an enzyme-mediated C30 -endo to C20 -endo conformational
change sterically constrains the positioning of the C50 radical centre.

In contrast, during the second step of the catalytic cycle, the enzyme acts as a active control
element, in which the mechano-chemical switch is turned ‘on’. At this point in the cycle, the
control of Ado· is described by the direct manipulation of the ribose geometry. Changes in
puckering from C30 -endo to C20 -endo are induced by nearby polar and charged residues, which
elegantly transfer hydrogen bonding interactions from the O30 atom in an axial position to its
equitorial counterpart. The conformational shift from C30 -endo to C20 -endo neither stabilizes
nor destabilizes Ado· extensively, but effectively orients the geometry for abstraction of the
specific hydrogen atom and prevents intramolecular deleterious side reactions, which are
likely to be competitive with the hydrogen abstraction reaction.

7.3.3 Structure equals function in AdoCbl-dependent enzymes
Evidence from crystal structures of various other B12 dependent enzymes lends further support
to the idea that the family provides an environment which allows for unobstructed rotation
of φ to occur (see Figure A.23). Within the B12 -dependent family of enzymes, the value of φ
in different crystal structures corresponds to the values of ‘bound’ and ‘unbound’ Ado that
we observe in MCM (φ ≥ ∼100◦ versus ∼50◦ and ∼-110◦ in Figure 7.4 (b)). Looking at the
active sites among this family of enzyme, we find that many are lined with small, hydrophobic
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residues similar to those found to surround the adenine base in methyl malonyl-CoA mutase
(see Figure 7.1 (b) and (c)). Additionally, similar residues are found among this family which
may accommodate the conformational shift of C30 -endo to C20 -endo in Ado·, in the form of
polar, charged residues situated in the vicinity of the O20 and O30 atoms (see Figure A.21).
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Figure 7.4: Different conformations of Ado· in other B12 -dependent enzymes. In (a), a relaxed
scan of the rotation about the glycosidic bond in gas phase uncovers several free energy
minimum structures (in blue), φ of 48, 8 and -11◦ . Optimization of Ado· from the bound
state gains nearly 7 kcal mol−1 of energy via the rotation of 130◦ to 48◦ . Optimization of the
C20 -endo conformation indicates that it is within 1.5 kcal mol−1 of its counterpart, C30 -endo.
Interesting, the dihedral angles about the glycosidic bond in various B12 -dependent enzymes
correspond to these free energy minimum structures (plotted in (b) as a function of the AdoCbl
bond length). When bound to Co(III), the φ is rotated between 50-80◦ from its position in the
unbound state (125 to 50◦ and -150 to -100◦ ).

7.4 Conclusions
Dealing with highly reactive radical intermediates is an extremely demanding task, requiring
an elegant organisation of different control tactics. Nature has found a way to utilize an exceptionally effective mechano-chemical switch, which is activated and deactivated at specific
stages during the catalytic cycle to gain control of reactive intermediates. Depending on the
intrinsic or extrinsic factors during the catalytic cycle, the switch can either be turned ‘off’ to
utilize internal strain and stored energy via spontaneous conformational changes in Ado· or
‘on’ to utilize the enzyme environment as the driving force for propelling forward a desired
chemical task. This mechano-chemical switch illustrates one way in which enzymes attain
selectivity of extremely chemically challenging reactions.
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8 Microbial production of commodity
chemicals
8.1 Introduction
Developments in metabolic engineering and synthetic biology bring promise of engineering
complex reaction pathways within a single microorganism [47, 48]. Coupling the engineering of new biosynthetic routes with the discovery and design of enzymes as biocatalysts
would deliver an innovative strategy for exploiting microorganisms as renewable resources
for the production of specialty and industrial chemicals. Using microorganisms to produce
desired compounds requires discovering and engineering novel biosynthetic routes, since the
biosynthesis of many compounds has not been reported.
Some production routes may call for known reactions, in which an existing enzyme catalyzes its
respective reaction to transform a natural substrate into a desired product or intermediate, or
they may require novel reactions, in which an existing enzyme catalyzes the transformation of
a non-natural substrate into a desired product or intermediate. Genome-scale models [19, 242–
246] of the metabolic system have been constructed using methods for data-mining reaction
databases [30, 31, 33, 247] and knowledge-based algorithms for generating hypothetical novel
reactions, which are consistent with known enzyme biochemistry. Utilizing these methods
to discover biosynthetic routes provides the ideal groundwork for identifying enzymes as
potential catalysts for novel reactions.
Designing enzymes for specific catalytic tasks has already been attempted using computational
[13, 248] and experimental approaches [249–253]. Particularly impressing is the de novo design
of an enzyme with tailored properties in which a few examples have been successful [13, 14].
We approach this task from a different perspective by taking maximum advantage of an existing
enzyme’s native capacity for catalysis. In this way, we circumvent many challenges such as
the ‘inverse folding problem’ and other intricacies involved in ab initio enzyme engineering
[254, 255].
In this contribution, we have designed an in silico approach to deliver synthetic metabolic
pathways, which are based on existing enzymes within the cellular environment and offer
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enhanced turnover rates and high production yields for target compounds. To optimize the
engineering and implementation of novel reaction pathways, feasibility must be addressed at
multiple levels during process development. This leads to major challenges, such as managing
the complexity of large-scale biochemical networks while respecting the critical chemical
phenomena at the atomic scale. As displayed in Scheme 8.1, our strategy selects and optimizes
novel biosynthetic pathways by integrating different computational methods, which model
cellular processes covering a wide range of biological detail, and consists of the following
four steps: (1) Network level synthesis: generation, assembly and synthesis of pathways
that produce the desired compound(s) (2) Enzyme level selection: selection of promising
catalysts for the novel reaction(s) (3) Atomistic level assessment: molecular modeling to assess
the binding affinity and catalytic efficacy of the novel reaction(s), and (4) Atomistic level
optimization: optimizing the performance of the catalysts using rationally-driven, minimal
enzyme re-engineering methods. Merging network-scale modeling and molecular simulations
provides a framework for assessing a novel reaction within the cellular environment. In this
way, pathways are engineered which respect the feasible range of intracellular metabolites
and enzyme concentrations and optimized catalysts can be retrofitted to newly discovered
biosynthetic routes.

Network Level
Enzyme classification
Enzyme databases

I.

Generation of biosynthetic routes
with generalized enzyme class

Enzyme Level
II.

Select an enzyme from EC i.j.k
class to catalyze novel step

Atomistic Level
III.

Model enzyme with natural and
non-natural substrate

IV.

Selection of novel biocatalyst
or further optimization

Figure 8.1: In silico approach. A general scheme of the main components of the computational
framework used to generate, assemble, and assess a novel biosynthetic pathway for the
production of a desired product. By combining these components, a large range of biological
detail can be accessed to select promising biosynthetic routes.
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8.1. Introduction
An existing in silico strategy for the selection of naturally occurring enzymes for novel catalysts,
demonstrated by the work of Cho et al. [256], makes selections of enzymes based, in part, on
various chemical properties of the substrate and product compounds, which includes the
chemical similarities among functional groups. Our methodology adds to this strategy the
ability to utilize 3-D information, derived from crystallographic structures, for a quantitative
assessment of the binding affinity and catalytic power of an enzyme with a non-natural
substrate. In doing so, we can also take into consideration the stereo-specific nature of
catalytic reactions that exist in the majority of naturally occurring enzymes.
It is of considerable interest to invest in the development of methods for the production of
compounds such as 3-hydroxypropanoate (3HP) [257–259], as its derivatives have extensive
applications in industry, especially in the area of polymer plastics, which can be attributed
to the exceptional reactivity of the acrylate species. Thus, as a proof-of-principle study, this
paper will demonstrate the applicability of such an approach to select and optimize a novel
biosynthetic pathway for the production of 3HP from pyruvate.
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Figure 8.2: Novel pathways to 3HP. Known and novel metabolic pathways for the production
of 3HP from pyruvate (depicted in black and red, respectively) have been generated by BNICE,
using generalized enzyme reactions, which are based on the third tier EC classification system.
The highlighted metabolites belong to one pathway in which a novel enzymatic step has been
introduced to transform lactoyl-CoA to 3HP-CoA by means of the 5.4.99 subclass of enzymes
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8.2 Materials and Methods
8.2.1 Pathway search algorithm
Given the set of reactions and compounds generated by the Biochemical Network Integrated
Computational Explorer (BNICE), all pathways from pyruvate to 3HP were determined [19,
242]. A network is formed by the BNICE output, where the compounds correspond to nodes
and the reactions correspond to directed edges. All reactions were assumed to be irreversible
proceeding in the direction defined by the generalized reaction rules (reaction types that are
reversible are encoded as two separate reaction rules). A first search of the reaction network
was then performed, starting with the node corresponding to pyruvate, and whenever the node
corresponding to 3HP was encountered in the search, a new pathway was stored. If a node
was ever encountered twice in the same pathway, the algorithm immediately backtracked
without logging the pathway to guarantee that none of the pathways stored contained loops.
Only pathways that produce 3HP, consume pyruvate, and utilize cofactors in the E. coli model
exclusively were analyzed using Thermodynamic Metabolic Flux Analysis (TMFA) [93].

8.2.2 Enzyme selection
BNICE

target molecule

reaction pathway
known reactions

novel reactions
aligned xyz files

openbabel
shapeIT
volume overlap &
SASA

CPMD
optimized xyz &
ESP file
carbo similiarity

Figure 8.3: The workflow for the high-throughput screening of novel enzyme catalysts.

The selection of biocatalysts considers first a comparison on the substrate level. Substrates
similar in volume, solvent accessible surface area and electrostatics are likely to be (i) accepted
into the active site of the enzyme and (ii) potentially catalyzed by the biocatalyst. To be able to
automate the selection of enzymes for desired biosynthetic pathways, we have developed a
high-throughput enzyme screening pathway (see Figure 8.3). Starting from a target molecule,
BNICE assembles both known and novel pathways that lead to the production of the desired
compound. For the novel reactions, biocatalysts capable of transforming the desired reactions
must be found. In order to automate the selection process, a high-throughput screening
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process involves selection of catalysts by first comparing the natural substrates of the enzymes
belonging to the third level EC class (EC i.j.k.). The three-dimensional structures of the
substrates are aligned, based on the maximum overlap of the catalytically relevant atoms,
with the non-natural substrate and the geometries are optimized using CPMD. To compare
the volume and solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) of the nonnatural substrate with each
of the natural substrates, the aligned xyz files are fed into the openbabel software package
[260] and these values are calculated using the ShapeIT algorithm. Considering electrostatics,
the overlap of electrostatic potential for the non-natural substrate and each of the natural
substrates can be quantified using the Carbo similarity index.

Figure 8.4: High-throughput screening of enzymes for biocatalysts. The natural substrate of
a candidate enzyme is aligned to the target (novel) substrate. In this example, the lactone
molecule (in stick representation) is considered to be the natural substrate and butyric acid
(in cpk representation) as the nonnatural substrate. The two molecules are aligned and
their geometry is optimized using CPMD. On the right, the density corresponding to their
electrostatic potential (green for lactone and grey for butyric acid) is shown and the overlap
can be computed using the Carbo similarity index (see Equation 8.1). In this example, the
Carbo similarity index Rab is computed to be 0.6.

As originally proposed by Carbo [261], the quantum mechanically-derived electrostatic potential is considered to be the structural property P , where two molecules of similar density gives
Rab ≈ 1.
RRR
P A (x, y, z)P B (x, y, z)d xd yd z
RRR 2
R ab = R R R 2
(8.1)
(
P A (x, y, z)d xd yd z)1/2 (
P B (x, y, z)d xd yd z)1/2
For enzymes of the EC 5.4.99 subclass, the crystal structures that were analyzed included
5.4.99.1 (11 structures), 5.4.99.2 (20 structures), 5.4.99.5 (29 structures), 5.4.99.7 (2 structures),
5.4.99.9 (13 structures) and 5.4.99.11 (9 structures), 5.4.99.12 (4 structures), 5.4.99.14 (3 structures),5.4.99.15 (1 structure), and 5.4.99.17(1 structure). The active sites of these enzymes
have been profiled with respect to electrostatics, hydrophobicity and volume accessibility for
these various structures and they have been assessed on the basis of having a binding site
complementary to lactoyl-CoA, the non-natural substrate, for the novel reaction (see Appendix
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A.4 and Figure A.24 for more details).

8.2.3 Molecular simulations
Methyl-malonyl-coA mutase (MCM, 5.4.99.2) was chosen as the best candidate enzyme to
catalyze the desired transformation, lactoyl-coA to 3HP-coA, given that it out-performed all
other enzymes in the 5.4.99 class (Rab =0.9). Starting from the crystal structures of methyl
malonyl-CoA mutase (MCM) in complex with B12 and desulfo-coenzyme A, adenosylcobalamin (AdoB12), methyl malonyl-CoA and succinyl-CoA (Protein Data Bank codes 1E1c, 3REQ,
4REQ, respectively), classical molecular dynamics simulations were performed using the
Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) MD module of AMBER [134]. Initial parameterizations, using
the Gaussian ’03 software [262], were made to construct the topology and force field of the
adenosylcobalamin moiety (please see Appendix A.4 for more details). The non-natural substrate was aligned with the desulfo-coenzyme A within the active site of MCM and modeled
with Generalized AMBER force field (GAFF) charges and atom types. A point substitution,
introduced during crystallization procedures to arrest enzymatic activity, was retro-mutated
(A244H) in order to recover the original wild-type MCM sequence. Free Energy Perturbation/Thermodynamic Integration (FEP/TI) simulations [263, 264] were performed using the
SANDER module of the AMBER MD program. The unique atoms (the carboxyl group) of
the natural substrate were alchemically transformed into those of the non-natural substrate
(hydroxyl moiety) in both water and within the solvated enzyme (more details are discussed in
Appendix A.4).
Hybrid QM/MM Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics simulations were performed on the entire
MCM enzyme in complex with the non-natural substrate, solvated in explicit water. The
reaction was modeled by increasing the Co-C5’ bond from 2.08 to 4 Å, using thermodynamic
integration methods. The ‘QM’ system is described by DFT/BLYP [54, 138, 139] using a plane
wave basis set with a cutoff of 70.0 Ry and was chosen to be the corrin ring without the side
chains, the entire adenosyl moiety, the coordinating histidine (H610), and the non-natural
substrate cut after the sulfur atom (without the CoA tail). Long-range interactions were
decoupled using the Martyna-Tuckerman scheme[152]. The QM/MM interface is modeled by
using link atoms with monovalent pseudopotentials [151]. The ‘MM’ system includes the rest
of the enzyme and 23,000 explicit water molecules and is modeled using molecular mechanics.
The starting structure was taken from a long-term classically equilibrated structure (see further
details in Appendix A.4). Preliminary electronic structure calculations, using the Gaussian ’03
software, were performed to compare and assess the energetic barrier for the rearrangement
reaction of the non-natural substrate and natural substrate of 5.4.99.2. Distance scans were
performed between the carbonyl carbon and the carbon-centered radical using the B3LYP
[265] and M06 functionals [266] with the 6-31G(d) basis and a polarizable continuum model
(PCM) with a dielectric constant chosen to model the protein interior.
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8.2.4 Computational Enzyme Engineering
The residues for mutation were selected on the basis of residue contributions to the FEP/TI calculations of the binding free energy differences between the natural and non-natural substrate
in wild type MCM enzyme. The residues, which fall within a 3 Å radius of the substrate and
contribute significantly to the free energy differences, were chosen for mutagenesis. Mutant
enzymes were modeled using the xleap module in AMBER by introducing point substitutions
on the equilibrated wild type MCM enzyme. The mutants were minimized and equilibrated
using the PMEMD module of the AMBER MD software package. FEP/TI simulations were
performed for each of the structurally stable mutants.
The general computational protocol can be summarized as follows: in the first stage, we
generate, assemble and synthesize metabolic pathways, which produce desired compounds
from known starting compounds, using network-level analysis (Scheme 1, step I); from these
predictions, we select the most promising enzymes to act as novel biocatalysts for any novel
reaction(s) (step II); subsequently, we model the novel catalyst in complex with the natural
and non-natural substrate at the atomistic level using classical and hybrid QM/MM molecular
dynamics simulations (step III); the resulting structure is fine-tuned and optimized at the
atomistic scale by using both classical and QM/MM molecular dynamics methods to test
variant mutant enzymes (step IV).

8.3 Results and Discussion
8.3.1 Generation, assembly and synthesis of pathways at the network level
We use BNICE for the discovery and design of novel biosynthetic pathways for the production
of 3HP. The ability of BNICE to identify reaction pathways has been formulated via manual
curation of biochemical databases [29–31, 33] and based on the EC (Enzyme Commission)
classification system (International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Nomenclature Committee and Webb) [98]. Within the four tiers of EC classification (EC i.j.k.l.), enzymes
are classified by the type of their respective reactions. BNICE uses generalized enzyme reactions based on the third level EC classification (EC i.j.k.) and generates all of the known
biochemical reactions. In addition, it identifies both natural and novel reactions that lead to
desired compounds (in the BNICE context, a novel reaction is defined as the transformation
of a non-natural substrate by means of a naturally occurring, generalized enzymatic reaction).
To consider the possibility of various metabolic routes, the expected range of intracellular
and extracellular metabolite activities is determined under stoichiometric (mass balance)
constraints. TMFA in combination with group contribution methods insures chemically
feasible transformations. Thus, BNICE explores all of reaction space with respect to standard
steady-state conditions by considering the general thermodynamic properties pertaining to
the transformation of each metabolite.
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Figure 8.5: Generation, assembly, and assessment of a novel pathway to a desired product. In
(a), BNICE has identified the novel pathway for the production of 3HP from pyruvate. The
pathway consists of four enzymatic steps in which one is a novel reaction (highlighted in
red). The novel reaction requires that lactoyl-CoA be transformed into 3HP-CoA. Based on
generalized enzyme reactions, BNICE has identified the EC 5.4.99 class of enzymes as a pool
of potential candidates for this reaction. In (b), a few of the reaction steps from the novel
pathway in (a) are shown. All transformations are catalyzed by known enzymatic reactions,
except the novel step, shown with the highlighted metabolite. In (c), the generalized scheme
first generates and assembles the novel biosynthetic routes from pyruvate to 3HP (I), selects an
enzyme, 5.4.99.2, to act as the novel biocatalyst by comparing the structural similarity between
natural and non-natural substrates (II), assesses the binding affinity and catalytic efficacy of
the novel catalyst (III), and further optimizes the binding affinity or catalytic turn-over of the
novel reaction (IV). Such a scheme is illustrated as a process that can filter through potential
enzyme candidates to find the most suitable and optimal catalyst for the desired reaction.

Known and novel pathways are evaluated and screened with respect to the maximum theoreti94
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cal yield, the intracellular concentrations of metabolites for thermodynamic feasibility, the
energy of the overall reaction and the feasibility of each individual step under thermodynamic
constraints. Finally, the most promising pathways are ranked and selected on the basis of
having the least number of overall steps, novel steps and novel intermediates.
For the biosynthesis of 3HP, BNICE reproduces all of the known metabolic pathways and,
in addition, a large number of novel pathways (as displayed in Figure 8.7) starting from
pyruvate [26]. Among the best ranking pathways, several routes propose the conversion of
pyruvate into 3HP in 1, 2, or 3 steps (see Ref. [26] for more details about pathway rankings
for 3HP) with the addition, in some cases, of novel intermediate metabolites such as malate
and propenoate. The pathway chosen for further assessment was among those with the least
number of intermediates and the least number of steps. The novel step was generated using
all of the operators currently developed for BNICE, and presents a prime example of a reaction
that should be tested for performance quantification, as a proof-of-principle study.
The selected pathway consists of three known reactions and one novel reaction, which corresponds to the conversion of lactoyl-CoA to 3HP-CoA (see Fig. 2(a)). BNICE identifies the 5.4.99
EC subclass, a pool of 18 different enzymes, to have the potential to catalyze this novel reaction
(illustrated in Fig. 2(b)). In the next steps, the enzymes of this subclass are screened based on
their potential to serve as the novel biocatalyst for the desired reaction or as a starting point
for enzyme engineering (demonstrated in Fig. 2(c)).

8.3.2 Selection at the enzyme level
Within the 5.4.99 subclass, the natural substrates are a very heterogeneous set of compounds
with only one close match in chemical similarity to lactoyl-CoA. The various substrates, whose
structures are distant from lactoyl-CoA, are comprised mainly of a short-chain amino acid
(such as methylaspartate, in the case of 5.4.99.1), a precursor to many aromatic metabolites
(chorismate, in the case of 5.4.99.5), a sugar nucleotide (UDP-D-galactopyranose, in the case
of 5.4.99.9) and sucrose and disaccharide products (in the case of 5.4.99.11). The closest
structural match is a CoA ester, or methyl malonyl-CoA, which is the natural substrate of
MCM (EC 5.4.99.2). Indeed, the structural differences between the two substrates are minor,
consisting of a single hydroxyl moiety replacing the carboxyl group on the terminal acetyl
group (see Fig. 3(a)). Therefore, MCM is considered to have the highest potential to catalyze the
third step in the novel reaction pathway and has been selected to be the novel biocatalyst for
the desired reaction. However, despite the large degree of overlap, even minimal differences in
structure between a natural and non-natural substrate can induce changes in binding affinity
or catalytic efficiency. Thus, it is of considerable interest to further assess these key properties
for MCM and the non-natural substrate.
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8.3.3 Modeling at the atomistic level

Figure 8.6: Selection of a novel biocatalyst. In (a), ball and stick representation of the natural
substrate, methyl malonyl-CoA, in comparison with the non-natural substrate, lactoyl-CoA.
Lactoyl-CoA is identical to methyl malonyl-CoA aside from a hydroxyl group, which replaces a
carboxyl group on the terminal acetyl moiety. Methyl malonyl-CoA is the natural substrate
of Methyl malonyl-CoA Mutase (MCM), 5.4.99.2, an enzyme that catalyzes carbon skeleton
rearrangements. MCM has been selected as the novel enzymatic catalyst for the novel reaction
displayed in Figure 1. In (b), MCM is an adenosylcobalamin-dependent (AdoB12) enzyme,
which uses a homolytic cleavage mechanism to propel forward the isomerization reaction.
Displayed is the AdoB12 cofactor, a cobalt corrinoid ring coordinated by deoxyadenosyl and
5,6-dimethylbenzimidazole (DMB). In (c), the “QM box” contains the corrin ring without the
side chains, the coordinating histidine amino acid (when AdoB12 is in the base-off conformation), the entire adenosyl moiety, and the acetyl group of the non-natural substrate, cut after
the sulfur atom. Link atoms, displayed by the green atoms, describe the QM and MM interface.
The cobalt atom in shown in orange.

At the next stage in our approach, we evaluate MCM with respect to its ability to first bind
lactoyl-CoA and to catalyze the novel transformation to 3HP-CoA. We started from the crystal
structures [231, 267] of MCM in complex with a desulfo-CoA ester (1E1c) and adenoyslcobalamin (3REQ), and subsequently added the acetyl moiety, terminating with a carboxyl or a
hydroxyl group, to form the wild type structure in complex with its natural substrate, and with
the non-natural substrate, respectively. From these structures, classical molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations were performed in which possible structural changes are monitored during
100 nanoseconds. The structural analysis confirms that MCM in complex with lactoyl-CoA
retains all the significant structural features of the natural system (for more details see Appendix A.4). Using all-atom classical and hybrid QM/MM MD simulations, we performed
a quantitative assessment of the (i) binding energy differences between lactoyl-CoA and
methyl malonyl-CoA, (ii) catalytic efficacy to transform lactoyl-CoA into 3HP-CoA, and (iii)
dissociation energy differences between 3HP-CoA and succinyl-CoA, the natural product.
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Binding affinity of the Biocatalyst
Free energy calculations were performed, using thermodynamic integration (TI) [69, 154, 268]
and free energy perturbation (FEP) methods (Mezei and Beveridge, 1986), which determine
the relative differences in binding free energy between lactoyl-CoA and methyl malonyl-CoA.
The binding free energy is calculated to be 4.6 kcal mol−1 higher for lactoyl-CoA than for
methyl malonyl-CoA. The magnitude of this free energy difference signifies a non-trivial loss
in binding affinity of MCM for the non-natural substrate, which may result in an arrest of the
activity of the enzyme.
Free energy differences can be differentiated into electrostatic and van der Waals contributions
and can be analyzed on a per-residue basis over the entire protein and solvent. A decomposition of the per-residue contribution of this energy loss reveals the ‘hot spots’ or key residues,
which play a role in favoring/disfavoring the natural substrate over the non-natural substrate
(see Appendix A.4 for more details). The free energy differences are dominated by electrostatics and are displayed in Table I. Examining these per-residue contributions, we identify a
non-isotropic spatial distribution of the ‘hot spots’ for a positive optimization of the enzyme’s
binding affinity for the non-natural substrate. These insights are used to improve the binding
affinity of MCM for lactoyl-CoA (as described below).

8.3.4 Catalytic Efficacy of the Biocatalyst
MCM is an AdoB12 -dependent enzyme that transforms methyl malonyl-CoA into succinylCoA via a 1,2 rearrangement of the carbon skeleton (the carbons that undergo rearrangement
are labeled in Fig. 3(a)). Upon binding methyl malonyl-CoA, the AdoB12 moiety (displayed
in Fig. 3(b)) acts as a radical reservoir, using the homolytic cleavage of the Co-C5’ (AdoCbl)
bond to propel forward a rearrangement reaction on the substrate. It has been suggested that
the subsequent hydrogen abstraction step may be only partially rate-limiting [269]. For this
reason, we focus on modeling the homolysis reaction, as a first assessment on whether the
energetic barriers of the catalytic reaction will change as a result of the non-natural substrate.
Using hybrid QM/MM Car-Parinello MD [39], we study the homolysis reaction in MCM with
lactoyl-CoA using DFT methods [138, 139], (the ‘QM’ subset of atoms is shown in Fig. 3(c)).
Following previously reported QM and QM/MM protocols [218, 270–275], we compute the
free energy profile for the homolysis reaction, using TI methods. The barrier height of the
reaction is computed to be 12.45 kcal mol−1 . Despite the changes in the substrate, the barrier
height is essentially unaffected when compared to the reported values [218] of 13.1 kcal
mol−1 for the native system. To ascertain the capability of the lactoyl-CoA to undergo the
required 1,2-rearrangement reaction, model calculations were performed, which compare
the relative barrier heights for isomerization between the natural and non-natural substrates
(see Appendix A.4 for more details). The corresponding values for the barrier heights of
the homolysis reaction fully support the choice of MCM as an excellent candidate for the
conversion of lactoyl-CoA into 3HP-CoA.
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8.3.5 Product Release in the Biocatalyst
Some studies of MCM suggest that the product release step is rate-determining [269]. Starting
from classically equilibrated structures, we use thermodynamic integration to calculate the
relative differences in dissociation energy for the natural and non-natural products (succinylCoA and 3HP-CoA, respectively). We compute the dissociation energy to be 10.9 kcal mol−1
higher for 3HP-CoA. This suggests possible implications for the enzyme binding more strongly
to 3HP-CoA than to the succinyl-CoA, which may have an effect on the rate of release of the
non-natural product.
In summary, by evaluating the key determinants of a novel reaction at the atomistic scale, we
predict MCM to be a potential enzyme catalyst, potentially capable of binding the lactoyl-CoA
and catalyzing the desired reaction. In addition, we also identify crucial protein-substrate
interactions, which can be used as focal points in the redesign and optimization stage. In an
effort to optimize MCM for the novel reaction, we detect the regions in the protein that may
need to be modified in order to improve the binding affinity of the non-natural substrate and
the dissociation free energy of the non-natural product (further details are discussed below).

8.3.6 Design at the Atomistic Level to Optimize Binding Affinity
During the optimization stage, we fine-tune key residues to enhance the binding affinity of
the non-natural substrate. The main objectives are (i) selecting point mutations that will
elicit changes in the interactions upon binding the non-natural substrate and (ii) examining
the structural stabilities and binding affinities of the mutant enzyme in complex with the
non-natural substrate.

Figure 8.7: Hot spot targets for mutagenesis. In (a) is a cartoon representation of MCM in
complex with the substrate (shown by the surface representation) with the binding pocket
highlighted in violet. Hot spot residues are displayed in green, which fall within 3 Å of the
substrate and contribute to the binding free energy difference between the natural and nonnatural substrates. In (b), the residues that have been selected for mutation are highlighted.
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To automate the selection of residues for mutagenesis, we focus on residues that contribute to
binding energy difference between methyl malonyl-CoA and lactoyl-CoA (see Appendix A.4 for
more details). We perform various types of point mutations to probe the sensitivity of these
changes to the binding affinity. Identification of the main contributing residues (displayed
in Fig. 4) leads to a set of seven single point mutants: Y89F, F81Y, F287Y, T166D, Y89D, Y89E,
R207D. We investigate the stability of each mutant structure using classical MD simulations.
In four mutants (Y89F, Y89D, Y89E, and R207D), the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of
the protein backbone with respect to the equilibrated wild type structure increases rapidly
and the orientation of key residues with the substrate change extensively, which indicates that
these mutations were structurally unstable, even within 10 nanoseconds of dynamics.

F81
Y89
T166
R207
H244
F287
Remaining

∆∆Ga

distb

∆∆Gc

∆∆G differenced

-0.03
2.49
0.57
-39.42
-2.97
-0.27
35.34

30.4
10.9
8.3
7.86
-5.56
10.1
-

-0.04
1.32
41.23
-33.96
-4.92
-0.27
38.01

0.016
1.16
-40.66
-5.46
1.94
-0.0046
2.67

Table 8.1: Some of the per-residue contributions to the binding free energy differences between
lactoyl-CoA and methyl malonyl-CoA in wild-type MCM (a) concerning the residues which
lie at a distance, shown in (b), from the catalytic site. In (c), the per-residue contributions for
the binding free energy differences between the natural and non-natural substrates in the
mutant enzyme, T166D. The negative values indicate a stronger affinity of the enzyme for
the natural substrate over the non-natural substrate. The residues in bold have been chosen
for further optimization efforts to enhance the enzyme binding affinity for the non-natural
substrate. In (d), the difference between the wild-type MCM and T166D contributions to
the binding free energy for each residue. Large scale improvements in binding affinity for
the non-natural substrate are seen as a result of T166 and R207 contributions. Bold residues
were chosen for mutagenesis, in which some cases they were contributing to the binding free
energy differences and in other cases, they were studied experimentally (Y89, H244) and the
experimental results were used as a reference for a validation of the calculations. F81 and F287
were chosen to induce mutations, which were softer and could be used to initially test the
method.

For the three remaining mutants (F81Y, F287Y, and T166D), the RMSD of the protein backbone,
lactoyl-CoA and active site are less than 2 Å. Further assessment of T166D confirms that this
mutant retains the wild-type structure. The computed rmsd of the entire protein backbone
with respect to the wild-type enzyme, the orientation of catalytically significant residues,
and the orientation of lactoyl-CoA are 2.3, 1.6, and 1.6 Å, respectively (see Table II for a
comparison among wild type and all the structurally stable mutants and Table III for direct
comparisons between wild type and mutant T166D). To evaluate the binding affinities of the
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mutant enzymes for lactoyl-CoA, binding energy differences were calculated using FEP/TI
calculations. The binding free energy differences for F81Y, F287Y, and T166D are 5.1, 2.8, and
-41.4 kcal mol−1 , respectively (as shown in Table II). The positive values indicate higher binding
affinity for the natural substrate over the non-natural substrate. As a result of our optimization
cycle, mutant T166D emerges as a promising candidate that not only compensates for the
loss in binding affinity in the wild type system but also has an increased binding affinity for
lactoyl-CoA by as much as 41.4 kcal mol−1 whereas the difference in free energy of dissociation
was 13 kcal mol−1 lower for 3HP-CoA than succinyl-CoA.

MCM

T166D

F81Y

F287Y

1.8
0.96
1.5

2.3
1.88
1.5

1.1
0.49
0.5

1.2
0.47
1.7

28.0
4.56

3.7
-41.4

0.3
5.16

0.1
2.38

RMSD
Protein
Ligand
Active site
Energy
∆Gele
∆∆Gbind

Table 8.2: The summary of key structural comparisons of the structurally stable mutant
enzymes in complex with the non-natural substrate compared to the wild-type enzyme in
complex with the non-natural substrate. All energies are given in kcal mol−1 where the positive
values for ∆∆Gbind indicate a higher binding affinity for the natural substrate. ∆Gele is the
change in total electrostatic energy for the active site and ligand from the wild-type to the
mutant, where positive values indicate a loss of electrostatic energy from binding the nonnatural substrate or from the single point mutation and binding the non-natural substrate.
The values in bold indicates an energy value that is an improvement over wild-type.

MCM
T166D

RMSDa

Bindingb

Catalysisc

Dissociationd

0.1
0.24

4.6
-41.4

-0.65
-

10.9
-13.0

Table 8.3: A summary of all of the reported findings from the molecular modeling of wildtype MCM and mutant T166D reports including: a the structural stability of the enzymes in
complex with the non-natural substrate over 100ns of classical MD simulations, displayed
as the difference in RMSD from the wild-type enzyme in complex with the natural substrate;
b
the binding affinity of the enzyme for the non-natural substrate, reported in kcal mol−1 . The
positive value indicates a higher binding affinity for the natural substrate; c the barrier height
difference in the homolysis step of the reaction mechanism, in kcal mol−1 , and; d the product
dissociation, which is reported in kcal mol−1 , where a positive value indicates a higher affinity
for the natural substrate, shows that the T166D favors the product over the substrate.
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8.4 Conclusions
In this contribution, we have demonstrated the power of coupling a network-level analysis to
construct novel reaction pathways with molecular simulations to refine and optimize these
newly discovered biosynthetic routes. As a proof-of-principle study, we have constructed a
reaction pathway producing 3HP from pyruvate, consisting of one novel reaction step. We have
identified methyl malonyl-CoA mutase (5.4.99.2) as an ideal starting point for the optimization
of a biocatalyst to catalyze the desired reaction, (illustrated in Fig. 2(a-c)). We used molecular
simulations to assess the binding affinity for the non-natural substrate, the catalytic capacity,
and the ability to release the non-natural product. These calculations guided further finetuning and optimization efforts, in which we generate a novel biocatalyst, T166D, with an
enhanced binding affinity for the non-natural substrate. Thus, our approach has delivered a
reaction pathway, comprised of three known enzymatic steps and one novel enzymatic step,
which has been fully modeled and optimized.
The novelty of this in silico strategy is that it finds promising novel enzymatic biocatalysts by
using enzymes that already exist in nature, which have been optimized over millions of years
of evolution. In comparison, a directed evolution approach may encounter limitations in generating suitable libraries and typically entails screening thousands of enzyme variants before
finding a mutant with the desired properties. Additionally, a de novo design of an enzyme with
tailored properties must overcome challenges, which include the ‘inverse folding problem’,
ambiguities when attempting to correlate structure and function (as multiple sequences may
share a common fold but vary extensively in activity) or the possibility of protein-induced
changes in the optimized active site geometry [255]. Our approach circumvents the need
to create enzymes from scratch, or, alternatively, it could be used to complement de novo
methods and overcome some of their limitations.
Another strength of our approach is the ability to rationally optimize and fine-tune selected
enzymes, which is a key requirement of any in silico approach to design novel reaction
pathways, since many commercial chemicals and industrial compounds require catalytic
activities, increased production yields, or enhanced turn-over rates that are different from the
enzyme’s original activity in nature. The challenges faced by rational design procedures are
considerable, as enzymes are highly complex, multi-dimensional structures, single or, even
more so, multiple point mutations tend to elicit non-linear responses. Mutating enzymes in
this way may induce radically different responses and can be a strategy of limited success to
produce effective catalysts. Here, we use the wealth of information coming from the classical
and hybrid QM/MM MD simulations to guide the redesign and optimization of the novel
catalyst. In doing so, we have found a way to target key residues which explicitly affect the
binding energy difference between the natural and non-natural substrate.
Possible limitations may emerge from a lack in the current knowledge base of enzymes that
have yet to be experimentally characterized. Some pathways may require certain enzymes
for which there is little to no structural data available or structural data may be limited to a
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description of the enzyme without the natural substrate or substrate analogue. One way to
bypass limitations such as these is to perform molecular docking to properly position the
non-natural substrate within the active site of the enzyme. Moreover, homology modeling
can be performed if data is available for homologous enzymes. Other pathways may require
metabolite transformations that cannot be associated to any enzyme within an EC i.j.k. subclass. For cases such as these, BNICE can be adapted to explore other options in a lower-tier of
classification by using the second-class (EC i.j.) enzyme chemistry.
Using a combination of genome-scale modeling of the metabolic network and molecular
simulations, novel reaction pathways can be assembled, modeled and optimized in a timely
manner. Integrating over different computational domains also makes it possible to probe
the feasibility of a novel reaction pathway at graded levels of biological detail. Metabolic engineering methods provide a network-level analysis to deliver pathways that respect the feasible
range of intracellular metabolite and enzyme concentrations while molecular simulations
assess the ability of an enzyme to catalyze a desired reaction at the atomistic scale. Ultimately,
exploring reaction pathways at these different levels predicts the various factors that influence
a successful implementation of a novel route. Such an approach is an ideal complement for
the engineering of microorganisms as renewable, efficient systems that produce commodity
and specialty chemicals. We expect that, with the ever-increasing number of newly discovered enzymes and highly resolved crystal structures, the amount of information available in
enzyme databases will continue to grow and strengthen the versatility of our in silico strategy.
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9 Sequestration and hydration of CO2
using a peptidic scaffold
9.1 Introduction
Understanding the relationship between structure and reactivity in proteins has been intensively studied over the years with the intention of designing globular proteins with predetermined folds and function. This goal has already been attempted using first principles
techniques [276–279] and the de novo design of small peptidic complexes. A variety of structures have been model systems for studying the sequence dependent aspects of protein folding,
including two, three, and four-helix bundles [280, 281], β-sandwich proteins [282, 283], and
α-β protein scaffolds [284]. These simple, yet, fundamental systems provide key insights that
advance our understanding of the determinants of protein folding and the integration of metal
ions [280] and heme moieties [285] in their structures. Moreover the reproduction of chemical
reactions of native enzymes in synthetic constructs [286, 287] provide simplified systems on
which to test fundamentals of catalysis without the “protein folding problem.”
A considerable amount of attention has been focused on understanding how intermolecular
interactions promote the assembly of multiple helices. The so-called coiled coil structure,
which consist of more than two amphipathic helices wrapped around one another, exhibits
many of the same characteristics of native protein structures. These simple supercoiled
structures display distinct secondary structural elements, stabilized by both hydrophobic and
hydrophilic residues. The designed amino acid sequences of coiled coils found to be especially
stable [276–281] generally consist of heptad repeats (a b c d e f g)n , in which the a, d, e, and g
positions are occupied by residues at the interhelical interface (see Figure 9.1). This interface
is formed by having hydrophobic residues, such as leucine and isoleucine, at positions a and
d, whereas electrostatic stabilization of hydrophilic residues, such as glutamate and lysine,
occur at positions e and g, which are directed outward toward the solvent. It was previously
discovered that certain sequence patterns led to distinct aggregation states, which helped
to avoid the formation of the myriad of possible combinations of helical bundles [288, 289].
Placement of specific hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues at certain positions in the helix
acts as a switch to induce aggregation of two-, three-, and four-helix complexes [289, 290].
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Figure 9.1: A four-helix ‘leucine zipper’ protein scaffold (pdb entry 1GCL). On the bottom
right, a small diagram is drawn to indicate the a, d, e and g positions on the helix. In this
case, the four helix bundle has a leucine and isoleucine core (a and d positons) and lysine and
glutamate hydrophobic residues at the e and g positions (N refers to the N-terminal end of the
helix)

Figure 9.2: A three stranded coiled coil (pdb entry 3PBJ) which coordinates a zinc ion via
three histidine residues. Displayed in the inset is the sequence pattern surrounding the metal
binding site, which is composed of a hydrophobic interface (in orange), and hydrophilic
contacts in the e and g positions (in blue and red).
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9.1.1 De novo design of catalytic protein scaffolds
The ability to determine the structure and aggregation characteristics of helical bundles has
laid the groundwork for elaboration of functional peptidic scaffolds. The overarching goal of a
‘bottoms up’ approach entails designing a peptide by selecting its primary sequence based on
a pre-determined fold. Similar to the de novo design of entire proteins, the de novo design of
peptide scaffolds must meet high demands to mimic the reactions of native enzymes, which
include the precise binding and orienting of a specified substrate, transition state and the
necessary cofactors for the reaction to efficiently be catalyzed. However, a main advantage
of working with peptide scaffolds is that their de novo structures are less complex compared
to entire proteins, which are entangled in the history of primeval functions. Mutating amino
acids in an entire protein can often lead to non-obvious functional changes that are mediated
through complex interaction pathways that are impossible to decode. Thus, peptidic scaffolds
offer a simplified protein framework that makes it possible to analyze structure and catalysis
in fundamental detail.

Figure 9.3: (a) First step of the enzymatic reaction, the intramolecular proton transfer, of human Carbonic Anhydrase (HCA) for the hydration of CO2 . Arrows indicate proton movement.
In (b) is a comparison of the Zn3NO catalytic sites between HCA and a three stranded coiled
coil (3SCC), which is capable of catalyzing the same reaction at high pH.

A great deal of attention [12, 291–293] has focused on de novo design of peptides to mimic
metalloenzymes, which are enzymes that catalyze some of the most difficult, but important,
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reactions in nature. By reproducing the coordination environment and the active site structure
of a native protein within a peptidic scaffold, several novel metalloenzymes [12, 292] have
shown to drastically increase the rate of catalysis over other variant mimics and are considerably closer to matching the rate of the native enzyme (see Figure 9.2 for an example of a de
novo metalloenzyme).

Table 9.1: C- and N-termini are capped by Acetyl and NH2 groups, respectively
Peptide
TRIL9CL23H

N-term
Ac-G

abcdefg
LKALEEK

abcdefg
CKALEEK

abcdefg
LKALEEK

abcdefg
HKALEEK

C-term
G-NH2

A catalytically active synthetic protein scaffold has recently been reported to reproduce the
catalytic activity of human carbonic anhydrase (HCA) [12]. This peptidic scaffold belongs to
the TRI family of peptides [294] (see Table 9.1) and bears a trigonally coordinated Hg(II) at
the Cys site, and a pseudotetrahedral Zn(II) with three coordinated imidazoles and one water
molecule (Zn3NO). These sites are incorporated at the 9t h position near the N-terminus and
the 23r d position towards the C-terminus, respectively (see letters in bold in Table 9.1). While
the tris(histidine) coordinated Zn-OH− site reproduces the metal binding site in HCA, the
tris(thiol) coordinated Hg(II) site confers a significant amount of additional stability for the
peptide. The design of this mimic has attained a balance between conformational stability
and catalytic activity, exhibiting a catalytic efficiency of 23.3 ± 0.03 M−1 s−1 at pH 9.5 and of
17.6 ± 0.03 M−1 s−1 at pH 9.0. However, these rates are still far from that of wild-type carbonic
anhydrase (106 M−1 s−1 ).
This artificial protein represents the minimal unit required for catalysis as it is a first coordination sphere-only model. In HCA, the zinc coordinate is one of the main strategies of the
enzyme, used to lower the pKa of water from 15.7 (at the Zn site) to 7.4. While reproduction
of this first coordination sphere catalyst has provided a catalytically active HCA mimic, optimizing the interactions with respect to mutating amino acids in neighboring helices, could
further improve the reaction rate and the ability of the 3SCC to mimic the catalytic reaction
of CA. For example, in HCA, mutations of Thr199, a second-coordination sphere residue, or
its hydrogen-bonding partners result in drastic reductions in activity (100 and 1000x, respectively) [295]. A recently reported study has applied a biomimetic approach using inorganic,
metal-binding ligands to optimize the second-coordination sphere groups, improving the
rate constant of CO2 binding and hydrolysis [296]. This previous study motivates the present
work to use first principles techniques and computational design to introduce amino acids
in the vicinity of the zinc-binding site to improve binding and catalysis of CO2 hydration in
the three stranded coiled coil (3SCC) mimic. Changes in the vicinity surrounding the Zn-OH−
moiety will focus on introducing hydrophobic residues to localize CO2 in the metal site and
hydrophilic residues to lower the pKa of the zinc-bound water molecule.
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9.2 Methods and Materials
Classical molecular dynamics simulations were performed starting from the three-stranded
coiled coil structure (pdb entry 3PBJ)[12]. Parameters for thiol-substituted leucine bound to
mercury (LE1-Hg) were created using the AMBER RESP formulation [59] and the Zn3NOH
parameters were based on the parameterization of Merz et al.[297]. The structure was solvated
with TIP3P water with three Na+ ions, added to achieve system neutrality, in an orthothrombic
periodic box (66 x 59 x 77 Å). The Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method [60, 61], with a nonbonded
cutoff of 10 Å, was used with periodic boundary conditions and the Langevin piston NoséHoover method[130–132] to ensure constant pressure and temperature conditions.
For the QM/MM simulations, we describe the QM atoms by the DFT/BLYP functional [138,
139] and norm-conserving Martins-Trouiller pseudopotentials[146] with dispersion-corrected
atom-centered potentials[147–150] (except for the zinc ion). The QM atoms include the zinc
atom, the coordinating histidine residues, cut at Cβ , the hydroxyl moiety, CO2 , and 2 waters
molecules inside the active site. The wave functions are expanded in a plane wave basis
set with a 70 Ry cutoff inside an orthorhombic quantum box with dimensions 33 x 28 x 31
Å3 and a total box size of 66 x 59 x 77 Å3 . Long-range interactions were decoupled using
the Martyna-Tuckerman scheme[152]. The MM subset is described by a classical AMBER
force field[135, 136] and contains the rest of the protein and explicit solvent water molecules.
The QM/MM simulations were performed at constant pressure and temperature, using the
Nosé Hoover thermostat[130]. The system was equilibrated for 1.2 ps before performing
constrained molecular dynamics simulations for thermodynamic integration[153, 154]. The
reaction coordinate was chosen to be the distance between the oxygen atom of the zincbound hydroxyl and carbon atom of CO2 (OW · · · C). The system was equilibrated for 8 ps
before performing thermodynamic integration[153, 154].Constraints were employed to fix
the reaction coordinate at various distances spanning 4 to 1.4 Å (in increments of 0.1 Å).
Each constrained distance was sampled for 2-3 ps. The free energy profile was computed by
integrating the constraint forces over the respective distances.
For the binding of CO2 to the zinc-binding site, we performed metadynamics simulations
using the Plumed plugin [83] coupled to classical molecular dynamics [134]. The initial
configuration was taken from the classically equilibrated structure of 3SCC and CO2 was
initially introduced 20 Å from the zinc binding site. The collective variables (CVs) were chosen
to be (1) the distance between the carbon atom of CO2 and the zinc-bound oxygen atom
and (2) the angle between the carbon atom of CO2 , the zinc-bound oxygen, and the zinc ion.
The free-energy landscape was reconstructed as a function of those CVs, as shown in Figure
9.5. The height of the Gaussians was 0.5 kcal mol−1 , to sufficiently sample the free-energy
surface in an accurate way. The width of the Gaussians was 0.3 and 0.05 Å, selected according
to the oscillations of the selected collective variables observed in a free dynamics. A new
Gaussian-like potential was added every 1000 MD steps.
For the optimization of 3SCC, we considered two separate routes: (1) mutating residues nearby
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the CO2 binding site to increase affinity to CO2 and (2) tuning the environment surrounding
the zinc-binding site to induce a down shift in the pKa of the zinc-bound water molecule.
Using a genetic algorithm (GA, Figure 9.4), we designed a fitness function for each case. For
the optimization of CO2 binding, we first clustered different snapshots from the equilibrated
MD trajectory based on different CO2 binding poses.
structure
template

initialize random
population
fitness
calculation

rotamer
library
DG binding Free Energy
pKa calculation

store population
& fitness

convergence?

stop!

fitness based
selection
crossover &
mutation operations
new
generation

Figure 9.4: A genetic algorithm to optimize CO2 binding affinity and pKa tuning in 3SCC.
The workflow starts with a randomized population which is converted into a structure. A
user-defined set of amino acids is then mutated using a rotamer library [298] and minimized
using AMBER [134] molecular dynamics. The fitness of the minimized structure is computed
and convergence is tested. If the convergence threshold is met, the program stops. If the
convergence criteria is not met, the individual is selected out of a pool of individuals with a
probability proportional to the computed fitness. Cross-over and mutation operations are
performed on the individual and a new generation is formed to repeat the process in an
iterative manner.

Using these frames, performance tests were performed with MMPBSA [299] in order to understand the minimal number of frames and minimization cycles required to produce accurate
results. As a result of these tests, ten frames were chosen from the clustered set to be used
for the MMPBSA binding free energy calculations. In the framework of the GA, an initial
(random) individual is mutated and the mutations on this individual are tracked and translated in each of the ten frames. The mutated frames are then minimized using AMBER before
being passed to MMPBSA for the CO2 binding calculation. Because the GA requires a fitness
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function that is fast to compute (1-2 minutes), we opted to use the Generalized Born Surface
Area (GBSA) calculation over the Poisson Boltzmann Surface Area (PBSA) calculation for the
binding free energy. Considering the number of frames and minimization criteria, this choice
did not appear to affect the results of the free energy binding calculation (see Appendix A.5 for
performance test results).
For the pKa calculations, we used an approach similar to that of the CO2 binding optimization.
For the fitness function, the pKa shift was calculated using the Adapted Poisson Boltzmann
Solver (APBS) [300]. One initial structure was chosen from the same initially clustered set and
mutated to new individuals using the GA. Each new individual was minimized using AMBER
before being passed to the APBS calculation.
Therefore, the main steps involved in this search heuristic consist of the following:
1. The fitness function was defined as either the calculation of ∆G binding free energy for
CO2 , using MMBPSA, or the pKa shift of the water molecule bound to the zinc ion, using
the APBS program. The initial population was generated at random (e.g. nine of the
residues chosen for mutation were mutated at random) from an initial structure that was
taken from the molecular dynamics simulation, which contains the most representative
CO2 binding pose.
2. Based on the difference in ∆G binding free energy or pKa from the original mimic, the
best-fit individual is chosen from a population of 100 individuals.
3. Using crossover and mutation operations (with rates ranging from 0.1 to 0.2 and 0.6 to 0.7
for mutation (polynomial) and crossover (genewise swap probability), respectively) the
algorithm breeds new individuals to give birth to offspring. The replacement proportion
was chosen to be 70% of the total population.
4. The individual fitness of the new individuals is then evaluated using the fitness function
described above.
5. From this pool, the best fit individuals were selected (using a tournament-based selection) to be parents for the next generation.
6. This process was repeated until termination (sufficient fitness achieved)

9.3 Results and Discussion
9.3.1 Structural and solvation characteristics of 3SCC
Is the coiled coil crystal structure stable in solution? Starting from the crystal structure, we
performed classical molecular dynamics simulations to study the 3SCC in an explicit solvent
environment. During the 16 nano-second trajectories, the overall structure of the 3SCC
deviated significantly from the crystallographic structure. The average root mean squared
deviation of the protein backbone was calculated to be 3.5 Å. As expected with alpha helices
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in solution, the majority of the structural changes occur at the ends of the helices, due to
extensive fraying. These findings are also consistent with the high B-factors for the last 4-5
amino acids at the C-terminal end of the peptide (see Figure A.30). However, residues at the
center of the helix retain their alpha helical structure throughout the entire trajectory. The
helical content of each of the three alpha helices was evaluated on the basis of both hydrogen
bonding patterns and backbone geometry using the secondary structural assignment program,
STRIDE [170]. The extent of alpha helical content drastically decreases in the first half of the
trajectory. During the first few nanoseconds, the total helical content of the structure is
calculated to be 83%, whereas the helical content averaged over the last 2-3 nanoseconds
drops to 51%. The competing secondary structure elements mostly include turn (16% of the
time), 310 helix (4 % of the time), and coil structures (22% of the time).
In lieu of these structural changes, does the 3SCC uphold catalytic features of the wild-type
carbonic anhydrase? To properly mimic the catalytic mechanism of the native protein, the
establishment of a hydrogen-bonded network of water molecules is required for mediating the
fast transfer of a proton from the zinc-bound water molecule to bulk solvent. The wild-type
protein accomplishes this task by dividing its active site into a hydrophobic half cone and
a hydrophilic half cone [301]. Therefore, to test its capacity to establish a hydrogen bonded
network of solvent molecules, we probed the solvation characteristics of the 3SCC using
classical molecular dynamics simulations.
Is the zinc binding site solvent accessible? Evaluating the distribution of solvent molecules
during 16 nanoseconds, we find that the 2.4 surrounding the Zn-OH− moiety is rarely occupied by solvent molecules. This site accommodates an average 0.16 within 2.4 Å and 1.7
water molecules within in 3.6 Å vicinity. While the maximum number of encapsulated water
molecules in the 3 Å vicinity surrounding the zinc-bound hydroxyl is 4, in agreement with the
water molecule network in wildtype CA, this event only occurs in 0.4% of the total trajectory.
In contrast, during 23% of the trajectory, no water molecules are found in the 3 Å surrounding
the hydroxyl moiety. This sparse population of water molecules can not be explained by
long-lived, bound water molecules in the metal binding site. The longest residence times for
water molecules at this site include 0.2, 1.3, 1.4 ns. Otherwise, most water molecules that pass
into the binding pocket surrounding the hydroxyl moiety are short-lived (0.3 ps).
Lacking a hydrogen-bonding network of solvent molecules, the 3SCC is unlikely to efficiently
catalyze the proton-transfer step under ambient conditions (neutral pH and room temperature). This observation is consistent with the substantial decrease in the catalytic rate of
the 3SCC at pH 7, which is reported to be 1.38 M−1 s−1 [12]. Furthermore, hydrogen-bonding
interactions also known to play an important role in the CO2 conversion step. In carbonic
anhydrase, hydrogen-bonding interactions with Thr199 fix the orientation of the zinc-bound
hydroxyl moiety to assist the nucleophilic attack on CO2 [211]. Due to the nature of the 3SCC,
the zinc-bound hydroxyl is not in a position to hydrogen-bond to any nearby amino acids.
The hydroxyl moiety is encapsulated in a pocket surrounded by leucine residues and the
only possible hydrogen bond acceptor is more than 3 Å away (the oxygen atom of L19 on
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the peptide backbone). Instead, the hydroxyl moiety acts as hydrogen bond donor to one to
two water molecules only 33% and 9% of the total trajectory (16 ns), respectively. One of the
two water molecules acting as hydrogen-bond acceptor to the hydroxyl moiety is frequently
hydrogen boding with the oxygen atom of L19. During these hydrogen bonding events, the
longest lived hydrogen bonding partners are 1.9, 1.1, 0.8, 0.3 and 0.2 nanoseconds. However,
the probability that two water molecules are encapsulated in a solvation shell of 4 Å around
the hydroxyl moiety is low. Indeed, the average number of hydrogen bonding interactions
between solvent and the hydroxyl moiety is less than one (0.7). This is due to the fact that
the water molecule occupying the 3.6 Å vicinity surrounding the Zn-OH− moiety is mostly
hydrogen-bonding to L19 and rarely hydrogen-bonded to the zinc-bound hydroxyl moiety.

9.3.2 Binding of CO2 in 3SCC

Angle [Zn-O-C] (rad)

To investigate where the initial binding of CO2 takes place, the free-energy profile was estimated by using metadynamics [76, 77] within the framework of classical MD simulations
[83, 134]. This technique provides full flexibility, allowing different binding poses in combination with explicit solvent, while efficiently exploring the energy landscape along the binding
reaction coordinate. It has shown to be a useful and accurate method to predict binding free
energies when applied to biological systems[302–304]. During the simulation, CO2 finds its
way to two energy minima (M1 and M2). M1 is located 10 Å from the zinc binding site, near
to the leucine residues at the 4rth position, reminiscent of the second CO2 binding site in CA
[210], this binding pocket could serve as a CO2 storage site in 3SCC. The second minima, M2,
is located 5 Å from the zinc ion, which is similar in distance to the main binding site in CA
[210, 305].

Distance [HO-CO2] (A)
Distance [HO-CO2] (A)

Figure 9.5: Using metadynamics to reconstruct the free energy surface of CO2 binding to 3SCC.
Two free energy minima appear, one located 10 Å from the metal center and another at 4 Å
from the zinc ion. Energies given in kJ mol−1 .
The binding of CO2 at these respective sites is estimated to be on the order of -4.3 ± 0.9 kcal
mol−1 , suggesting that the 3SCC binds more strongly to CO2 than does the native enzyme.
We also predict a similar binding affinity of CO2 (-3.2 ± 0.3 kcal mol−1 ) using the molecular
mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann solvent accessible surface area (MM/PBSA) method [306].
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These findings compare well with the previously reported binding affinity in CA in both
computational (-3.37 ± 1.1 kcal mol−1 ) [210] and experimental studies at a pH of 7.5 (-2.2
kcal/mol or 25 mmol) [210, 307].
To test the fidelity of CO2 in the active site, we ran unconstrained MD starting from various
‘bound’ structures of CO2 in the metal site (at 4 Å). For each run, CO2 readily left the active
site pocket within 2-3 nanoseconds. This suggests that, similar to CA, CO2 is weakly bound at
this site in 3SCC. Unlike the native protein, 3SCC lacks a ‘CO2 binding site pocket.’ While the
zinc-bound hydroxyl moiety is surrounded by a hydrophobic leucine ‘core,’ the space between
these residues is too small to encapsulate a CO2 molecule. Aside from these leucine residues,
the site surrounding the zinc metal center primarily consists of hydrophilic residues, such as
glutamate and lysine (see Figure 9.2). Moreover, due to the fraying of the ends of the helices,
the ‘CO2 binding site’ in 3SCC is relatively exposed to solvent, causing a frequent exchange of
water molecules to occur with bulk solvent.

9.3.3 CO2 hydration in 3SCC
Starting from the classically equilibrated structure, we studied the putative hydration reaction in 3SCC using Quantum Mechanical/ Molecular Mechanical (QM/MM) Car-Parrinello
molecular dynamics (CPMD) simulations [66, 67, 137]. The overall reaction was examined in
−
two steps: (i) the formation of HCO−
3 and (ii) the displacement of the HCO3 moiety from the
zinc ion. We have chosen to describe the formation step with a single reaction coordinate, the
C· · · Ow bond length, which signifies the nucleophilic attack of the zinc-bound hydroxyl on
CO2 . Starting from the equilibrium value of 3.2 ± 0.2 Å, the reaction coordinate was systematically decreased to 1.5 Å. Using thermodynamic integration (TI)[153, 154], the barrier for
−1
HCO−
(see Figure 9.6 (a)). In contrast, in the
3 formation is found to be 7.2 ± 0.26 kcal mol
native enzyme, our findings suggest that this process happens spontaneously.
During the QM/MM molecular dynamics, we find that the classically equilibrated tetrahedral
geometry of the metal binding site is upheld over the entire 20 ps QM/MM trajectory. The
stability of this center is, in part, dependent on a second water molecule, which we refer to as
the ‘deep water molecule,’ a water molecule that occupies a similar position with respect to
the Zn-OH− moiety in the native enzyme (see Figure 9.7 (a)). This water molecule is present at
this position 33% of the time. In the QM/MM simulation, this water molecule forms stable
hydrogen bonding interactions with the nearby leucine residue and the Zn-OH− moiety and
appears to play a role in stabilizing the formation of HCO−
3.
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Figure 9.6: Free energy profile for the formation of HCO−
3 in 3SCC. As displayed in (a), the
reaction coordinate was chosen to be the distance between the carbon atom of CO2 and the
oxygen atom of the zinc-bound hydroxyl moiety. As shown in (b), the second step of the
conversion step was simulated by increasing the bond distance between the carbon atom of
CO2 and the Zn atom (C· · · Zn)

Diminishing the C· · · Ow bond induces several significant molecular events. While certain
events mimic that of the native enzyme, other events are not reproduced in this artificial
protein. The first main difference from the wildtype enzyme is that 3SCC lacks a stable
intermediate structure upon HCO−
3 formation. The stable intermediate in the wildtype enzyme
−
is characterized by HCO3 bound to the zinc ion via the original hydroxyl moiety. This structure
then undergoes a slight rotation to form a new bonding interaction between the oxygen
of the original CO2 molecule and the metal center, adopting the Lipscomb product. Our
findings suggest that, upon formation of HCO−
3 in 3SCC, a spontaneous transition occurs in
which the Lipscomb product is formed directly. We tested this observation further by running
unconstrained molecular dynamics simulations at various distances leading up to the top
of the barrier (C· · · Ow bond distances 2.2 to 1.5 Å). In each of these cases, the interaction
between CO2 and the hydroxyl moiety was lost, and the ZnOH− moiety remained in tact.
These findings further suggest that a stable intermediate does not form between the initial
nucleophilic attack and the formation of HCO−
3.
Similar to the native CA, the Lipscomb product is the most stable state. The spontaneous
transition from zinc-bound hydroxyl to zinc-bound HCO−
3 , in the Lipscomb product state,
occurs at a C· · · Ow bond distance of 1.5 Å. Starting at a C· · · Ow bond distance of 1.7 Å, the CO2
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molecule is no longer linear in structure and the oxygen atom donates electron density to the
zinc ion, adopting bonding distances of 2.4 to 3 Å (see Figure 9.7 (b)). It is with this oxygen
atom that the HCO−
3 molecule is bound to the metal center (see Figure 9.7 (c)).

Figure 9.7: The nucleophilic attack of the zinc-bound hydroxyl on CO2 . Displayed in (a) is the
nucleophilic attack of the zinc-bound hydroxyl moiety on CO2 , in (b) is the transition state for
the conversion step and in (c) is the final (Lipscomb) state with HCO−
3 bound to the metal site.

A central difference between 3SCC and wildtype CA is that after forming the Lipscomb product
in 3SCC, the original hydroxy moiety does not have a stable hydrogen bond partner. While
the cavity is solvent accessible, few water molecules form short-lived, weak hydrogen bonds
(distances larger than 2.2 Å) with the hydroxyl moiety. As shown in wildtype CA, the secondsphere interactions play a significant role in stabilizing the displacement of HCO−
3 from the
metal site and the ‘hand off’ to the next water molecule.
To study the effect that this may have on the H2 O regeneration step and dissociation, we have
chosen a second reaction coordinate, the distance between the zinc ion and the carbon atom
(C· · · Zn) and have systematically increased this distance to 4.3 Å over the course of 12 windows
(see Figure 9.6 (b)). The barrier for displacing the HCO−
3 from the metal site to a stable nearby
binding site is found to be 2.71 ± 0.6. The QM/MM simulations suggest that the mimic has the
full capacity to catalyze the CO2 hydration reaction with rates similar to the wild-type, given
that CO2 properly binds to the active site of the mimic and the water-bound zinc molecule
can initially be deprotonated. However, unlike CA, a water molecule is not yet bound at the
metal site at a C· · · Zn distance of 4.3 Å. We expect this to be caused by the small amount of
space available in the metal binding site to encapsulate both water molecules and CO2 /HCO−
3
at the same time.
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9.3.4 Optimization of 3SCC to increase turn-over

Figure 9.8: Heuristic-based optimization of CO2 binding in 3SCC. Nine amino acids at the
C-terminal end of the protein (shown in (a)) were mutated to influence the binding free energy
of CO2 in (b). The fittest individual, found after the 10 generations, is shown by the orange
curve.

The optimization of 3SCC considers two factors: (i) the binding affinity of the zinc-binding
pocket for CO2 and (ii) the tuning the environment around the zinc-bound water molecule to
shift the pKa for a faster proton transfer. The optimal solution for each condition was found
by means of a heuristic-based optimization algorithm. Individuals were selected on the bases
of a fitness function, which has been specially designed to describe each property.
Table 9.2: CO2 optimization using an evolutionary algorithm. Nine amino acids at the Cterminal end of the protein were mutated to influence the binding free energy of CO2 (see
Figure 9.9 (a)). The positions and amino acids of the wild-type (3SCC) system are compared
with the mutant that has a increased binding affinity to CO2 .

Position in helix

α1
25 26

α2
19 22 25 26 27

α3
26 27

∆G
(kcal mol−1 )

3SCC
Mutant

A L
V I

L K A L E
H N I H L

L E
G T

-3.2
-4.1

For optimizing the CO2 binding of 3SCC, nine amino acids at the C-terminal end of the protein
were chosen as possible positions to mutate (see Figure 9.9 (a)). The residues were chosen on
the basis of a clustering analysis of different CO2 binding positions. The nine amino acids were
all within 3-4 Å of the CO2 molecule in at least one of the snapshots from the MD trajectory. In
the framework of the GA, MMPBSA calculations were performed to evaluate the change in
binding free energy of CO2 upon mutation of at least one and as many as nine of the selected
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amino acids. We opted for MMPBSA as the GA requires a fast and accurate method to evaluate
a user-defined fitness function. Based on previous tests of MMPBSA [308, 309], this was the
best option for calculating the binding free energy of small molecules in proteins.
Due to the fact that the GA requires the fitness for each generation to be evaluated in a sufficiently rapid manner (on the order of 1-2 minutes), we had to carefully select a protocol that
would avoid lengthy calculations at each iteration. Several criteria needed to be optimal in
order to ensure a timely fitness calculation for CO2 binding: the degree to which each mutant
structure needed to be minimized or equilibrated; the number of frames used in the MMPBSA
calculation; and the type of calculation performed in MMPBSA (eg. Generalized Born, GB, or
Poisson Boltzmann, PB). Therefore, to optimize the protocol, performance tests were carried
out to evaluate the ‘time versus accuracy’ ratio of several different strategies that varied the
amount of minimization/equilibration of the structures, the number of frames, and type of
MMPBSA calculation. We tested three different options for minimization/equilibration: (i)
each mutant was minimized, heated to 300K over 20ps and equilibrated for 100 ps before
MMPBSA calculations were performed; (ii) each mutant was minimized only before performing MMPBSA; and (iii) MMPBSA calculations were performed directly with no minimization.
The number of frames were varied between 5 and 25, taken from the original MD trajectory of
3SCC and the type of MMPBSA calculation considered PB, and GB (5 and 7). These tests concluded that the optimal protocol consists of using 10 frames from the original MD trajectory
along with 60 cycles of minimization for each mutant (see Appendix A.5 for more details).
The fitness function for calculating the binding free energy of CO2 consisted of several steps.
The overall workflow involves the following procedure: (i) the GA randomly chooses a new set
of individuals; (ii) in each of the 10 frames from the original MD trajectory, the nine selected
amino acids were mutated to give the new set of individuals; (iii) each frame was minimized for
60 cycles; (iv) MMPBSA was performed to compute the binding free energy, ∆∆Gbind . Several
tests were performed to vary the population, mutation and cross-over rate, to obtain the fittest
possible individual (see Figure 9.9 (b)). The fittest individual is found after the 10th generation
using a population of 100 individuals, a mutation rate of 0.15 and a cross-over rate of 0.6. The
individual found by the GA lowers the ∆∆Gbind by approximately 1 kcal mol −1 (see Table 9.2).
For tuning the pKa , a similar procedure was taken. The pKa of the water-bound zinc moiety
was calculated using the APBS software. The fittest individual is found between the 25th and
30th generation using a population of 100 individuals, a mutation rate of 0.15 and a cross-over
rate of 0.7. The individual found by the GA shifts the pKa of the water molecule (bound to zinc)
by -5.6 pKa units compared to the wild-type mimic, which shifts the pKa by -3.6 pKa units,
with respect to aqueous solution (see Table 9.3). An amino acid sequence consisting of purely
lysine residues will more than likely not lead to a stable structure. However, this constitutes as
a first proof-of-principle study demonstrating that the GA can find a “fitter” individual in the
context of a downshifted pKa value.
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Figure 9.9: Heuristic-based optimization of pKa tuning in 3SCC. Nine amino acids at the Cterminal end of the protein were mutated to tune the pKa of the water-bound zinc moiety (see
Figure 9.9 (a)). The positions and amino acids of the wild-type (3SCC) system are compared
with the mutant that has a down-shifted pKa.

Table 9.3: pKa tuning of the Zn-OH2 moiety using an evolutionary algorithm.

Position in helix

α1
25 26

α2
19 22 25 26 27

α3
26 27

pKa shift
(pKa unit)

3SCC
Mutant

A L
K K

L K A L E
K K K K K

L E
K E

-3.6
-5.6

9.4 Conclusions
Carbonic anhydrase is one of the fastest known enzymes (kcat /KM = 1.5 x 108 M−1 s−1 ), which
makes it a great model for biomimetic strategies. A mimic of carbonic anhydrase, in the form
of a three stranded coiled coil, was assessed in terms of solvation characteristics, structural
stability, CO2 binding affinity and catalytic efficacy for the CO2 hydration reaction. While
catalytically, the mimic compares well to the native protein (a barrier for CO2 conversion
of 8 kcal mol−1 versus 11 kcal mol−1 in the wild-type), the initial binding of CO2 and the
initial proton transfer from the zinc-bound water molecule to form the Zn-OH−1 moiety
require additional redesign efforts. In the first case, CO2 binds weakly to the active site of the
mimic and more strongly to a site 10 Å from the metal site. In the second case, the pKa shift
for the zinc-bound water is more than 2 pKa units higher for the mimic over the wild-type
protein, indicating that the proton-transfer step is likely to be less efficient in the mimic.
These conditions were optimized using a evolutionary genetic algorithm to give a mutant
protein binding more strongly to CO2 and one with a pKa for the zinc-bound water molecule
down-shifted to within 1 pKa units of the wild-type protein.
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10 Rationalizing stability differences of a
protein tag from directed evolution
10.1 Introduction
Labeling proteins with synthetic probes has become a powerful method for studying protein
function. One way to achieve the specific labeling of proteins is by using self-labeling protein
tags [310]. Using this approach, the protein of interest is fused with a peptide or protein
(i.e. the tag) that specifically binds to a synthetic probe in vitro or in vivo. An example of a
self-labeling protein tag is SNAP-tag [311], which is the result of several generations of directed
evolution starting from human O6 -Alkylguanine DNA Alkyltransferase (hAGT). Similar to
hAGT, SNAP-tag specifically reacts with substituted O6 -benzylguanine (BG) derivatives, which
can be adapted for a wide variety of different synthetic probes. Recent applications include
its use for the analysis of protein complexes [159], super-resolution microscopy [172], the
identification of protein-protein interactions [312], drug target identification [313] and the
determination of protein half-life in living animals [314]. One possible limitation of this
labeling approach is that, upon fusion, the tag affects the properties of the protein of interest.
Therefore, a thorough characterization of the protein tag is a necessary step in the design
process.
SNAP-tag was previously generated via directed evolution in a stepwise manner from hAGT by
introducing a total of 19 point mutations and deleting 25 C-terminal residues (Figure 10.1)
[311]. During this process, several intermediate mutant structures where created. The first
mutant, GE AGT, was created, in part, via saturation mutagenesis of four active site residues and
by selecting for activity against BG derivatives, resulting in a mutant with 20-fold increased
activity towards such substrates [164]. Subsequent saturation mutagenesis of four additional
residues involved in substrate binding followed by phage selections resulted in AGT-54, a
mutant with 1.5-fold higher activity than GE AGT (Figure 10.1). In the next round, mutations
were introduced to suppress DNA binding and reactivity towards nucleosides, to remove a
non-essential cysteine and to truncate the last 25 residues [315]. While these mutations were
made to further optimize the protein for applications in protein labeling, the resulting mutant
M
AGT displayed relatively low activity towards BG derivatives (Figure 10.1, and Table 10.1).
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Figure 10.1: Overview of the directed evolution of hAGT to SNAP-tag. (a) Crystal structures
of the SNAP-tag C145A mutant cocrystallized with BG. Mutated residues are highlighted by
different colors corresponding to the respective mutant generation. (b) Sequence comparison
of hAGT with intermediate mutants and SNAP-tag. Colors that highlight mutations correspond
to those used in (a).
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10.1. Introduction
To rescue the activity of M AGT against BG derivatives, an additional round of saturation
mutagenesis was performed (residues 150-154 and 32-33), which resulted in SNAP-tag [316], a
mutant meeting three important criteria for being a protein tag: (i) it does not bind to DNA;
(ii) it expresses well in cells as well as on cell surfaces; and (iii) it has a 52-fold higher reactivity
towards BG derivatives compared to hAGT.
Interestingly, the directed evolution for higher reactivity toward BG derivatives led at the
same time to a protein with increased stability. Stability of hAGT and mutants was quantified
by thermal denaturation experiments [165] and the melting point temperatures of all the
proteins, both in the presence and absence of BG, are given in Table 10.1. The melting point
temperature of SNAP-tag is 17◦ C higher than that of hAGT. Upon benzylation, the melting
point temperature for hAGT decreases by 10.2◦ C, whereas, for SNAP-tag it decreases only by
a mere 3.5◦ C. These results were in agreement with the data obtained from the proteolysis
experiments and could confirm the increased stability throughout protein evolution.
This leads to the question, why did these mutations lead to an increase in stability of SNAP-tag
over hAGT? To understand the structure-function relationship of SNAP-tag and how the introduced mutations affect activity, we provide both experimental and computational analyses,
which give a detailed biochemical and structural explanation of (i) how SNAP-tag interacts
with BG, (ii) the factors responsible for its increased reactivity, and (iii) how the mutations
affect the stability of the protein [165]. These results will facilitate future applications and
improvements of SNAP-tag, and help shed light on the factors that balance the stability of
wild-type hAGT before and after DNA repair. In the rest of this chapter, I provide the results
and discussion surrounding the computational aspects of this project. All experiments were
carried out by Dr. Birgit Mollwitz in the lab of Professor Kai Johnsson.

Table 10.1: The melting temperatures were measured for all proteins in the presence and
absence of BG to assess the impact of benzylation on protein stability. The melting temperatures (TM) were determined by using a fluorogenic molecule that shows a strong increase
in fluorescence upon binding to hydrophobic regions of a protein. Pulse-chase experiments
with hAGT, SNAP-tag, and mutants in HEK 293 cells were performed for the protein half-life
measurements. Fluorescence-in-gel scan of SDS-PAGE of hAGT and SNAP-tag pulse chase
experiments. Samples were analyzed at indicated time points for the amount of fluorescencelabeled protein present in each sample. See Ref. [165] for more details.
mutant

reactivity

melting temperature (◦ C)
(native)

melting temperature (◦ C)
(benzylated)

protein half-life
(hours)

hAGT
AGT
AGT54
M
AGT
SNAP

set to 1
20-fold
30-fold
5-fold
52-fold

50.0 ± 0.06
43.9 ± 0.12
50.5 ± 0.51
54.7 ± 0.59
66.8 ± 0.39

40.1 ± 0.24
32.7 ± 0.66
40.8 ± 0.53
49.5 ± 1.36
63.3 ± 0.72

2.5 ± 0.7
2.7 ± 1.2
11.0 ± 2.4
16.1 ± 4.0
42.5 ± 6.4

GE
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10.2 Materials and Methods
Computational models of SNAP-tag and wild-type hAGT were constructed, starting from crystallographic non-benzylated (3KZY and 1EH6, respectively), and benzylated structures (3L00
and 1EH8, respectively) in which the unresolved loop region (residues 36 to 44 in hAGT and
residues 36 to 49 in SNAP-tag) was added manually. The AMBER force field [135, 136] was used
to build the topologies for each of the structures with the zinc parameters. The structures were
solvated in a TIP3P water box with dimensions 81 X 80 X 70 Å (a 15 Å solvation shell around the
protein). All structures were minimized, heated to 300K in NVT with 5.0 kcal mol−1 restraints
on the protein (except the unresolved loop), and equilibrated at constant temperature and
pressure, slowly releasing the restraints over 4 ns. The Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method
[60, 61], with a nonbonded cutoff of 10 Å, was used with periodic boundary conditions and the
Langevin piston Nosé-Hoover method[130–132] to ensure constant pressure and temperature
conditions. Molecular Dynamics (MD) trajectories were run for 30-50 ns using the Particle
Mesh Ewald (PME) MD method in AMBER [134]. Restraints were used for the coordination of
the zinc ion to the cystein residues in the N-terminal domain throughout the MD trajectory.
The SHAKE algorithm [317, 318] was used to constrain all bonds that involve hydrogen atoms.
The Langevin method for temperature control was used with a collision frequency of 1 ps−1 .
Thermodynamic integration (TI) [153, 154], was used within the framework of classical molecular dynamics simulations. Using a dual topology paradigm, two topologies (state 0 and state
1) for each transformation were constructed by manually imposing point mutations on the
equilibrated MD structures of the free enzymes, SNAP-tag and hAGT. The electrostatic and
Lennard Jones terms were decoupled by performing three separate alchemical transformations: (i) decharging state 0 using 30-40 lambda points (ii) transforming the unique atoms
to state 0 into those of state 1 using 20 lambda points and (iii) recharging state 1 using 30-40
lambda points. Convergence was tested for by extending the duration of the MD run and
by increasing the number of lambda points. In each transformation, all lambda points were
individually minimized, equilibrated, and data was collected during a production phase of
1 ns. The change in the potential energy as a result of the perturbation was integrated over
the lambda values to obtain the ∆∆G for each mutation. A per-residue decomposition for the
charging and de-charging steps was considered to indicate the primary points in the protein
that are affected by the mutation.

10.3 Results and Discussion
Overall structural comparison between hAGT and SNAP-tag
How do the 19 point mutations contribute to the overall change in structural stability of SNAPtag over hAGT? To answer this question, we studied the region in the protein that underwent
the most change as a result of benzylation. Classical molecular dynamics simulations were
performed on four structures: (i) hAGT in the absence of BG; (ii) SNAP-tag in the absence of
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BG; (iii) hAGT with bound BG; and (iv) SNAP-tag with bound BG. Contact difference maps
provide clear evidence that the structural integrity is upheld in SNAP-tag, in both the substrate
free and the benzylated structures, compared to hAGT. Furthermore, comparing the regions
in the protein that lose or gain contacts during alkylation sheds insight on the areas most
affected by mutagenesis.
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Figure 10.2: Contact difference maps for the structural comparison of hAGT and SNAP-tag.
In (a), the contact difference map over the entire protein is compared between benzylated
hAGT (in yellow) and benzylated SNAP (in blue). The contacts are measured via the Cα
distance between pairs of amino acids. Green indicates shared contacts between hAGT and
SNAP-tag, yellow indicates contacts upheld/gained only in hAGT, and blue indicates contacts
upheld/gained only in SNAP-tag. The square at the C-terminal end of the protein indicates
the region with the most differences in contacts. In (b) is a zoom of the region with the most
change for (top) hAGT and (bottom) SNAP-tag. Here the contact difference maps are now
comparing the classically equilibrated native protein (blue) with the BG-bound structure
(yellow) for hAGT and SNAP-tag, respectively. The top graph indicates that upon benzylation,
hAGT loses the contacts that it once had in the recognition helix/loop region. In contrast,
SNAP-tag maintains these contacts despite benzylation.
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The structural region that undergoes the most notable changes consists of the C-terminal alpha
helix, residues 127-136, the Asn-hinge region and the loop, residues 150-159. Not surprising,
this site of the protein houses 14 of the 19 mutations in SNAP-tag. In the equilibrated structures
for hAGT and SNAP-tag, we observe that, upon benzylation, the residue contacts mainly
between the base of the recognition helix and the loop region are lost in benzylated hAGT
but upheld in substrate-free hAGT. As shown in Figure 10.2 (a), the contact difference maps
compare the classically equilibrated native protein (blue) with the BG-bound structure (yellow)
for hAGT. The green squares indicates the contacts that are upheld in both substrate-free and
benzylated hAGT, yellow indicates the contacts that are upheld/gained only in benzylated
hAGT, and blue indicates contacts upheld/gained only in substrate-free hAGT. The majority of
the squares are blue, indicating the loss of contacts in benzylated hAGT. In contrast, nearly
all of the contacts (shown in green) are preserved in both the benzylated and substratefree structures of SNAP-tag, (see Figure 10.2 (b) bottom). These findings correlate to the
experimental evidence that suggests this region to be the first site targeted for unfolding in
hAGT [161].
It should be pointed out that the loss in residue contacts are not readily observed by simply
comparing the crystallographic structures of hAGT and SNAP-tag. As shown in Figure 10.3,
the comparison of benzylated crystallographic hAGT structure with the benzylated classically
equilibrated hAGT structure indicates that the loss of contacts can only be observed during
the molecular dynamics simulations. In contrast, the substrate-free hAGT structure maintains
the residue contacts after more than 50 ns of molecular dynamics simulation (see yellow
squares in Figure 10.3 (a)). This can be explained by the fact that crystallization procedures
only co-crystallize BG at low temperatures and this procedure may not allow for the protein to
fully relax upon binding of the substrate. As displayed in Figure 10.3 (b), very little difference
can be detected between the contacts at this site in the benzylated crystallographic structures
of hAGT (yellow) and SNAP-tag (blue).
The differences between the contacts in the crystallographic structure of benzylated SNAP-tag
and classically equilibrated SNAP-tag are minimal (Figure 10.3 (c)). For example, in the crystal
structure of benzylated hAGT, the closest contacts are the CH2 group of Cys145-BG and the
carbonyl oxygen of Met134, which are within 3.06 Å of one another. It has been suggested
that, upon alkyl transfer, a displacement of recognition helix (residues 127-136) away from
the guanine binding pocket takes place in order to accommodate the bound substrate [161].
However, in the structures of hAGT and benzylated hAGT, the displacement of helix 127-136
upon alkylation can only be slightly detected by an increased distance of the sulfur of Cys145
to the carbonyl group of Met134 (from 4.2 to 4.6 Å, respectively). This suggests that while
many important structural features can be observed from the crystallographic structures of
proteins, understanding the dynamics of ligand binding and how events such as these affect
the structure of proteins requires extending beyond crystallographic studies into molecular
dynamics simulations.
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a

Figure 10.3: Contact difference maps for the comparison of benzylated crystallographic
structures and classically equilibrated structures. In (a), the crystallographic structure of
hAGT (yellow) is compared with the classically equilibrated structure of hAGT after 20 ns of
molecular dynamics simulations (sanguine). In (b), crystallographic structure of hAGT (yellow)
is compared to the crystallographic structure of SNAP-tag (blue) after 50 ns of molecular
dynamics simulations. In (c), crystallographic structure of SNAP-tag (blue) is compared to the
classically equilibrated structure of SNAP-tag (magenta).

10.3.1 Increased flexibility in the active site region
Why do changes at this site in the protein lead to the preservation of residue contacts in the
guanine binding region? The mutations in SNAP-tag at this site of the protein may reduce
tension that accumulates in the active site due to labeling, and induce flexibility in this region
in such a way that the contacts are conserved for prolonged periods (see Chapter 5 for a
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discussion about wild-type hAGT). One indication of the increase in flexibility in the active
site of SNAP-tag verses hAGT is the distance between the alpha helix and the active site. The
average distance between the carbonyl of Met134 and the sulfur of Cys145 was computed
for both the equilibrated native and benzylated structures in SNAP-tag and hAGT. Taking the
difference of these averaged values (free verses benzylated) indicates that SNAP-tag is able to
increase this distance by 2.4 Å to accommodate the substrate whereas, for hAGT, the flexibility
in the active site for accommodating benzylation is minimal to none (less than 0.5 Å), which
may result in structural instabilities and, thus, a quickly degraded protein.
After alkyl transfer, a displacement of the alpha helix 127-136 is necessary to avoid sterically
unfavorable interactions between the benzylic CH2 group and the carbonyl oxygen of Met134.
This displacement of the helix triggers unfolding of the alkylated protein [319]. However, in
SNAP-tag this displacement no longer takes place. A “widening” of the active site of SNAP-tag
relative to hAGT is possibly due to the mutations introduced in alpha helix 127-136. The
removal of two glycines (Gly131/132) known to destabilize alpha helices if located in the
middle of a helix [320] and the introduction of Lys131 and Leu134 improved the helix-forming
propensity and resulted in a condensed alpha helical folding presumably giving more space to
the active site. These mutations resulted in a shortening of the backbone hydrogen bonds,
especially the bond between O131 and N135 was shortened by 0.8 Å in SNAP-tag (3.8 Å hAGT,
3.0 Å SNAP-tag). Additionally, the introduced mutations changed the polarity of the alpha
helix and disrupted the ability of SNAP-tag to interact with DNA, especially due to the removal
of Arg128.

10.3.2 Structure stabilization through directed evolution
While the contact difference maps demonstrate which region in the protein change the most
in SNAP-tag with respect to hAGT, the explanation for the large stability increase is still missing.
Molecular dynamics (MD) methods were coupled to thermodynamic integration (TI) to
address various mutations within the directed evolution framework and to characterize the
affect these mutations had on the structure of the protein. The key mutations that were
considered include the residues (i) 157 and 159, (ii) 32 and 33 and (iii) 150 through 154 (see
Figure 10.1 for an illustration of these various sites of mutagenesis).
The first mutations investigated were Asn157Gly and Ser159Glu. To study the effect of these
mutations, we alchemically transformed hAGT into GE AGT using TI. We found that this transformation has a destabilizing effect (∆G of 18 kcal mol−1 ), which is in line with the experimentally observed decrease in stability in GE AGT versus hAGT. A per residue decomposition was
used to indicate the specific molecular interactions that were most affected as a result of the
transformation. The results of the decomposition show that the destabilization is mainly due
to a loss of hydrogen bonding interactions between the α helix (residues 127-136) and the
loop (residues 157 and 159).
The mutation of Ser159 to glucine introduces an interaction with Lys32, situated in the N126
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terminal β sheet. Because of this interaction, Glu159 in our GE AGT model is oriented toward
the β sheet, as illustrated in Figure 10.4. It is noteworthy that this conformation would prevent
hydrogen bonding of the glutamate carboxylate with BG. However, Lys32 is mutated to Ile
during the directed evolution from M AGT to SNAP-tag. Once Lys32 is mutated to Ile, the
equilibrated MD trajectories of SNAP-tag (for both free and benzylated protein) reveal that
Glu159 forms hydrogen-bonding interactions with the side chain of Ser135 in the alpha helix.
Thus, Glu159 exhibits two states, one in which it interacts with the alpha helix, as for the case
of SNAP-tag, and another in which it interacts with the N-terminal beta sheet, as for case of
both GE AGT and M AGT. Such a change in the orientation of Glu159 might facilitate substrate
entry and may help to explain the improved reactivity of SNAP-tag verses M AGT.

Figure 10.4: Snapshots of two equilibrated MD trajectories from TI for the native protein SNAPtag in which the residues 32 and 33 have been mutated. The point mutation at this position
represents one of several mutations that are introduced in the directed evolution step from
M
AGT to SNAP-tag. In SNAP-tag, Glu159 is oriented toward the α helix and is within hydrogen
bonding distance of Ser135, whereas in M AGT, Glu159 is oriented toward the N-terminal β
sheet with a possibility for salt bridge formation with Lys32. All distances were averaged during
the last 20 ns of the MD trajectory. The interaction between Glu159 and Lys32 corresponds to
the averaged distance plus thermal fluctuations, measured by the standard deviation of 1 Å.

Overall, the picture that emerges from our studies is that the Ser159Glu mutation in GE AGT
increases the reactivity of SNAP-tag, as a result of hydrogen bonding between Glu159 and BG,
whereas, for M AGT, interactions with Lys32 keep Glu159 partially in an inactive conformation.
Thus, the Lys32Ile mutation increases the reactivity of SNAP-tag by disfavoring the inactive
conformation of Glu159. However, as a result of this mutation, reactivity increases at the
expense of stability. Transforming M AGT into SNAP-tag at this site in the protein (illustrated in
green in Figure 10.1) induces a destabilization in SNAP-tag, demonstrated by an increase in
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the ∆G (29 kcal mol−1 ). The per-residue decomposition of the ∆G indicates that the mutation
Lys32Ile has a strong effect on Glu159, due to the loss of a salt bridge interaction. Furthermore,
the mutation Lys32Ile is further felt by its neighbors within the N-terminal beta sheet as a
positively charged residue is replaced by a hydrophobic moiety.

Figure 10.5: Displayed is a snapshot of the native protein structure of SNAP-tag from an
equilibrated MD trajectory in which hydrogen bonding distances were averaged over the last
20 ns of the trajectory. An extended hydrogen bonding network forms as a result of several
point mutations, involving residues 131, 150, 152, and 154. The hydrogen bonding network
extends from the C-terminal α helix (Lys131) to the loop region (Gln150, Asp152, and Asp154)
and finally to the C-terminal Arg175. Such a network strongly reinforces the active site by
providing stability to the α helix-loop domain

Analogous studies of the transformation of residues 150-154 demonstrate that SNAP-tag is
strongly stabilized over M AGT (a ∆G of 87 kcal mol−1 ), compensating for the destabilizing
effect of the Lys32Ile mutation, in agreement with the experimentally determined melting
temperatures. We performed a per residue decomposition to evaluate the residues that are
the strongest contributors to the stabilization of SNAP-tag and observed that the Asn150Gln,
Asn152Asp, and Ala154Asp mutations introduced into SNAP-tag contribute the most to the
free energy difference. They create a highly structured hydrogen bonding network (see Figure
10.5) that extends from the α helix (Lys131 hydrogen bonding to Gln150) to the tip of the
loop (Gln150 hydrogen bonding to Asp154) to the C-terminus (Asp152 hydrogen bonding to
Arg175).
As opposed to hAGT, in which only Ser152 is directly involved in the binding to the DNA
minor groove, this engineered network has a strong effect on SNAP-tag stability, especially
after protein alkylation. The interactions within this hydrogen bonding network are also
observed during the MD trajectories and are preserved for 50 ns for both free and benzylated
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SNAP-tag structures. The combined free energies for the mutations at both positions 32 and
33 and 150 to 154, were computed to give a ∆G of -51 kcal mol−1 . These findings suggest that
SNAP-tag is more stable as a result of these mutations, which is in complete agreement to the
experimentally observed increase in stability of SNAP-tag over M AGT.
As a result of these mutations, SNAP-tag has an increased in vitro and in vivo stability over
hAGT, which is demonstrated by an increase in signal intensity in the trypsin digest, an increase
in melting point (in both pure protein and benzylated) in the thermal denaturation assay
and a substantial increase in protein half-life time in the intracellular half-life determination
experiments (11 hours over 2 hours for native hAGT; see Table 10.1).

10.4 Conclusions
For the special case of alkyltransferases being single turn-over proteins, the protein architecture is poised to get destabilized by an alkylation event, leading to rapid unfolding. The
introduced mutations in SNAP-tag circumvents destabilization by creating several changes
in structural domains that successfully stabilize the protein, resulting in a protein that has
the capacity to accommodate BG-substrates and remain stable for a substantially longer
period of time. Unlike the wild-type protein, benzylation of SNAP-tag does not lead to the
rapid initiation of protein degradation. This is an important perquisite for protein labeling
application to be able to visualize proteins using live cell imaging or in vivo experiments.
Rationalizing the stability differences among intermediate mutants during directed evolution
provides a deeper understanding of the individual contributions of each respective mutation. In particular, using the thermodynamic integration approach helps to shed light on
mutations that oftentimes induce nonlinear responses in protein stability and reactivity. The
combination of experiments and computations provides molecular insights into the changes
observed in reactivity and structural stability for various mutants of hAGT. From the structural
point of view, two sites on hAGT seem to have a major impact on balancing protein stability:
the alpha-helix 127-136 that lies in close proximity to the active site cysteine (see orange
and dark green region in Figure 10.1) and the loop region 150-159 (see red and violet region
in Figure 10.1). Mutations introduced in these parts of the protein stabilize the protein by
interconnecting several structural domains through a network of salt bridges and hydrogen
bonds (see Figure 10.2 and 10.5). The alpha helix 127-136 is important for the degradation of
alkylated hAGT [161], and in SNAP-tag, the structural integrity of this domain is preserved in
both benzylated and non-benzylated structures.
Our analysis of the directed evolution of wildtype hAGT to SNAP-tag reveals a correlation
between the reactivity and stability of this suicide protein. Our insights into the structurefunction relationship of SNAP-tag should facilitate future engineering experiments to further
improve reactivity or change the specificity of the tag. In addition, our studies provide new
insights into the structure-function relationship of AGTs in general.
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11 Conclusions

In this dissertation I have presented work relating the computational studies of complex
biological systems using methods from three different domains: computational chemistry,
systems biology and heuristic-based optimizations. The first phase of the thesis was devoted to
understanding the evolutionary strategies of several enzymes while the second phase focused
on how this knowledge can be used for biomimetic purposes. In combining these aspects, I
have presented a logical framework that I believe exposes some important underlying patterns
that will be important to incorporate into biomimetic systems, depending on the desired task.
The first step in creating ‘bio-inspired’ technologies is learning about what makes biological
systems succeed at a given task. In general, biological systems must be robust enough to work
under all possible insults and interferences that come from the immediate environment. The
ability to distinguish between the essential processes that determine cell survival and those
which are non-specific is truly remarkable. Despite the fact that structures are embedded in a
dense ‘molecular soup,’ they spontaneously assemble, perform elaborate chemical reactions
and vanish effortlessly when their work is done. The roles and functions of the various enzymes
reviewed in this work have been chosen primarily to elucidate some of the important roles
that enzymes perform, addressing the following list of questions:
• how to utilize water during catalysis (or other renewable resources)
• how to degrade efficiently (for single turnover proteins)
• how to increase the stability of a protein
• how to increase turnover for different reactions (for example, hydration reactions)
• how to stabilize different types of intermediates (radical intermediates, oxocarbenium
ion intermediates)
For the question pertaining to the use of water molecules during a chemical reaction, I
studied the MutY enzyme. Many N-glycosylases utilize water-assisted cataltytic mechanisms
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to direct the course of excision of mispaired DNA bases. To study this reaction, QM/MM
simulations were employed to probe environmental factors that may influence catalysis by
mainly addressing the following question: how is the involvement of solvent secured in the
enzymatic reaction? These findings demonstrate a unique ability of this enzyme to organize a
subset of water molecules into a special configuration to protonate the adenine base, which
consequently makes it a better leaving group [321]. A long term solvation pattern is established
which facilitates the involvement of three structured water molecules in the active site. How the
enzyme secures this configuration is interesting because both hydrophilic and hydrophobic
interactions play a role in convening, ordering and constraining specified orientations of
water molecules during the key points in the reaction. Hydrophilic residues prolong solvent
residence times by maintaining hydrogen bonding networks. Equally or even more important
are the hydrophobic residues, which constrain the positioning of the catalytic water molecules
that assist the proton transfer event. In this way, the enzyme uses both entropic and enthalpic
considerations to guide the water-assisted reaction.
For the two questions pertaining to degradability and stability, I focused on learning the
strategies of a single turnover DNA repair protein, hAGT. The repair of methylated guanine
bases requires hAGT to adopt a non-enzymatic suicide mechanism by transferring the methyl
adduct to itself, triggering unfolding and fast degradation [157, 161, 322]. Therefore, functional
efficiency demands that the native structure is stable enough to accommodate and repair
alkylated guanine bases, in combination with a sufficiently low barrier for unfolding upon alkyl
transfer, to prevent the aggregation of reacted, unproductive protein. By studying this system,
I find that Nature has aquired a unique solution to direct the course of this suicide protein
by balancing stability with the ability to quickly degrade upon alkylation. These findings
show how the enzyme environment functions as an in-built trigger mechanism, turning the
stability of the protein either ‘on’ or ‘off’, depending on whether an alkyl adduct is present [165].
Like a mechanical switch, certain residues function as a ‘double clip’ to tune the protein’s
degradability. When the protein is in the native state, the ‘double clip’ prevents unfolding by
stabilizing regions of the protein that are especially susceptible to perturbation, whereas, when
an alkyl adduct is bound to the active site, the same interactions initiate the unfolding of hAGT
by forcing close contacts between the base of a key alpha helix and the bound alkyl adduct.
Using this mechanism, the subtle balance between stability and degradability is achieved,
triggering the rapid unfolding of hAGT only directly upon alkyl transfer. These findings suggest
that site-directed mutagenesis of the residues involved in the ‘double clip’ removes the means
for the protein to detect alkyl groups. The ‘double clip’ mechanism was verified subsequently
by experiments, in which a mutant AGT protein was stabilized by displacing the bottom ‘clip’
to a different site in the protein. In addition to hAGT, we find that evidence from other crystal
structures lends further support that such a mechanism may also be inherent in homologues
of hAGT. Understanding the role of these key residues also sheds light on the factors that may
influence resistance to alkylating agents in medicinal therapies, such as chemotherapy.
For the question relating the increase in turnover, I chose to study one of the fastest known
enzymes, carbonic anhydrase. The reversible interconversion of CO2 and bicarbonate takes
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place with a rate constant that is limited only by the diffusion of the substrate into the active
site of the protein. This is an impressive feat, considering that the rate-limiting step, a proton
transfer through neighboring water molecules, is increased from 103 (for the uncatalyzed
reaction) to 106 in the enzyme environment. This leads to the question, under these conditions,
what strategies does HCA use to increase turnover? One way this is achieved is by optimizing
second-shell effects and tuning the pKa of the surrounding environment to assist the ratelimiting proton transfer step, which has been previously demonstrated [183, 184]. However,
as demonstrated in this thesis, fast turnover requires efficient strategies at every point in the
reaction, including the product release step. Using QM/MM molecular dynamics simulations,
I’ve understood that CA utilizes the mobility of water molecules as a means to stabilize various
positions of HCO−
3 to aid in its departure and the regeneration of the Zn-bound water molecule.
These findings suggest that the involvement of water molecules during the conversion step
potentially enables CA to also lower the energetic barrier of the substitution reaction to ensure
the rapid release of product and regenerate the water-bound form, thus, increasing turn-over.
The last enzymatic role reviewed in this thesis concerns the integration of highly reactive
species into catalytic mechanisms. Controlling radical species, for example, is an intensely
demanding task, requiring clever tactics to find a delicate balance between upholding reactivity for the sake of catalysis and maintaining reaction selectivity by preventing unwanted and
destructive side reactions by what has been termed ‘negative catalysis’ [217]. If this balance is
achieved, the enzyme is provided with a very effective tool to overcome challenges brought
forward by some of the most difficult chemical reactions, such as, in the case of Vitamin
B12 , carbon skeleton rearrangements [218]. How an enzyme controls reaction selectivity and
circumvents potential pitfalls is both interesting and important for fields ranging from organic
chemistry to evolutionary molecular biology. In the case of methyl malonyl-coA mutase
(MCM), nature has designed an elegant system of control that applies ‘negative catalysis’ in
the form of a mechano-chemical switch to orchestrate conformational changes at specific
points during the catalytic cycle. Before generating the radical intermediate, the adenosyl
moiety is bound to co(III)balamin in a thermodynamically unfavorable, enzyme-imposed
conformation. Through the rupture of the AdoCbl bond, the mechano-chemical switch is
turned ‘off’ (i.e., the enzyme acts as a passive control element) to release the stored energy
from this configuration, thereby increasing the barrier for recombination. During the subsequent step, a hydrogen atom is abstracted from an unactivated primary carbon atom of the
substrate to initiate the rearrangement reaction. A new conformation is then turned ‘on’ so
that the enzyme environment becomes the driving force for a new conformational change of
the adenosyl moiety that repositions the radical intermediate for a proper abstraction, thereby
preventing unwanted and deleterious side reactions. In addition to MCM, our findings suggest
that evidence from crystal structures lends further support that such a mechanism may be
inherent in other AdoCbl-dependent enzymes.
The knowledge gained from studying these processes was then transferred to the design of
several different biomimetic systems. One application was the design of biosynthetic pathways
for the production of desired commodity chemicals from metabolic precursors [323]. Systems133
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level analyses selected biosynthetic pathways comprised of both natural and non-natural
reactions. Potential enzymes had to be screened to test whether or not they could be used as
candidates for the non-natural reactions. For the pathway producing 3HP, MCM was chosen
to catalyze the non-natural reaction and the knowledge of its catalytic mechanism was used to
re-engineer and retrofit it to the selected biosynthetic task. Classical and QM/MM molecular
dynamics simulations were used to assess feasibility of the non-natural reaction in terms of
whether MCM can efficiently bind and catalyze the desired transformation on a non-natural
substrate. The information gained from this study was then used to re-design and optimize the
novel biocatalyst based on binding affinity and catalytic efficacy via site-directed mutagenesis.
By integrating these computational methods, metabolic pathways were engineered in silico
to respect the feasible range of intracellular metabolites and enzyme concentrations while
molecular simulations assessed the ability of an enzyme to catalyze a desired reaction at the
atomistic and electronic scale.
The knowledge gained by studying the catalytic mechanism of CA was used to redesign a threestranded coiled coil mimic. While the recently reported artificial protein [12] successfully
imitates several of the important characteristics of CA, such as the geometry and coordination
of the zinc-binding site, the CO2 hydration rates is several orders of magnitude lower than its
wild-type counterpart. Classical and QM/MM simulations were performed to understand the
solvation characteristics, long-term stability, CO2 binding affinity, and catalytic efficacy for
the hydration reaction in the mimic. Two routes were then chosen to optimize the mimic: (i)
increasing CO2 binding affinity and (ii) tuning the pKa of the Zn-OH2 metal site. While the
first route increases the ability of the mimic to bind CO2 in the active site, the latter optimizes
the rate-limiting step of catalysis, the initial deprotonation of the zinc-bound water molecule.
A computational design approach was used to carry out these tasks by means of heuristicbased optimizations using a carefully chosen fitness functions. The resulting mutants offered
an increased binding affinity to CO2 by 1 kcal mol−1 and the pKa for the zinc-bound water
molecule was down-shifted by 2 pKa units over the original system (from a pKa of 10.4 to 8).
This shift indicates that the zinc-bound water molecule is much more likely to be deprotonated
at a lower pH, hence increasing not only the efficacy of the mimic but also making it more
environmentally benign, since the reaction can be performed around neutral pH.
The last biomimetic mechanism reviewed in this thesis uses the knowledge gained from the
study of hAGT to understand the full utility of using this protein as a fluorescent-labeling
protein tag, SNAP-tag. The balance between degradability and stability, which is built into
the structure of hAGT, was manipulated through several rounds of directed evolution to
produce a mutant protein that is resistant to degradation [311]. Comparing the melting point
temperatures for hAGT and SNAP-tag demonstrates that the amino acid mutations introduced
in SNAP-tag induce an increase in structural stability. SNAP-tag can resist temperatures of
more than 20◦ C degrees higher than the melting point temperature of the wild-type protein.
Classical molecular dynamics simulations provided insight into understanding how changes
in the structure of SNAP-tag provided this increased level of stability. These findings revealed
that the mutations in SNAP-tag helped avoid destabilization by creating a hydrogen bond
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network that reinforces different domains of the protein. The added support coming from
these mutations resulted in a structure that could accommodate alkylated substrates without
being destabilized itself. This is an important perquisite for protein labeling application to be
able to visualize proteins in live cell imaging or in vivo experiments.
In summary, the complex processes of various biological systems were studied using both a
reductionist perspective, a holistic perspective and a combination of the two. As demonstrated
by the work reviewed in this thesis, both perspectives are important to have a comprehensive
understanding of processes at various levels of chemical detail. This complete view is only
made possible by combining different layers of computational frameworks from the domains
of computational chemistry, systems biology and heuristic-based optimizations. The primary
foci of these three domains can therefore be brought together to encompass a combination
of molecular-level processes, including enzymatic mechanisms, ligand-protein binding relationships, and structural stability (or instability) of proteins with the emergent properties
of interacting biochemical networks, such as modularity, which influences the robustness
an adaptability of a biological system. These features can then be rationally optimized and
re-engineered for desired chemical tasks using rational, statistical and heuristic-based optimizations.
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What intellectual merit is gained by integrating different computational approaches, such as
computational chemistry, systems biology and heuristic optimization? This thesis supports
the claim that using methods that touch on different levels of chemical detail allows for a more
comprehensive understanding of how biology and chemistry work at both the molecular-level
and systems-level. This integrated approach can be applied to biologically relevant problems
that are transferable to a wide range of applications, ranging in scale from the role of microbial
organisms in the production of desired commodity chemicals to how perturbations in the
immediate environment can trigger specific signaling response pathways. In order to be
successful in these interrelated fields of study, the gap between atom-scale analyses, such
as molecular dynamics simulations, and systems-level analyses, such as BNICE, must undoubtedly be bridged. By combining these two different, but crucially relevant, perspectives,
we will be able to make conclusions that would otherwise be out-of-reach when pursued by
either one of these disciplines alone. This thesis provides one of the first attempts to combine
molecular-scale simulations with network-scale analyses for the design of novel in-cell production routes to desired chemicals. The main outcome from this work was understanding
the importance of assessing feasibility of selected biochemical pathways not only in terms of
the allowed range of intracellular metabolites and enzyme concentrations within the cell, but
also with respect to the ability of an enzyme to catalyze a desired reaction at the atomistic and
electronic scale.
What broad impacts does a multi-layer approach, such as the one used in this thesis, touch
upon? Recent developments in the field of synthetic biology bring promise to the de novo
design of biosynthetic pathways, where entire metabolic pathways can be (re)designed in
silico and integrated into the genomes of host organisms. Successful production platforms
using microbe-mediated strategies have already enabled the cost-effective biosynthesis of
important drug and commodity chemicals, as demonstrated by the pioneering work on the
antimalarial drug artemisinin [2]. Therefore, there is an increasing need for computational
tools that have the capacity to support these efforts.
One of the current goals centers on the customization of the metabolism of microorganisms for
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the commercial production of high-value biofuels. Rising concerns over both the diminishing
supplies of fossil fuels and associated environmental problems strongly motivate the development of sustainable processes that produce biofuels from renewable resources. Recently,
efforts have been made to advance the next generation of biofuels by using transformational
microbe-mediated strategies that can be replicated on a massive scale. Converting biomass
to fuel is anything but simple, since plants have evolved to retain their structural integrity.
However, certain microbial organisms are able to package a set of necessary enzymes into
‘molecular factories,’ needed for the efficient and optimal break down of complex plant polymers, such as cellulose, to make sugar. By understanding evolutionary strategies of enzymatic
processes, we can exploit many of their sustainable qualities, such as synergy and abundance,
for biomimetic purposes, applying similar tactics to solve problems such as optimizing the
production of biofuel. The goal is to engineer yeast and other microorganisms to ferment the
sugars found in cellulosic biomass of non-food crops into advanced biofuels, which can be
used as a direct substitute for petroleum-based fuels.
Researchers apply metabolic engineering and synthetic biology to construct novel biochemical
devices, including proteins, genetic circuits, and metabolic pathways, and implement them
to create new strains of yeast and bacteria or re-designed existing systems (see ref [324]).
Furthermore, the rate of production of many compounds can be drastically influenced by and,
in most cases, depends on mutualistic interactions between microbial organisms. Exploiting
syntrophy, the ability of a species to live off another species’ products, from both pure bacterial
cultures and natural microbial communities as a means to produce biofuels of interest is an
emerging design tool for microbial engineering. Using multi-scale computational tools to
understand how various aspects of chemical reactions can be optimized at each step along the
process will provide ample support and guide the integration of new biosynthetic pathways in
host systems.
What are the current limitations and how can they be improved? In computational chemistry,
numerous limitations continue to encumber the study of biological phenomena, despite
the rapid advances of computer simulations. Restrictions are mainly due to limits in system
size, accessible time scales and accuracy. Besides various enhanced sampling techniques
[77, 325], improvements in simulation times can be achieved via force matching approaches,
in which atomic forces obtained for the QM subsystem in a QM/MM setup are used to enhance
the accuracy of classical force fields. In addition, the development of Dispersion Corrected
Atom-Centered Potentials (DCACPs) [147–150] has improved dramatically the description of
weakly bound compounds (van der Waals complexes) within Density Functional Theory (DFT)
calculations (in full quantum as well as QM/MM setups).
In the case of systems biology methods, the accurate determination of reaction rates is a
challenging problem due to the lack of a direct method for measuring intracellular fluxes. An
experimental method for estimating in vivo reaction fluxes is 13 C-labeling [326–331], where
specific labeling patterns distinguish variant distributions of fluxes [332–334]. The resulting
13
C patterns can be studied to reconstitute the fluxome distribution with the help of a compu-
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tational algorithm. However, the need for an efficient sampling approach becomes apparent
due to the impasse of the so-called “curse of dimensionality.” This problem is particularly
apparent for 13 C MFA (metabolic flux analysis), where iterating over the numerous possible
distributions is computationally demanding and cumbersome. Unfortunately, computational
chemistry methods do not offer an efficient means to over come this bottleneck, since determining kinetic parameters from the activation energy can lead to sizable errors due to the
exponential relationship.
Therefore, the most challenging goal will be developing measures to effectively bridge the
gap between computational chemistry methods and systems biology methods in a useful and
meaningful manner. The most difficult part of this process will be understanding what kinds
of questions are compatible with both methods and how a link can efficiently be established
so that each method can supply information to the other. Furthermore, it will be useful to
know whether certain limitations can effectively be solved by providing data and sourcing
the information outputted from the other method. For example, computational chemistry
simulations can provide information for the cases where protein-ligand binding constants or
enzyme kinetics are unknown. It is likely that an ‘intermediate ground’ must be established so
that computational chemistry methods can effectively communicate with systems biology
methods. For example, a standard way to search chemical substructure for enzymes and active
site cavities will need to be established in order to rapidly search for enzymes or transporters
that possess the capacity to synthesize or transport a compound of choice.
Algorithms developed over the last few years are likely to facilitate reaching the goal of designing biological systems on the basis of first principles. However, the development of additional
algorithms and databases to specifically meet the needs of synthetic biology will be required
for this field to mature. Currently, transferring a concept or a mechanism from living to
non-living is a non-trivial process, which has yet to be systematized. Typically, designing a
new technical system requires starting from scratch and testing various potential prototypes,
usually by means of trial and error. Thus, designing a procedure of interpretation or translation from biology to technology is a necessary goal to overcome the engineering bottlenecks.
While databases such as KEGG [29] and BRENDA [33] provide information mainly focused on
primary pathways in metabolism, categorization of novel biosynthetic pathways, the enzymes
involved in biosynthesis, and the small molecules tailored to desired tasks will also be needed.
Computational tools that can have access to resources such as these will undoubtedly have
the potential to predict pathways, identify variations in enzymes and model these changes in
genome-scale metabolic networks of candidate host systems. Such a complement offers great
promise for advancing the field of synthetic pathway engineering.
Yet, despite the promising future of synthetic biology, biologists and engineers alike must
tread carefully on these new grounds and respect many of the inherent mechanisms found
in nature. Technical systems are often considered in isolation, without taking the time and
effort to understand the underlying biological and chemical principles. This neglects the
ability of the system to perform in a broader context, limiting its capabilities. For instance,
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living systems are complex, hierarchal and exhibit emergent properties, which are often unpredictable. Therefore, modeling an artificial system based on a living prototype must avoid
any uncertainties that may lead to unexpected and possibly damaging outcomes. However, at
the expense of predictability, artificial systems lack autonomy, versatility, and a great adaptability for changes in environmental conditions. This means that a fine line is drawn between
the pros and cons of engineering biomimetic systems: at best it produces extreme levels of
competence using the independence of action in biological systems, at worst, technological
mistakes can have damaging consequences leading to social tension and unrest concerning
the release of potentially harmful genetically-modified organisms.
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A Appendix

A.1 How can the solvent and protein environment assist catalysis?
Method and set-up
Classical molecular dynamics
Using classical molecular dynamics, we have studied the network of interacting water molecules
in MutY to investigate solvent structure in the vicinity of the active site, the ordering of the
water molecules during longer timescales, and the frequency that a water molecule bridges
the adenine and glutamate moieties. Starting from the 1RRQ crystal structure, we mutated
Asn144 back to Asp144, the native sequence of MutY. Calculation of the protonation states
suggests that all of the residues in MutY match the standard values of their respective pKa ’s,
except E43 (pKa of 6.7) and C173(pKa of 6.8). Due to the highly sensitive nature of the solvent
to changes in pH and charges in nearby residues (in this case, E43 and D144), we studied the
effect of different protonation states on the network of these water molecules over time. We
constructed several variants of the 1RRQ bMutY system in which different protonation states
of E43 and D144 are sampled during multi-nanosecond time scales. Four variant systems
include: (i) bMutY with both E43 and D144 protonated, (ii) bMutY with neither E43 nor D144
protonated, (iii) E43 protonated and D144 not protonated and (iv) bMutY with E43 protonated
and the point mutation, D144N, as in the 1RRQ crystallographic structure. Each protonation
state was minimized with 500 cycles of steepest descent minimization with 10.0 kcal mol−1
positional restraints placed on all heavy protein atoms, in addition to SHAKE constraints
placed on all of the bonds involving hydrogen atoms. The solvent water box was initially
heated to 300K and relaxed, during 12 ps, while maintaining a 5.0 kcal mol−1 restraint force on
all atomic positions. After heating to 300K, sampling in the micro-canonical ensemble took
place for 3 ns with a weak-coupling algorithm (rescaling the velocities with a thermal coupling
time constant of 5 ps to maintain a constant temperature) and an isotropic position scaling
(to maintain the pressure at 1 bar).
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QM/MM molecular dynamics
The QM/MM minimization and equilibration phase consisted of several steps: (1) optimization of the wave-function while holding the equilibrated geometry fixed; (2) annealing of
the QM and MM temperatures to 50K; (3) slowly heating the system to 150 K and running
molecular dynamics for 0.5 ps; and (4) heating the system slowly to 300K and monitoring
the temperature of the QM and MM subsystems, using separate chains of the Nose Hoover
thermostat for the two subsystems. We had 83 total QM atoms and five boundary atoms,
which served as an interface between the QM and MM subsets. We applied a hierarchal
Hamiltonian electrostatics coupling scheme between QM and MM parts with cut-off values
for shells of 10, 14 and 18 a.u., respectively. The QM/MM system was heated slowly to 300K
and the temperatures of the QM and MM subsystems were monitored, using a Nosé Hoover
thermostat[130].
The starting configuration was a trajectory frame of a classically equilibrated MutY system in
which the initial N9 -C10 glycosidic bond length is 1.48 Å. To study the cleavage reaction, we
have chosen the reaction coordinate of the first step in SN1 reaction to be the N9 -C10 bond
distance, which was increased in increments of 0.05 Å from 1.48 to 2.75 Å (23 windows). Each
constrained distance was sampled for 2.5 ps or 3.5 ps at the top of the barrier. At an N9 -C10
distance of 2.75 Å, the system was simulated without any constraints for 10 ps, during which
the N9 · · · C10 bond did not re-form. Using a final frame from this unconstrained trajectory,
we then studied the nucleophilic attack of the water molecule to complete the N-glycosylase
hydrolysis reaction. The second step is characterized by a reaction coordinate that describes
the distance between the C10 atom on the glycosyl ring and a nearby water molecule, spanning
distances of 4 to 1.3 Å in increments of 0.1 Å (19 windows). Using a thermodynamic integration
approach[153, 154], the average force on the constraint was integrated over the reaction path.

Generating the contour plots
The contour plots are generated by using a gaussian distribution of a data series (i.e. atomic
positions during a classical trajectory). The points are mapped to a grid with spacing of 0.5 Å.
The width of each gaussian was kept at 0.5 Å and the height of the gaussian was determined by
adding all of the binned water molecules for a given point on the grid. After considering the
entire trajectory, the density is saved to a cube file and we can then visualize the occupancy of
water molecules via contour levels.

Results
The distributions of water molecules in a 10 Å radius of adenine were evaluated using the
following procedure. Snap shots of the water molecules in the 10 Å surrounding the adenine
substrate were taken every 0.1 ns during the classical molecular dynamics trajectory. From
these coordinates, the contour map in Figure 6 (b) of the main text was generated. The
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coordinates of the water molecules over the entire trajectory were mapped to a grid to generate
a gaussian distribution of positions visited by the water molecules over the entire trajectory.
From this gaussian distribution, we visualized the regions of highest density (i.e. the areas
most visited by water molecules). By increasing the contour level, we could find the most
prominent arrangements of water molecules at specific regions in space.
The radial pair distribution function was used to compare the solvent environment for the
different nitrogen atoms of the adenine substrate, displayed in A.1. Looking at the region
surrounding N1 and N3 versus N7 , we find comparable distributions in terms of the number
of water molecules in the first solvation shell (see Table 2 in main text). However, we find a
greater exchange of water molecules with bulk solvent for N1 and N3 , when inspecting the
average occupancies of water molecules in the first and second solvation shell. The average
occupancies for the water molecules within the first and second solvation shells were computed as follows. The intermolecular distances between all water molecules within the 1st and
2nd solvation shells were tracked during the entire trajectory. The average occupancy was then
computed by dividing the number of frames that they remain within the first and the second
solvation shells by the entire number of frames during the 25 ns trajectory. The occupancies
were then normalized by the number of total water molecules within the respective solvation
shell. From the radial distribution plot, the probabilities of finding a water molecule within
hydrogen bonding distance of N7 versus N3 of adenine are relatively comparable. However, by
comparing the occupancies of the water molecules within the first and second solvation shells,
we find that the water molecules within the 5 Å vicinity of N7 have notably longer occupancies
than for N3 . This further supports the interpretation that the waters in the 5 Å vicinity of N7
are structured whereas, the water molecules within the first and second solvation shell of N3
exchange rapidly with bulk water.

Structured water molecules in the active site
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Figure A.1: Radial pair distribution for different N atoms in adenine base
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The local solvent distributions for the catalytic waters in the 5 Å vicinity of E43/N7 have been
evaluated for four systems, based on the bMutY crystal structure, having different protonation
states of E43 and D144. Here we give a comparison of the various protonation states of E43
and D144. In each case, we have evaluated the overall distribution of water molecules in the
10 Å surrounding the adenine substrate. From this distribution of water molecules, we have
looked at various properties, such as the amount of time a water molecule bridges the adenine
and glutamate moieties, the number of supporting water molecules within a given distances
of a bridging water, and whether E43 is hydrogen bond donor or acceptor to the bridging water
molecule (for the cases where E43 is protonated). Thus, we provide a sensitivity analysis of the
change in protonation state for the solvent distributions we evaluate in the main text. The
solvation characteristics for the distribution of water molecules in the vicinity of N1 /N3 and
E43/N7 for different protonation states are given in tables A.1 and A.2, respectively.
During the trajectories, the waters in the vicinity of these key catalytic residues have been
tracked and their displacements are illustrated in Figure A.2 (system i to iv in red, green, blue
and silver, respectfully). The trajectories indicate that protonating the E43 and D144 moieties
versus introducing a charge at these sites causes changes in the overall displacement of the
water within the microenvironment surrounding the extruded adenine residue, as expected.
As displayed in A.3, the RMSD for the protein backbone and residues within the active site
with respect to the crystallographic structure indicates that no large-scale changes occur in
the overall protein structure, active site, or orientation in the catalytic residues, as a result
of changes in the protonation states. Interestingly, while the overall movement of the water
varies from system to system, for the systems where E43 is protonated, three out of the five
water molecules remain in the catalytic site (within 5 Å of E43 and N7 of adenine) throughout
the entire trajectory.
The bridging of the E43 and adenine moieties by water molecules have been examined in
greater detail to gain insight into the occurrence frequency versus longevity of a ‘water bridge’.
For most of the systems, with the exception of system ii, bridging occurs frequently and
throughout the entire trajectory, as shown by the top graph of Figure A.3. The points in the
graph indicate that a water molecule is hydrogen bonded to both adenine (N7 ) and E43 at
that time in the trajectory. For systems iii and iv, E43 acts as a hydrogen bond donor for the
bridging water molecule, (in 70% and 100% of the cases, respectfully). The system with the
highest frequency of bridging is that of system iii (72%), in which E43 is protonated and D144
unprotonated.
In Figure A.3, we also have computed the frequency of finding a bridging water molecule
(filled colored circles) and, subsequently, a supporting water molecule at the same time (open
red circles). A water molecule is considered to be bridging when it is within hydrogen bonding
distance (less than 1.8 Å) of the E43 (the carboxylic oxygens and hydrogen atoms) and N7
atoms at the same time. Supporting water molecules have been evaluated within 2 Å and
3 Å of the bridging water molecule. The colored points are color coded for each of the four
systems, similar to A.3, and indicate that the water molecule that participates in a bridge at
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that point in the trajectory is, indeed, one of the three original crystal water molecules in the
formation (wat1, wat2 and wat3 in the main text, Figure ??). In all of the systems, the majority
of the waters that participate in bridging are conserved waters (55%, 99%, 67% and 100% for
systems i, ii, iii, and iv, respectfully).

Figure A.2: Water density profiles for various protonation states of MutY. The displacement
of the solvent molecules (all waters within a 10 Å sphere of the adenine substrate) have been
tracked using classical molecular dynamics trajectories of 17-25 ns. Four systems have been
considered, which vary based on the protonation state of the catalytic residues, E43 and D144.
In (a-c) N144 has been reverted back to D144 to match the wild-type sequence. In (a), both E43
and D144 are protonated, in (b) neither are protonated, in (c) and (d), only E43 is protonated.
In (d), MutY is in an inactive state (D144N) with E43 protonated.

These findings suggest that direct links can be drawn between the residence time, positional
fidelity and bridging of the adenine and glutamate residues as a result of a secured formation
of water molecules within this microenvironment. Simply increasing the number of solvent
molecules at the site of protonation (N7 of adenine) may not be the most effective way for the
enzyme to ensure catalytic control of the water molecules. This point is clearly demonstrated
by the lack of positional fidelity, ordering and bridging of N7 · · · E43 in system ii. A large increase
in the average number of waters is observed within the 5 Å sphere surrounding the N7 atom of
adenine when both E43 and D144 are in their charged forms. When E43 is protonated, flipping
of the carboxylic acid group on the glutamic acid residue is observed. Although flipping
frequencies vary from system to system, the highest occupied state of the OH moiety is found
to be consistent for each system, in which it points toward the N7 atom and the structured
water molecules. The position of the OH moiety on the caboxylic acid group may be an integral
feature in securing a bridging water molecule, since bridging is observed, in the majority of
cases, only when the OH moiety occupies this specific state.
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Table A.1: Hydrogen bonding and orientations of water molecules in the vicinity of the catalytic residue, E43, and adenine substrate. Calculated for each protonation state is the average
number of water molecules tabulated within a 5 Å sphere of the N7 atom on adenine, the
average number of hydrogen bonding interactions present between the water, E43 and adenine, the probability of finding a bridged water molecule between E43 and adenine, and the
frequency of flipping observed for the glutamate moiety (given in terms of the occupancy of
the -OH group pointing toward the structured water molecules).
Protonation
State

avg no. H2 O
(in 0.5nm of N7 )

avg no. H-bond
(in 0.5nm of N7 )

H2 O bridge
probability

E43 flipping
(occ. -COOH)

E43H, D144H
E43, D144
E43H, D144
E43H, N144

5.1
22.2
4.66
5.76

1.96
4.42
4.5
0.99

0.58
0.36
0.72
0.66

55 %
no flips
55%
57 %

Table A.2: Solvation characteristics in the cavity surrounding N1 and N3 on the adenine
substrate. Calculated for each protonation state is the average number of water molecules in
the vicinity of the N1 /N3 atoms on the adenine substrate, the highest occupancy of hydrogen
bonding interactions between water and adenine (at the N1 or N3 atoms) and the total number
of hydrogen bonding interactions between water, adenine and the pocket.
Protonation
State

avg. no. H2 O
0.5nm of N1 /N3

highest occ. of H-bond
(H2 O· · · N1 /N3 )

no. H-bonds
H2 O· · · protein

E43H, D144H
E43, D144
E43H, D144
E43H, N144

18
13
6.2
3.2

0%
5.4%
3.88%
0.2-1.2%

20
39
24
3

Table A.3: The RMSD was computed for the backbone of the protein, the active site surrounding the adenine substrate, and the catalytic residues (E43, D144 and Adenine (DA)) for each
protonation state with respect to the original MutY crystal structure.
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Protonation State

backbone

active site

E43, DA, D144

E43H, D144H
E43, D144
E43H, D144
E43H, N144

1.66
1.65
1.69
1.41

1.04
1.65
0.82
0.90

0.81
1.14
1.04
0.80
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Figure A.3: The occurrence of a water molecule bridging the adenine and glutamate moieties
has been tracked for different protonation states of MutY in a classical molecular dynamics
3.5
framework.
Each point represents a water bridge at a point along the trajectory whereas
the colored points represent the bridging water molecule to be one of the three conserved
3
waters from the crystal structure (above). Shown below is one protonation state supported
in literature, in which E43 is protonated. The blue filled points represent the bridging water
2.5
molecule, one of the three conserved waters from the crystallographic structure. The black
points represent other waters that enter into the catalytic site which bridge the N7 and gluta2
mate. The red open circles represent the network of water molecules within hydrogen bonding
distance to1.5the bridging water. There are an average of 2 supporting waters when a bridging
water molecule is present. In the majority of cases, these supporting waters are the conserved
(numbered) waters.
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Similar assemblies of water molecules in the 5Å vicinity of E43/N7 in other MutY proteins
We have looked at the MutY crystal structures for bMutY[105] and eMutY[120, 121] to compare
the number and arrangement of catalytic water molecules in the 5 Å vicinity of E43/N7 . Five
to six assemblies can be found in similar arrangements to bMutY, as illustrated in A.4(a), (b)
and (c), where three to four water molecules are generally found in the area that a bridging
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water molecule is found (positions of wat1, wat2, wat3 and wat4 in main text) and one to two
water molecules where a hydrolyzing water molecule can be found (wat5 in main text). For
the eMutY structures, the adenine substrate is in complex with the MutY crystal structure
(pdb entries 1MUD and 1WEI for eMutY). These findings suggest that similar number of water
molecules can be found in the 5 Å vicinity of E43/N7 , with or without substrate, and in various
organisms that express the MutY protein and despite changes in crystallization protocols and
conditions. For a summary of the comparison of microenvironment surrounding this site for
these various proteins, see below. The water molecules are colored by Beta-factor and have
been numbered in a similar pattern to bMutY to demonstrate the similarities in the ordering
and numbers.

Figure A.4: In (a), bMutY crystal structure with structured waters in the 5 Å vicinity of adenine
shown in ‘CPK’ representation and colored by B-factor. In (b) and (c), the crystal structures of
eMutY (1MUD and 1WEI) with catalytic waters within 5 Å of the catalytic glutamate residue
(E37) and Adenine soaked into the crystal structures.

The waters in A.4 include structured water molecules also in the vicinity of N1 and N3 , which
are consistent with the contour plot indicating the most occupied sites surrounding adenine
(see main text, Figure 3 (a)) and include residues numbered 441, 408, 23, 402, and 407 in 1RRQ
in the 5 Å vicinity of N7 and E43 and 412, 414, 405, 31 in the vicinity of N1 and N3 . For eMutY,
in (b) and (c) are waters 530, 323, 310, 405, and 369 for 1MUD and 1017, 1003, 1050, 1071, 1147,
1108, 1078, 1074, and 1058 for 1WEI. The B-factors for the waters in the 5 Å vicinity indicate
that certain waters are ordered in structure (B-factors for the displayed water molecules in
bMutY are within the range 21-39, with the minimum and maxium B-factor being 21 and 53,
respectively).

Comparing the microenvironment surrounding N7 for various MutY proteins
Examining the microenvironment of the extrahelical cavity offers several insights into how
double protonation at N7 and N9 can be stabilized. The protonated form of E43 is surrounded
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by a 5 Å sphere of hydrophobic residues (including L43, Y126, L134, L128, I191, and A130 for
bMutY). Using ProPKA, the estimated pKa for E43 in the bMutY environment is 6.7, upshifted
from the standard value[117]. For a non-base paired adenine, the pKa for N1 is near 4 and
a double protonation at N7 is possible at lower pH[117]. While the N1 and N3 atoms tend
to be more basic than the N7 and N9 atoms, it is possible that the microenvironment of the
extrahelical cavity surrounding the adenine base, which has been extruded and ‘solvated’, may
offer a possible explanation for why we see a difference in the (di)protonation sites (N9 versus
N1 ) during the simulation. Similarly, N7 is sandwiched between two hydrophobic residues,
L46 and I191, whereas the rest of adenine is surrounded by charged and polar residues, which
interact with nitrogens N1 , N3 , and 6-NH2 . Thus, the charged, polar and solvated environment
surrounding adenine in combination with the N1 and N3 atoms involved in hydrogen bonding
interactions to nearby residues may encourage protonation to occur at N7 and N9 .
Similarities in the composition of the active site and the number and arrangement of conserved
crystallographic water molecules suggests a general strategy of the enzyme to convene water
molecules at this particular site. Surrounding the site of a potential water bridge, a 5 Å shell
of hydrophobic residues in can be found in both bMutY and eMutY (consisting of V41, V44,
L46, I191, and M45 in bMutY and L40, V33, L35, I125 and M185 in eMutY), despite one polar
amino acid (S42 for bMutY and S36 for eMutY). From the QM/MM simulations, we found
that two of the hydrophobic residues (L46 and I191) in this 5 Å sphere interact with wat1 and
correlate to the change in reaction coordinate in the first step of the chemical reaction. In
eMutY, two hydrophobic residues, M185 and L40, can be found at the same position in the
protein. Beyond this 5 Å shell, a 6 Å shell consists mostly of charged/polar residues (R34, E188,
R31, T127 in bMutY and D138, Q182, K28, and T121 in eMutY). Extending further, a 7 Å shell
contains mainly hydrophobic residues (Y126, W30, L134, V131 and A130 in bMutY and F52,
W24, I136, V117, A124 in eMutY). These alternating hydrophobic/hydrophilic/hydrophobic
shells around the active site, may help to create a ‘trap’ for water molecules that reside within
5 Å of E43/37 and N7 of adenine. Water molecules in this region experience favorable contacts,
as a result of the few charged residues (R31, R34, E188 in bMutY) versus aversion from the
unfavorable contacts, the surrounding 5 Å and 7 Å spheres of hydrophobic residues. Evidence
from the QM/MM simulations and the correlation coefficients further support the notion that
the interactions with R31 and R34 are cooperative with the cleavage reaction, and, therefore,
may also contribute to maintaining the optimal arrangement of catalytic water molecules.

Electrostatic potential (ESP)-derived point charges
Support for the generation of the oxacarbenium ion intermediate comes from the point
charges on the QM atoms, which were computed using an electro-static potential (ESP) fitting
procedure. These D-RESP charges[156], dynamically generated electrostatic potential derived
point charges, from QM/MM simulations were computed every 10 steps (2.5 fs). The charges
were averaged at N9 · · · C10 bond distance of 2.8 Å and compared to the average value before
cleave ( N9 · · · C10 bond distances less than 1.7 Å). The findings indicated that the C10 and O40
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atoms are positively charged by the end of the cleavage reaction. Moreover, the d-RESP charges
for the entire cleavage reaction are plotted in Figures A.5 and A.6, indicating the development
of positive charge on the O40 atom during the cleavage reaction, as a result of lengthening
the N9 · · · C10 glycosidic bond. Similarly, looking at the d-RESP charges on the N7 atom as
a result of the protonation event, the initial protonation results in charges becoming more
and more positive (due to protonation) until the density is redistributed and double bonding
character becomes more evident in N9 -C8 , and it shifts to slightly more negative charges. The
C10 atom undergoes some changes, but these changes are small compared to the O40 atom.
Thus our structure presents a reasonable representation of what we would expect from an
oxacarbenium ion intermediate, in which the ribose moiety is stabilized by resonance and the
positive charge is localized on the O40 atom.

Figure A.5: The ESP charges have been computed along the trajectory in which the N9 -C10
bond is elongated. The variance of the mean is computed for the C10 (purple), N7 (black) and
O40 (yellow).

Figure A.6: The ESP charges have been computed along the trajectory for wat5, indicating
slightly more positive shift as E43 becomes more negative.
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Voronoi Analysis
Using a Voronoi analysis of the electron density, we have calculated the number of valence
electrons on the C10 and O40 atoms before and after the oxacarbenium ion has fully formed.
This analysis confirms that the O40 atom on the glycosyl moiety is deficient by about 1 electron
when the N9 · · · C10 bond length is 2.8 Å. From the Voronoi analysis of the electron density, we
Table A.4: Voronoi analysis of electron density. Given is the difference in the number of
electrons as a ratio (adenine to the ribose moiety) from the neutral state
N9 -C10 distance of ≤ 1.7Å
0:0

N9 -C10 distance of 2.8 Å
+1.35:-1.36

see that the oxacarbenium ion has formed by the end of our constrained QM/MM molecular
dynamics simulations (using a window in which the N9 -C10 bond has been constrained to
2.8 Å). This is shown by the difference in the number of electrons on the adenosine and
ribose moieties before and after the cleavage reaction occurs. After cleavage occurs, the
adenine moiety gains one electron and the ribose moiety loses an electron, thus, forming
an oxacarbenium ion, in which the C10 and O40 atoms host a positive charge. From the ESP
charges and the Voronoi analysis, we can see that the positive charge has been localized on
the O40 atom, as expected.

Protonation events during cleavage

Figure A.7: Several snapshots of the cleavage reaction from the QM/MM molecular dynamics
simulation
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Several frames of the QM system just before and after the transition state are overlayed to show
the changes in the molecular structure that occur at this point in the trajectory. The three
frames compare distances of the N9 · · · C10 glycosidic bond at 1.75, 1.96 and 2.75 (highlighted in
orange) Å. At 2.75 Å, the structure is cleaved and the oxacarbenium ion intermediate structure
is stable. By overlaying these frames, we clearly see that wat1 is held in place by wat2 and N6
of adenine. The lone pair electrons on wat1 participate in hydrogen bonds with these atoms.
Just before the proton from wat1 is transferred to N7 , at the N9 · · · C10 glycosidic bond at 1.75,
wat2 approaches wat1, at distances less than 1.5Å. This has the effect of further stabilizing
wat1, which may be electronically deficient at this point in the trajectory, to effectively lower
the barrier for the proton exchange. Thus, an efficient relay occurs from E43 to N7 on adenine
through wat1. Also interesting is the movement of D144 toward the positive center on the
glycosyl ring during the time in which the oxacarbenium ion is formed. In A.8 (a), wat2
comes within 1.4 Å of wat1 just before the exchange of the proton between E43 and wat1,
supporting the proton transfer event indirectly. In A.8 (b), the proton of wat5 is transferred
to the monoprotonated adenine just before the nucleophilic attack is made on the C10 of the
glycosyl ring.

Protonation events during cleavage

Figure A.8: The transition state is shown in (a) for the cleavage reaction, which generates the
oxacarbenium ion. The concerted proton transfer occurs at a N9 -C10 bonding distance of
1.96 Å when the protonated glutamate transfers a hydrogen via a bridging water molecule
to the N7 on adenine. The proton transfer through the bridging water molecule (wat1) is
further supported by a neighboring structured water molecule from above (wat2). In (b),
monoprotonated adenine acts as a base to deprotonate the nucleophilic water at a C10 · · · wat5
distance of 1.9 Å.
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Error propagation analysis
We measure the force on the constraint distance for each thermodynamically equilibrated
window, x 1 , x 2 ,. . .,x n , with uncertainties, δx1 , δx2 , · · · , δxn , if q represents the free energy,
q= f (x 1 , x 2 ,. . .,x n ), then the uncertainty of q can be found by
∂q
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Figure A.9: Error propagation of the uncertainty of the force on the constraint measured at
each window. The sampling error measured for reaction barrier of each step was ± 1.45 and ±
1.56 kcal mol−1 , for cleavage and hydrolysis, respectively.

Correlation Coefficients
The correlation coefficients were computed using Pearson-like correlation coefficients. All
intermolecular distances between water molecules and residues within the 5 Å vicinity of N7
of adenine and E43 during the QM/MM simulation were considered, and those giving the
highest correlation were displayed in the main text. The value of the correlation coefficient
was then exploited for the density plot, to visualize the extent of correlation via contour levels.
See section Generating contour plots for more details on how the contour plot was generated.
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To determine the relationship between the intermolecular interaction distances between
various active site residues and the five water molecules, we used a Pearson-like correlation
coefficient, described by
Pn

P
(X i X̄ ) ni (Yi Ȳ )
r = q¡P
¢q¡Pn
¢
n
(X
X̄
i
i
i (Yi Ȳ
i

(A.2)

where X̄ and Ȳ are averages of the time series. In our case, Y is not a random variable but a
linear function that describes the increase in the reaction coordinate (C10 · · · N9 ), which has
been pre-defined and fixed during the simulation. Thus, the correlation we measure using
these parameters describes whether the intermolecular distance is correlated to the linear
change in the reaction coordinate.

Gaussian distribution plots
To visualize the changes in intermolecular distances, x, as a function of the reaction coordinate,
x, we used a normal distribution of bonding distances between E43:H · · · wat1:O, wat1:H· · · N7 ,
and wat1:O· · · wat2:H, in the first step and N9 · · · wat5:H, in the second step. Using a histogram
analysis, the magnitude of distance fluctuations vary at various points along the reaction
coordinate. To better visualize these fluctuations, a normal (Gaussian) distribution was used,
described by
(x−µ)2
1
−
f (x; µ; σ2 ) = p e 2σ2
σ 2π

(A.3)

where µ is the mean, or the expectation of the distance at a given window, and σ2 represents
the variance.
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Figure A.10: Normal distribution of intermolecular interaction distances for E43 · · · wat1
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Percentage of α-helix secondary structure

The correlation coefficients and lag times for specific events observed during the MD simulation of hAGT. The correlation and time lag is measured between each event in x1 and
x2. Correlations are measured between having the double clip in place, a loss in α1 helical
structure, hydrogen bonding between α1 and the loop region, hydrogen bonding between
G131:H-R135:N, which indicates that G132 has lost the 1,4 hbond partner in the helix, as well
as a loss of hydrogen bonding in the Asn hinge region. Hydrogen bonds were taken to be less
than 1.9 Å, the double clip was taken to be in place when both R135 and M134 was hydrogen
bonding to the loop region (N157-G160 for R135 and S159 for M134). The distance between
the methyl adduct and the M134:O atom was taken to be less than 3 Å.
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Figure A.11: A comparison of the helical content in all the alpha helices in methylated hAGT
(with greater than 5 members) as a function of time. The alpha helix that loses the most helical
content (the highest amount of secondary elements that compete) is that of α1 . The rest of the
helices remain structured 80-90% of the time during the molecular dynamics simulations. The
area highlighted in grey is one of the periods that the recognition helix undergoes substantial
changes in secondary structure, and further discussed in figure 8.7.
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Figure A.12: Looking at the structures (pdb entries 1wrj, 1mgt, 1eh6, and 2g7h) from other
enzymes in the same family as hAGT, we find similar patterns exist in other homologues to
support the helices with the lowest helical propensity. Labeled 1-4, in Figure S5, are the motifs
that we propose have a similar effect as the S159·M134/R135·N157 double clip mechanism in
hAGT. We find that for certain homologues (especially in the case of M. Janna and Kod1) α2 is
stabilized by strong hydrogen bonding interactions between the C and N terminal domains.
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Figure A.13: Comparing the structures (pdb entries 1wrj, 1mgt, 1eh6, and 2g7h) from other
enzymes in the same family via contacts difference maps.

Figure A.14: The fluctuation in the hydrogen bonding interactions in the backbone atoms of α1
were investigated during the molecular dynamics simulations. Shown here are the fluctuations
around the mean hydrogen bonding distance for each of the 1-4 bonding neighbors in the
α1 helix. The largest fluctuations, (shown in blue and yellow), are that of G132·G136 and
G131·R135, respectively. At the times when these fluctuations are the largest, we find that
hydrogen bonding occurs between S159:H·M143:O and R135·N157. We also see that the
distance between the helix and the loop is less than 1.7 Å apart and that the fluctuations
cooperate with the decrease in distance between M134:O and the alkylated C145.
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Table A.5: a taken from Ref. [166]; b taken from Ref. [335]; c taken from 8,115 PDB structures
with resolution less than 1.8 Å.
Amino
acid

Propensitya
(Kcal Mol−1 )

Naturalb
Abundance (%)

Naturalc
Abundance (%)

Ala
Leu
Met
Arg
Lys
Gln
Glu
Ile
Ser
Trp
Tyr
Phe
Val
Thr
His
Cys
Asn
Asp
Gly
Pro

0.00
0.21
0.24
0.21
0.26
0.39
0.40
0.41
0.50
0.49
0.53
0.54
0.61
0.66
0.56
0.68
0.65
0.69
1.00
3.16

7.8
9.1
2.3
5.1
5.9
4.2
6.3
5.3
6.8
1.4
3.2
3.9
6.6
5.9
2.3
1.9
4.3
5.3
7.2
5.2

7.9
8.4
1.9
4.7
6.0
3.8
6.3
5.5
6.3
1.5
3.5
3.8
6.9
5.7
2.3
1.8
4.5
5.8
7.9
4.6
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Figure A.15: A histogram representing the distribution in the number of amino acids in alpha
helices from 8,115 PDB structures.
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DNA Repair Proteins

TablePA.6: a Taken from 174 DNA and RNA bound PDB structures with resolution less than 1.8
r es Hel
Å; b ( PP DB Hel ) for N= 174 proteins; c helical occ./nat. abundance; d DNA repair set - Main set
P DB

Amino
acid
Ala
Leu
Glu
Lys
Val
Arg
Ile
Ser
Gln
Asp
Thr
Phe
Asn
Gly
Tyr
Met
His
Trp
Pro
Cys

N t ot

Naturala
Abundance (%)
7.8
9.4
7.6
7.9
6.6
6.4
6.4
5.4
4.1
5.3
5.0
4.0
3.8
5.7
3.5
1.9
2.4
1.1
4.2
1.1

helical occurrenceb
(%)
10.5
12.8
11.0
8.0
5.6
7.3
6.5
3.9
4.7
4.0
3.2
3.8
3.5
2.6
3.3
2.7
2.3
1.4
2.3
0.6

helical enrichment c
factor
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.0
0.8
1.1
1.0
0.7
1.1
0.8
0.6
0.9
0.9
0.4
0.9
1.4
0.9
1.3
0.5
0.5

Difference from d
main set
-0.3
0.1
0.1
-0.1
-0.1
-0.2
0
-0.1
-0.2
0
-0.2
-0.2
0.1
0
0
0
0
0.3
0.1
-0.2
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Trans-membrane Proteins

Table
A.7: a Taken from 908 transmembrane helical structures with resolution less than 1.8 Å;
P
Hel
b PP DB r es
c
d
(
transmembrane
Hel ) for N= 908 proteins; helical occurrence/natural abundance;
P DB

N t ot

proteins - Main set
Amino
acid
Ala
Leu
Glu
Lys
Val
Arg
Ile
Ser
Gln
Asp
Thr
Phe
Asn
Gly
Tyr
Met
His
Trp
Pro
Cys
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Naturala
Abundance (%)
8.7
10.2
4.9
4.3
7.2
4.3
5.7
6.3
3.0
4.3
5.9
5.2
3.9
8.4
3.9
2.5
2.4
2.4
4.9
1.1

helical occurrenceb
(%)
11.0
13.8
4.7
3.5
8.1
4.2
7.4
4.8
2.9
2.8
5.3
6.8
2.5
6.0
3.6
3.5
2.4
3.2
2.4
1.1

helical enrichment c
factor
1.3
1.4
0.9
0.8
1.1
0.9
1.3
0.7
1.0
0.6
0.9
1.3
0.6
0.7
0.9
1.4
1.0
1.3
0.5
1.0

Difference from d
main set
-0.3
0.1
-0.5
-0.3
0.2
-0.4
0.3
-0.1
-0.3
-0.2
0.1
0.2
-0.2
0.3
0
0
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.3
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GPCR Family A Proteins

Table A.8: a Taken from 82 GPCR protein structures with resolution less than 1.8 Å;b (
c

d

P
r es Hel
PP DB Hel
P DB N t ot

)

for N=82 proteins; helical occurrence/natural abundance ; GPCR - Main set
Amino
acid
Ala
Leu
Glu
Lys
Val
Arg
Ile
Ser
Gln
Asp
Thr
Phe
Asn
Gly
Tyr
Met
His
Trp
Pro
Cys

Naturala
Abundance (%)
9.6
14.7
2.9
2.8
9.5
3.0
6.4
4.6
1.2
3.1
7.3
6.1
1.8
9.5
4.9
3.9
0.3
3.2
4.1
0.5

helical occurrenceb
(%)
10.5
18.6
2.1
2.6
10
2.3
7.0
3.7
0.7
2.5
7.6
6.4
1.5
7.3
5.2
3.9
0.2
4.1
3.0
0.4

helical enrichmentc
factor
1.1
1.3
0.7
0.9
1.1
0.7
1.1
0.8
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.0
0.8
0.8
1.1
1.0
0.7
1.3
0.7
0.8

Difference from d
main set
-0.5
0
-0.7
-0.2
0.2
-0.6
0.1
0
-0.7
0
0.2
0.1
0
0.4
0.2
-0.4
-0.2
0.3
0.3
-0.1
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A.3 How does a protein handle highly reactive intermediates?
Methods and Procedures
For MCM, the QM/MM minimization and equilibration phase consisted of several steps: (1)
optimization of the wavefunction while holding the equilibrated geometry fixed; (2) annealing
of the QM and MM temperatures to 50K; (3) slowly heating the system to 150 K and running
molecular dynamics for 0.5 ps; and (4) heating the system slowly to 300K and monitoring
the temperature of the QM and MM subsystems, using separate Nose Hoover chain thermostats for the two subsystems. We had a total of 123 QM atoms and five boundary atoms,
which served as an interface between the QM and MM subsets. We applied a hierarchal
Hamiltonian electrostatic coupling scheme between QM and MM parts with cut off values
of 10, 13 and 15 a.u., respectively. The QM/MM system was heated slowly to 300K and the
temperatures of the QM and MM subsystems were monitored, using Nosé Hoover thermostats.
Electronic structure calculations were carried out to identify optimal configurations of the
adenosyl cofactor by rotation of the ribose and adenosine moieties about the glysodic bond
(Fig. 8.7). The starting conformation of the adenosyl molecule was taken from a frame of a
QM/MM Car-Parinello Molecular Dynamics simulation in which the Co-C bond had undergone homolytic cleavage using thermodynamic integration methods. Moreover, the radical
intermediates had been fully present and stable for 1.5 picoseconds without the help of any
constraints. The starting geometry for the adenosyl radical intermediate contained a carboncentered radical at C50 with an angle (φ = O40 -C10 -N9 -C8 ) of 134.668◦ .
Scans along φ were carried out in the gas phase using B3LYP, M06L and M06 using the 631G(d) basis set. In addition, M06 was used in combination with the PCM solvent model of
toluene. This was done in order to consider the effect that a hydrophobic cavity could have
on the rotation of the dihedral of the molecule. The energy of various key geometries were
compared and are given in Table A.9. The listed dihedral angles represent the conformation of
the adenosyl moiety at 130◦ , which is the form present within the equilibrated enzyme within
the molecular dynamics simulation, 45◦ , a local minimum which we observe in the molecular
dynamics simulation after the homolysis reaction and before the hydrogen abstraction, and
-10◦ , representing a global minimum for the adenosyl moiety which is not observed in any
of our simulations. All energies are relative to the energy of the starting configuration and
have been given in kcal mol−1 . The scan constrained only the dihedral and allowed for the
optimization of all atoms in the molecule over a 360◦ rotation with a step size of 0.5◦ . All 720
points of the scan in each case were obtained with completed geometry optimizations.
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Results
Conformational changes assist cleavage and hydrogen abstraction
Rotation from the starting dihedral conformation φ = 134◦ to 45◦ recovers approximately 5-7
of the 12 kcal mol−1 energy deficit coming from the homolysis reaction. During the rotation (φ
130◦ to 45◦ ), N3 can stabilize the partial positive charge formed on the substrate (the radical
product) during the hydrogen abstraction step. The side chains of the corrin ring create a
definite ‘cleft’ that can potentially trap and control the ability of the adenosyl molecule to
rotate. While bound to Co, the adenosyl is positioned in such a way that the cleft prevents any
rotation about the glycosidic bond. During the first 6 ps of the QM/MM simulation before
homolytic cleavage, the calculated dihedral maintains an average of φ = 115◦ . As soon as the
Co-C bond is cleaved, the adenosyl diffuses slightly out of the cleft and can rotate by 80-100◦
before a second B12 side chain blocks further rotation; the B12 side chain on the right side of
the adenosyl molecule maintains van der Waals contact distance (2-3 Å). The enzyme cavity
surrounding the adenosyl molecule is made up mainly of hydrophobic residues (GLY, ALA,
PRO-rich), offering a minimal van der Waals contact surface for a barrier-free rotation (see
Figure S4). During the rotation, hydrogen bonds (donation from the NH2 group on adenine)
are continually broken and reformed with the amide backbone only, allowing for a smooth
and directed change in conformation.

Figure A.16: Crystal structures, 3REQ (a) without substrate and 4REQ (b), with substrate and
product superimposed in the active site. Displayed are two states of the adenosyl radical
dihedral (φ = O40 -C10 -N9 -C8 ) with values of 98 ◦ and 55◦ , respectively, which correspond
to the ‘Syn’ and ‘Anti’ states found in the QM/MM simulation. A surface representation
of the adenosyl moiety and the closest side chains of B12 in each crystal structure (c and
d, respectively) demonstrates the reordering of the adenosyl molecule’s geometry after the
diffusion away from the cobalt center.
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Constraint−Free Rotation of the Adenosyl Moiety in QM/MM Molecular Dynamics Simulation
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Figure A.17: Spontaneous rotation about φ during the QM/MM simulation.
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Figure A.18: Displayed is a dihedral scan of the radical adenosyl species demonstrating the
potential energy landscape of the rotation of the glycosidic bond using various DFT hybrid
functional in gas phase and polarizable continuum. The entire scan for each method was
plotted to show the corresponding minima for the key (φ = O40 -C10 -N9 -C8 ) dihedral angles.
Indeed, the rotation about the glycosidic C-N bond reveals three definitive minima: one local
minimum at 48◦ which stabilizes the molecule by 5 kcal mol−1 , a second local minimum
at -107 ◦ , stabilizing by 6 kcal mol−1 , and a global minimum at -11 ◦ which stabilizes the
molecule by 12-13 kcal mol−1 . For each method, the local and global minimum geometries
were optimized separately to ensure consistency in the energy and conformation.

Table A.9: Various dihedral conformations and the corresponding energies from a rotation
around the glycosidic-N bond.
Dihedral Angle (φ = O40 -C10 -N9 -C8 ):
Method
M06/6-31G
M06/AUG-ccPVDZ
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48◦
E1
-4.77
-4.89

-11◦
E2
-13.56
-12.08

-107◦
E3
-6.96
-5.29

(E2 -E1 )
kcal/mol
-8.79
-7.19

A.3. How does a protein handle highly reactive intermediates?

Figure A.19: A conformational change from C30 endo to C20 endo preempts the hydrogen
abstraction.

Figure A.20: Four snapshots which illustrate the shift in conformation from C30 endo to C20
endo in adenosyl radical, taken from the QM/MM molecular dynamics simulations. In (a),
the adenosyl radical moiety is in the C30 -endo conformation and the dihedral angle (φ =
O40 -C10 -N9 -C8 ) corresponding to a local minima in gas phase (50◦ ). In (b), a rotation about the
glycosidic bond (φ= 55.4 to 21.7◦ ) brings the adenine moiety and the radical center in a closer
vicinity to the substrate. The enzyme environment drives the conformational shift of the ribose
from C30 endo to C20 endo via nearby polar residues. In (c), a rotation about the glycosidic bond
(φ=2.7 to 60 ◦ ) returns the adenosine moiety to its initial position before the conformational
shift from C30 to C20 endo and, as shown in (c) and (d), the C30 endo conformation delivers a
stable configuration in which the C50 radical center is pointed directly toward the substrate, in
preparation for the attack.
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Figure A.21: The hydrogen abstraction reaction. Shown in (a) and (b), the C30 endo of Ado is
hydrogen bonded to residues N331, Q295 and Y208 before the conformational change to C20
endo takes place. Shown in (c), this transition is mediated by the enzyme, as residue N331
elegantly transfers the hydrogen bond from the axial O30 atom to its new equatorial position,
in (d) where it now hydrogen bonds to E335.

Figure A.22: Displayed is the spin density after the hydrogen abstraction has taken place in
the QM/MM simulations.
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Structure equals function in AdoCbl-dependent enzymes
Numerous crystal structures of adenosyl-dependent enzymes help to shed light on the roles
and reactivities of cofactor complexes within a variety of different host enzymes (transferases,
oxidoreductases, isomerases, as well as ligand, metal, and adomet binding proteins). In the
case of Methyl Malonyl-CoA mutase, multiple successes have provided several different crystal
structures of the protein in complex with the AdoB12 complex (pdb: 3REQ, 4REQ, 2XIQ, 2XIJ).
In studying these structures, we continue to see both conformations of the adenosyl moiety.
When complexed with B12 , the Co-C50 bond ranges in 1.8-2.2 Å in length and the dihedral
angle (φ = O4 ’-C1 ’-N9 -C8 ) values hover around 100◦ , whereas at bond lengths greater than 3.6
Å, the angle value is φ =˜ 50 Å.

PDB

D(O40 -C10 -N9 -C8 )
deg◦
Year

3REQ
4REQ
1I9C
2XIQ
2XIQ
2XIJ

1998
1999
2001
2010
2010
2010

98.01
54.73
23.5
46.67
-156.65
107

R(Co-C)
Å

State

Resolution

2.03
4.57
3.16
3.67
3.3
2.23

syn
anti
syn
anti
syn
anti

2.7
2.2
1.9
1.95
1.95
1.95

Table A.10: Various dihedral conformations from different MCM and GM crystal structures.
One of the MCM crystal structures (2XIQ), has a Co-C50 bond length of 3.3 Åwith the dihedral
value computed to be φ = -156.65◦ . According to the values along the potential energy scan,
this adenosyl configuration could be occupying the second local minima centered at -107◦ .

Assessing 27 separate structures and more than 50 adenosyl cofactors, this trend extends
beyond AdoB12 systems to include s-adenosylmethionine (SAM) dependent enzymes as well
as enzymes containing iron-sulfur complexes. Figure 4 (b) in the main text demonstrates
the dihedral configuration of other adenosyl cofactors as a function of Co-C50 or S-C50 bond
length. Further, the graph has been overlayed with the potential energy scan for rotation of the
dihedral. The data set in the main text includes AdoB12 -dependent enzymes, such as MCM,
Glutamate mutase, Glutamate Mutase, ethanolamine ammonia-lyase, and diol dehyrdratase
and lysine 5,6 amino-transferase (pdb structures include 3REQ, 4REQ, 2XIJ, 2XIQ, 1I9C, 3KP0,
3KP1, 3KOX, 3KOW, 3KOZ, 3CI3, 1XRS). Extending beyond 5’-deoxyadenosine-dependent
enzymes, we have also looked at SAM-dependent enzyme crystal structures, a list inclusive of
methyltransferases, biotin synthase, rna regulation, pyruvate-formate lyase activating enzyme,
lysine 2,3 amino-transferase, and others (pdb structures include 3KPD, 3NDI, 3NPB, 3O7W,
3P97, 3PFG, 3PS9, 3CB8, 2A5H, 2FB2, 2GIS).
A common thread that ties together all of these systems is that the dihedral configurations
occupy one of two local minima, as described by the potential energy landscape of rotating
around the glycosidic bond (φ = O4 ’-C1 ’-N9 -C8 ). A group of enzymes prevalently populate the
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local minimum at φ = -107◦ ; these enzymes mainly fall into the class of metal binding proteins
and mRNA regulation. The other grouping of enzymes populates the second local minimum
at 45◦ , inclusive of isomerases, methyl transferases, and other intramolecular transferases.
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S-CoA
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M373
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Figure A.23: Displayed are the conserved residues in other AdoB12 dependent enzymes which
may have similar roles to that of the residues surrounding the adenine base (in green) and the
nearby polar residues, assisting the conformational change during the hydrogen abstraction
reaction (in red). The enzymes we observed were Methyl malonyl-CoA mutase (both bacteria,
pdb entry 1E1c, and humans, pdb entry 2XIJ), Glutamate Mutase, ethanolamine ammonialyase, and diol dehyrdratase.

A.4 Microbial production of commodity chemicals
Methods
Selection at the Enzyme Level
Within the 5.4.99 subclass of enzymes, the number of structures per fourth level tier include:
5.4.99.1 (11) 5.4.99.2 (20) 5.4.99.5 (29) 5.4.99.7 (2), 5.4.99.9 (13), 5.4.99.11 (9), 5.4.99.12 (4),
5.4.99.14 (3), 5.4.99.15 (1), 5.4.99.17 (1). The pdb files that have been analyzed at this level of
selection include for 5.4.99.1(1CB7), 5.4.99.6 (1W6J), 5.4.99.5 (1FNK), 5.4.99.2 (1E1c, 3REQ,
4REQ), 5.4.99.11 (1M53), 5.4.99.17(1UMP). The active sites of these pdb structures were profiled and characterized on the basis of how polar/non-polar, hydrophobic, and positive or
negatively charged. In addition, the substrates of the enzymes were compared on the bases of
atomic size, composition. The electrostatic profile of the non-natural substrate (lactoyl-coA)
was compared to the active-site profiles and the most complementary match was chosen to
be methyl malonyl-CoA (5.4.99.2). (See Figure A.25 for the profiles of the selected structures
for analysis).
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Structural data and set-up
We started from the 1E1c and 3REQ crystal structures of Methyl-Malonyl-CoA mutase in
complex with glycerol, the natural substrate, Methyl-Malonyl-CoA (methyl malonyl-CoA), and
the natural product, Succinyl-CoA (methyl malonyl-CoA) as well as the B12 subunit and a
partially occupied 5’-deoxyadenosine. B12 is present in its reduced form (Co(II)) coordinated
on one side with a histidine residue (H610). Some modifications were made to prepare the
structure for molecular dynamics and equilibration.
The non-standard residues (B12, Ado, H610 and the substrates, methyl malonyl-CoA, the
natural, and lactoyl-CoA, the non-natural) were parameterized using the AMBER 99sb force
field mechanics. We have followed the mechanics modeling of cobalt corrinoids from previous
studies (H.M. Marques et al. Journal of Molecular Structure 2001 561 71-91). We have manually
taken the structural parameters for cobalt corrinoids and have reproduced the acceptable
bond lengths, bond angles and torsional angles for the AdoB12 subunit which is in complex
with MCM. Using these parameters, the final representation of AdoB12 exists in a doublycoordinated, co(III)balamin state. The differences between the natural and non-natural
substrates were small enough to allow for a manual modification of the atoms, using the
standard AMBER atom types, charges, bonds and angle parameters in each case. Thus,
modifying methyl malonyl-CoA to make lactoyl-CoA required modifying the carbonyl group
(Atom types C, O2 and O2) into a hydroxyl group (Atom types OH, HO). Changes were made to
the natural substrate to produce a system (MCM + AdoB12) bound to the non-natural substrate
(lactoyl-CoA). Thus, two systems were built initially for further study: (1) MCM + AdoB12 +
natural substrate (2) MCM + AdoB12 + non-natural substrate. Both systems were solvated
using the TIP3P water model and counter ions (Na+) with periodic boundary conditions with
a 10 Å non-bonding cut-off. The TIP3P water box extends by 10 Å on either side of the protein,
containing 23,485 solvent molecules. The two complexes were minimized using 10,000 cycles
of Steepest Decent minimization followed by Conjugate Gradient minimization for a total of
100,000 cycles of minimization. Each simulation was slowly heated under constant volume
periodic boundary conditions (from 50 to 300 K in 750 ps and held at 300K for 2.25 ns seconds)
while constraining all bonds involving hydrogen (SHAKE) in addition to a constraint applied
to the structure of the entire protein. This phase of equilibration accomplished the relaxation
of the water structure surrounding the solute. This was verified by checking the stabilization
of density and volume of the system.
The next phase of equilibration kept the structure of the protein constrained and sampled the
NPT ensemble at 300K and 1.0 atm for 3 ns, employing Langevin dynamics with a collision
frequency of 1 ps−1 . Finally, the constraint on the protein structure was replaced by restraints
on various bonding parameters of the AdoB12 subunit. The restraints on the protein were
slowly removed over the course of 6 ns.
These were the starting structures for each of the studies that follow in this paper (longer-term
molecular dynamics, FEP calculations and QM/MM molecular dynamics). The rmsd of these
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The next phase of equilibration kept the structure of the protein constrained and sampled the NPT
ensemble at 300K and 1.0 atm for 3 ns, employing Langevin dynamics with a collision frequency of 1 ps-
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structures were calculated at the end of the final phase of equilibration, and are displayed
below, with reference to the crystal structure (we used 3REQ and 4REQ to compare with the
final equilibrated structure).

RMSD
a

Protein backbone
Entire proteina
Protein backboneb
Entire proteinb

MCM + lactoyl-CoA

MCM + methyl malonyl-CoA

2.29
2.71
2.03
2.41

2.28
2.74
2.06
2.46

Table A.11: Displayed is the RMSDs for the last frame in each trajectory referenced to the
crysyal structurea and the average positions over 4 ns referenced to the crysyal structureb .

Binding Affinity
To calculate the difference in binding free energy between lactoyl-CoA and methyl malonylCoA, the electrostatics and van der Waals terms were decoupled in two separate simulations
both in water and in the enzyme in an explicit TIP3P water box. We employed the sander program (AMBER10) to perform FEP/TI using a dual topology paradigm. A thermodynamic cycle
represents the alchemical transformation between two states, the natural (methyl malonylCoA) and non-natural substrate (lactoyl-CoA). In the thermodynamic cycle, the specific region
that we perturb is represented by the acetyl group on the natural and non-natural substrates.
The discrete differences are the carbonyl group on methyl malonyl-CoA verses the hydroxyl
group on lactoyl-CoA. These atoms are considered to be the “unique atoms” as they are the
atoms that will be perturbed during the simulations. Thus, in transforming lactoyl-CoA to
methyl malonyl-CoA, a negative charge difference arises between states; we have done tests to
make sure that this charge is taken care of by the neutralizing background. In addition, the
product states of lactoyl-CoA and methyl malonyl-CoA were considered in a FEP simulation
to understand the difference in protein-ligand dissociation.
Each FEP calculation consisted of three separate stages to decouple the electrostatics from the
van der Waals parameters: (i) decharging the unique atoms, (ii) transforming atom types and
Lennard Jones parameters of the unique atoms and (iii) charging the unique atoms. For each
stage, the separate lambda windows are individually generated, minimized, heated to 300 K
and equilibrated before the production phase dynamics. The windows are minimized for 20ps
using the conjugate gradient method. An initial phase of equilibration in the NVT ensemble
serves to heat the system to 300K during 300ps while applying constraints on the protein
structure. Finally the production phase simulation samples the NPT ensemble and averages
the free energy differences over a 300 ps trajectory. The initial runs were tested for convergence
in the value for the free energy difference by increasing the time for the production phase
in addition to the number of lambda windows. The balance between computation cost and
convergence in energy is 40 lambda windows for the electrostatics and 25 windows for the van
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der Waals for each stage of the calculation.

Catalytic Efficacy
We have characterized the QM subset of atoms to include the coordinating histidine (H610),
capped at the alpha carbon, the entire adenosine (Ado) cofactor, the B12 cofactor, in which
the COMe and NHMe moities have been capped using link atoms, and the substrate in which
the CoA tail has been capped at the second carbon after the sulfur atom. Nine link atoms were
applied in total to serve as a separation between the QM and MM subsets. The cut-off values
for the NN, Mix, and ESP shells were 10, 13 and 15 bohr, respectively. We applied the long
range electrostatics coupling scheme. The QM subset was characterized by the DFT/BLYP
functional and norm-conserving Martins-Trouiller pseudopotentials. The coordinates for the
QM box were determined with the Tuckerman method and chosen to be an orthothrombic
cube with dimensions 23.2 x 29.5 x 21.6 Å and a plane-wave cut-off of 70 Ry. The MM subset
is characterized by a classical GROMOS96 force field using the AMBER keyword to properly
consider key features from the AMBER 99sb force field. The starting configuration was taken
to be the final trajectory frame of the long-term classically equilibrated wild-type enzyme in
complex with the non-natural substrate. To begin, the enzyme is in the “closed” state, with the
co(III)balamin (B12) cofactor doubly-coordinated with the adenosine cofactor and histidine
residue (H610). The starting coordination bond distances are 2.2 and 2.08 Å for H610 and
adenosine, respectively.
The QM/MM minimization and equilibration phase consists of several steps: (1) Optimization
of the wave-function holding the equilibrated geometry fixed (2) Annealing of the QM and MM
temperatures to 50K (3) slowly heating the system to 150 K and running molecular dynamics
for 0.5-1 ps (4) heating the system slowly to 300K and applying a Nosé-Hoover thermostat with
two chains that are partitioned between the MM and QM systems (for 2-5 ps). After the system
was equilibrated, we investigated the first step in the catalytic cycle, the homolytic cleavage of
the AdoB12 coordination bond. The main steps include the homolytic cleavage of the AdoB12
coordination bond (1), followed by the abstraction of the hydrogen on the substrate to produce
the product radical intermediate (2), this initiates the 1,2 methyl rearrangement reaction that
catalyzes the isomerization of methyl-malonyl-CoA into succinyl-CoA, the product, and finally,
the regeneration of the AdoB12 coordination bond. The first step in the known reaction has
been investigated to assess the catalytic capabilities of the enzyme to transform the nonnatural substrate into the desired product. We have compared our QM/MM analysis to the
known reaction with the natural substrate.
We derived the free energy of the first catalytic step by applying thermodynamic integration of
the force along a constrained reaction coordinate. The reaction coordinate was chosen to be
the coordination bond distance between the cobalamin and adenosine cofactors (Co—C5’).
The force on the constrained distance was integrated over the thermodynamically equilibrated
windows that extend from a distance of 2.08 to of 3.4 Å. Each window was sampled for a
minimum of 0.5-1 ps. At and around the transition point (2.7-3.2 Å), the windows were
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sampled 1-2 ps. At 2.8 Å, before the generation of the radical, unrestricted DFT was employed
with a local spin density approximation. Thus, we were able to monitor and evaluate the
progress of the homolysis reaction as a function of the evolution in spin state, geometry of the
carbon-centered radical intermediate, and the energy barrier of the reaction.
The radical begins to form at 2.8-3.0 Å, where a clear splitting in the spin state occurs on
the cobalt and the C5’. At 3.1Å, the radical has completely formed and the geometry of the
C5’ atom on the adenosine acquires a planar sp2 configuration. The height of the reaction
energy barrier at this point is at 12.45 kcal mol−1 . Model calculations were carried out on
the two substrates to perform the 1,2-methyl rearrangement of the radical species using DFT
quantum gas phase calculations (Figure A.25). The natural and non-natural substrates were
cut at the second carbon after the sulfur atom on the CoA tail and treated with B3LYP and
M06 functionals with a 6-31 G(d,p) basis set. The radical was placed on the primary methyl
atom and a distance scan was used, with the reaction coordinate as a decreasing distance
between the carbonyl carbon and the carbon radical center. In both cases, rearrangement
was observed for distances 1.8-1.6 Å. The barrier for rearrangement is calculated to be 5 kcal
mol−1 higher for the non-natural substrate but the product is still favored by 7 kcal mol−1 .
We assume that these differences are comparable in gas phase and would be negligible in an
enzyme environment.
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Figure SI.2.3.4 The rearrangement of radical species, lactoyl-CoA (DOH) vs methyl malonyl-CoA (DCA), seen in
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SI.3 Enzyme engineering and re-design

According to these per-residue contributions various locations of point mutations were chosen in
order to optimize the enzyme binding affinity for the non-natural substrate. The first round of mutations
residues that fell within a 3Å radius of the substrate. The rationale behind choosing these
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residues was to make small changes in order to keep the protein structure and function as close as possible
to the native state while making a slight gain in binding affinity in favor of the non-natural substrate.
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Experiments have already assessed the importance of R207 to the catalytic activity by exploring the
gain in binding affinity in favor of the non-natural substrate.
effects of the double mutant R207Q/Y89F (Vlassie et al. Biochemistry 2004, 43, 8410-8417). An extensive
30-fold increase in KM results from the mutation R207Q. It was our interest to choose a residue that has
already
been explored
in orderwere
to qualitatively
ourY89D,
binding free
energy
difference
calculations.
The initial
round
of mutants
chosenassess
to be
Y89E,
T166D,
R207D
(labeled in the
Initially, the mutant enzymes were tested for stability in protein structure over 4 ns of all-atom
molecular dynamics simulations. Each system was minimized, heated and equilibrated, using the same
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protocol as stated previously. These initial trajectories were able to indicate which mutants were stable,
capable of retaining the native structure and promising candidates for further assessment.
The mutant enzymes were analyzed by computing the rmsd of the entire protein backbone, the
key residues within the active site (including the mutated residue), and the orientation of the ligand, with
reference to the original crystal structure of the wild-type enzyme in complex with the natural substrate.
The enzymes were also analyzed by calculating the change in the electrostatic interactions between the
key catalytic residues, the substrate and the mutated residue from the wild-type enzyme and natural
substrate.
The computed rmsd for each mutant enzyme clearly indicated structures that became unstable
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following figures as mutants 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively). The mutant structures have single point
mutations which were manually constructed using AMBER’s xleap program. The altered
residues were modified and relaxed to obtain the equilibrium geometry. The exception to
this rationale was the mutant R207D. R207 interacts with both the B12 subunit as well as the
substrate. This mutant was tested in order to understand the response of the protein to a
large-scale change (the mutation requires a positive to negative change in charge of the side
chain). Experiments have already assessed the importance of R207 to the catalytic activity by
exploring the effects of the double mutant R207Q/Y89F [336]. An extensive 30-fold increase in
KM results from the mutation R207Q. It was our interest to choose a residue that has already
been explored in order to qualitatively assess our binding free energy difference calculations.
Initially, the mutant enzymes were tested for stability in protein structure over 4 ns of all-atom
molecular dynamics simulations. Each system was minimized, heated and equilibrated, using
the same protocol as stated previously. These initial trajectories were able to indicate which
mutants were stable, capable of retaining the native structure and promising candidates for
further assessment.
The mutant enzymes were analyzed by computing the rmsd of the entire protein backbone,
the key residues within the active site (including the mutated residue), and the orientation of
the ligand, with reference to the original crystal structure of the wild-type enzyme in complex
with the natural substrate. The enzymes were also analyzed by calculating the change in the
electrostatic interactions between the key catalytic residues, the substrate and the mutated
residue from the wild-type enzyme and natural substrate. The computed rmsd for each mutant
enzyme clearly indicated structures that became unstable after 4 ns (R207D, 4). The most
stable structure that retained most of the native structural elements of the wild-type enzyme
and natural substrate was the mutant enzyme T166D. The rmsd of the protein backbone,
positioning of key residues in the active site and the orientation of the non-natural substrate
was 1.7, 1.28 and 1.3, respectively. The rmsd for each of these structural features was also
computed for the equilibrated wild-type enzyme in complex with the non-natural substrate
with reference to the crystal structure in complex with the natural substrate. The results were
very close to the mutant T166D structure despite a small deviation in the rmsd of the active
site residues (an rmsd of 0.5).
The electrostatic interaction energy was computed for the same set of mutants, (displayed
below in Figure A.26 (top)), and compared to the wild-type enzyme in complex with the natural
substrate. Each calculation of the electrostatic interaction energy considers the averaged pairwise interactions between the AdoB12, coordinating histidine, all of the residues considered
for the point mutation, and the substrate. As demonstrated in Figure A.26, all of the mutant
enzymes (1-4) and wild-type enzyme (5) lose favorable electrostatic interactions when the
natural substrate is replaced by the non-natural substrate. However, mutants 3 and 4 (T166D
and R207D, respectively) are able to gain back more than half of the energy that is lost in the
wild-type enzyme (5).
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Lastly, changes in the hydrogen bonding network for each mutant enzymes was analyzed
and compared to the wild-type enzyme in complex with the natural substrate in addition to
the non-natural substrate. The interactions between the reactive site (the acetyl group) on
the substrate and a 3 Å radius were assessed to detect any favorable gains in energy due to
increased hydrogen bonding interactions. Analysis from the rmsd, electrostatic interaction
energy, and the hydrogen bonding analysis all indicates that the most promising mutant
to retain for further assessment is T166D. The results from the electrostatic calculations
demonstrate that introducing a negatively charged side chain at this position (3) regains nearly
20 of the 30 kcal mol−1 that was lost for the wild-type enzyme when in complex with the
non-natural substrate (5). Results from the hydrogen bonding analysis further indicate that
this point mutation (3, T166D) is responsible for a gain of nearly 2 hydrogen bonds, which was
averaged over 4 ns, compared to only 1 hydrogen bond for the wild-type in complex with the
non-natural substrate.
The most promising mutant enzymes were further assessed in order to determine the binding
affinity for the non-natural substrate compared to the natural substrate. By determining the
free energy differences between the natural and non-natural substrates in the mutant enzymes,
we can further address how competitive the non-natural substrate would be compared to the
natural substrate. This will give us a further indication on the turnover rate of the desired
reaction. Free energy perturbation simulations were carried out in the wild-type enzyme in
addition to the most promising mutant structures: F46Y, F252Y, T166D, and R207D. In each
mutant FEP simulation, the non-natural substrate was transformed into the natural substrate
using the above protocol. The binding free energy difference was computed and compared to
the wild-type system in order to assess any gain in binding affinity as a result of the mutation.
In summary, the mutant enzymes were group together and assessed based on several key
characteristics, as displayed below (Table A.12). The key characteristics of a promising mutant
structure include stability of the mutant structure compared to the wild-type protein, the
position and orientation of the ligand in the active site, relative to the natural substrate in
the wild-type enzyme, the positioning of key residues in the active site of the mutant enzyme
relative to the wild-type enzyme, an overall decrease in the electrostatic energy between
interacting subunits (AdoB12, coordinating H610, the mutant residue and the substrate),
and finally, an increased binding affinity that favors the non-natural substrate in the mutant
enzyme verses the wild-type enzyme.
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despite a small deviation in the rmsd of the active site residues (an rmsd of 0.5).
The electrostatic interaction energy was computed for the same set of mutants, (displayed below
in Figure SI.3.1), and compared to the wild-type enzyme in complex with the natural substrate. Each
calculation of the electrostatic interaction energy considers the averaged pair-wise interactions between
the AdoB12, coordinating histidine, all of the residues considered for the point mutation, and the substrate.
As demonstrated in Figure SI.3.1, all of the mutant enzymes (#1-4) and wild-type enzyme (#5) lose
favorable electrostatic interactions when the natural substrate is replaced by the non-natural substrate.
However, mutants 3 and 4 (T166D and R207D, respectively) are able to gain back more than half of the
Appendix energy
A. Appendix
that is lost in the wild-type enzyme (#5).
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Table SI.3.1 The top graph displays the calculated rmsd values for the ligand orientation, active site, and protein
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graph).
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were compared to the wild-type bound to the natural substrate (6). The onlyallmutants
indicates that the most promising mutant to retain for further assessment is T166D. The results from the
recovered
favorable
electrostatic
interactions
in this batch
T166D
R207D,
electrostatic
calculations
demonstrate that
introducing a negatively
chargedwere
side chain
at thisand
position
(#3) however
regains
nearly 20
of the 30 kcalchanges
mol-1 that was
lost for
the wild-type
in complex
with the non-natural
R207D
showed
large-scale
in the
protein
backbone
structure
over the course of a 30
substrate (#5). Results from the hydrogen bonding analysis further indicate that this point mutation (#3,
ns trajectory.
T166D) is responsible for a gain of nearly 2 hydrogen bonds, which was averaged over 4 ns, compared to
only 1 hydrogen bond for the wild-type in complex with the non-natural substrate.
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Table SI.3.2 Displayed is the hydrogen bonding network, the number of hydrogen bonds averaged over 4 ns of
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residue.
Free energy perturbation simulations were carried out in the wild-type enzyme in addition to the
most promising mutant structures: F46Y, F252Y, T166D, and R207D. In each mutant FEP simulation, the
non-natural substrate was transformed into the natural substrate using the above protocol. The binding
176 free energy difference was computed and compared to the wild-type system in order to assess any gain in
binding affinity as a result of the mutation.
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Table SI.3.3 The computed differences in binding free energy between lactoyl-CoA and methyl malonyl-CoA in the
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W+
Protein stability

1.8

Thr131Asp

W+

Arg207Glu

Phe46Tyr

Phe252Tyr

Thr166Asp3.97 Arg207Glu
Phe46Tyr1.15 Phe252Tyr
1.11

2.3

Protein
stability .96
1.8 1.88
2.3
3.9 .49
1.1 .47
1.2
Ligand position
1.81
Active site orientation
Ligand
position 1.5
0.96 1.51 1.88 2.16
1.81 .514
0.49 1.73
0.47
Increase in Eel Energy
28.0
3. 67
11.9
.33
.08
Active site orientation
1.5
1.5
2.2
0.5
1.7
DDG (total)
free energy
4.56
‐41.4
41.8
5.16
2.38
Increase in Eel Energy (total) 28.0
3.7
11.9
0.3
0.1
Table SI.3.4 The summary of key structural comparisons of the mutant enzymes in complex with the non-natural
DDG
free
energy
4.56
-41.4
41.8
5.16
2.38
substrate compared to the wild-type enzyme in complex with the non-natural substrate and the main criteria
considered before selecting the most promising mutant catalyst systems. All energies are given in kcal mol-1

Table A.12: The summary of key structural comparisons of the mutant enzymes in complex
with the non-natural
substrate compared to the wild-type enzyme in complex with the nonThe only mutant that has a stronger binding affinity to the non-natural substrate is T166D. Further
structural analysis
on this
mutant
was conducted
over 100 before
ns of molecular
dynamics
and the
natural substrate
and the
main
criteria
considered
selecting
thesimulations
most promising
mutant
resultant structural features of the mutant in complex with the non-natural substrate were compared to the
catalyst systems. All energies are given in kcal mol−1
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The only mutant that has a stronger binding affinity to the non-natural substrate is T166D.
Further structural analysis on this mutant was conducted over 100 ns of molecular dynamics
simulations and the resultant structural features of the mutant in complex with the nonnatural substrate were compared to the crystal structure and the resultant structures from
the FEP calculations (displayed in Figure A.29). By comparing the relaxed enzyme structure,
equilibrated over 100ns, to the resultants of the FEP calculations, we can examine whether the
protein structure will undergo wide-scale changes during longer period of time.
The long-term structural stability of the promising mutant enzyme is assessed by a structural
analysis. The results from the structural analysis demonstrate that the T166D mutant retains
all of the essential structural features that belong to its wild-type counterpart when in complex
177

ligand

1.76

0.96

1.6

1.61

1.88

2.1

B12

1.51

1.5

1.4

1.65

1.5

1.57

thr131

.153

0.07

0.04

.81

0.8

0.78

Table SI.3.5 The calculated RMSD values for the protein backbone and substrate, the backbone of the protein,
a 3 Å shell surrounding the substrate, the orientation of the substrate, the B12 subunit and the residue that has
been mutated (T166D) with reference to the crystal structure (4REQ). These values were calculated for the
long-term equilibrated structures of MCM (wild-type and mutant T166D in complex with the non-natural
Appendix
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substrate, labeled “100 ns”) in addition to the end points of the FEP calculations (labeled “Non-natural” and
“Natural” for each case)

C5*‐H23
C5*‐H24
C5*‐H35
C23‐C24‐H23
C23‐C24‐H24
C23‐C24‐H25

W+ (4REQ)
MCM
T166D
D166
Natural
Non‐natural Natural Non‐natural Natural Non‐natural
5.85
5.26
4.58
5.3
4.9
5.2
4.78
4.19
3.7
3.7
3.47
3.5
6.41
4.34
5.54
4.34
5.26
4.03
102.4
112.4
108.1
110.96
106.42
107.4
109.71
102.1
105.62
103.01
111.4
112.9
112.7
108.38
114.3
110.9
105.83
112.3

C4‐C5‐H23‐C24
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‐19.4

110.4

‐119.99

‐136.66
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‐25.95
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‐35.6

‐35.8

3.88

‐87.9

C4‐C5‐H25‐C24

14.63

3.2

‐122.96

9.03

‐18.34

‐4.6

Table SI.3.6 The calculated atom-atom distances and angles that have been compared to the crystal structure
consider
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Thecompared
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Figure
A.29:
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enzyme
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crystal structure
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C4*
(ADO)
the
acetyl as
group
on the
substrate
(lactoyl-CoA
or methylwith
malonyl-CoA).
In the
bond lengths and distances of the adenosyl-cobalamin subunit.
catalytic reaction, the hydrogen is abstracted from the substrate and transferred to the C5’ on
ADO. Thus, the atom-atom distances and angles have been measured to make sure that the
novel systems represent the correct geometry, as referenced by the crystal structure (4REQ)
in combination with the measured bond lengths and distances of the adenosyl-cobalamin
subunit.

with the non-natural substrate. Results from the FEP calculations show a change in the
Pagearound
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7/28/2011 by a
positioning of residues within a 3 Å shell
the substrate. This can be explained
change in the hydrogen bonding networks and a slight re-ordering to compensate for the
neutral-to-negative charge change.
To further investigate these changes, the bonding and non-bonding interactions, essential to
the catalytic event, were examined (as shown in Figure A.29) to project the repercussions of
such changes and whether the enzyme’s ability to catalyze the reaction could be disfigured.
The measurements considered the distances, angles and dihedrals involving the hydrogen
on the substrate, which will undergo abstraction (due to rotation, we consider all three: H23,
H24, and H25), and the carbon-centered radical intermediate (C5’ on the adenosine cofactor).
Measurements were compared among various crystal structures (1E1c and 4REQ), in the
wild-type enzyme at both end-points of the FEP calculation, in the mutant T166D enzyme
at both end-points of the FEP calculation, and in the equilibrated mutant T166D structure.
The values were averaged over the entire trajectory. The values highlighted represent the
hydrogen that points toward the carbon-center radical intermediate (C5’) in the last frame of
the trajectory.
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A.5. Sequestration and hydration of CO2 using a peptidic scaffold

Figure A.30: The crystal structure of the three stranded coiled coil (PDB entry 3PBJ) colored by
B-factor, where blue indicates high B-factors (less order) and red indicates low B-factor (more
order).
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Figure A.31: The change in binding energies as a result of varying the number of frames in the
MMPBSA calculation is given (MM refers to minimization). Values for energies given in kcal
mol−1 and time in minutes. Performance test results contributed by Dr. Marta Perez Gomes.
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Figure A.33: The change in binding energies as a result of varying the minimization/ equilibration protocol before the MMPBSA calculation is given. Values for energies given in kcal mol−1
and time in minutes (MM refers to minimization). Performance test results contributed by Dr.
Marta Perez Gomes.
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Figure A.34: The change in binding energies as a result of varying the minimization/ equilibration protocol before the MMPBSA calculation is given. Values for energies given in kcal mol−1
and time in minutes. Performance test results contributed by Dr. Marta Perez Gomes.
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Preparation
Brunk, E; Perez, M; Athri, P; Rothlisberger, U. Hydration of CO2 in a Three-stranded Coiled Coil Human
Carbonic Anhydrase Mimic (2013) In Preparation
Brunk, E; Ashari, N; Rothlisberger, U. Tuning Solvent Effects to Favor Secondary over Tertiary Carbocations Journal of Computational and Theoretical Chemistry (2013) In Preparation

Presentations
American Chemical Society Meeting. New Orleans, LA, 2013.
Contributed talk, “The Role of Environment on the Catalysis of the MutY Enzyme.”
Contributed talk, “A Mechanism to Trigger Unfolding in O6 -Alkylguanine DNA Alkyltransferase.”
Contributed talk, “Design of Biomimetic Strategies for the Production of Chemicals.”
Contributed talk, “A Mechano-Chemical Switch to Control Reactive Intermediates.”
CECAM Workshop. Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), Lausanne, Switzerland, 2012.
Contributed talk, “The Role of Environment on the Catalysis of the MutY Enzyme.”
American Chemical Society Meeting. Irvine, CA, 2011.
Contributed talk, “Integrating Comp. Methods To Retrofit Enzymes to Biosynthetic Pathways.”
Swiss Chemical Society Zurich, Switzerland, 2010.
Contributed talk, “Integrating Comp. Methods To Retrofit Enzymes to Biosynthetic Pathways.”
Understanding Molecular Simulation. Amsterdam, Netherlands 2010.
Contributed poster, “Integrating Comp. Methods To Retrofit Enzymes to Biosynthetic Pathways.”
Psi K Summer School. San Sebastian, Spain, 2009.
Contributed talk, “Integrating Comp. Methods To Retrofit Enzymes to Biosynthetic Pathways.”
American Chemical Society Meeting Atlanta, GA, 2009.
Contributed poster, “Analysis and synthesis of novel metabolic pathways.”
CECAM workshop: Computational Systems Biology. EPFL, 2009.
Contributed poster, “Integrating Comp. Methods To Retrofit Enzymes to Biosynthetic Pathways.”
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Group Invitations
Talk Laboratoire de Chimie, Ecole Normale Superieure de Lyon, France 2012
“The Role of Environment on the Catalysis of the MutY Enzyme”
(Invited by Dr. Elise Dumont)
Talk Institute of Biology and Chemistry of Proteins, Lyon, France 2012
“Comp. Design of Biomimetic Strategies for the Production of Chemical
Compounds” (Invited by Professor Richard Lavery)
Talk Uppsala University, Sweden 2009
“Integrating Comp. Methods To Retrofit Enzymes to Biosynthetic Pathways”
(Invited by the Åqvist group)
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